
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
 

TROUT POINT LODGE, LIMITED,  
A Nova Scotia Limited Company;   
VAUGHN PERRET and     
CHARLES LEARY,    

Plaintiff,  Civil Action No.: 1:12-CV-90LG-JMR 
v.          

 
DOUG K. HANDSHOE,    

Defendant.  

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *         

SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MEMORANDUM OF DEFENDANT, 
DOUGLAS K. HANDSHOE 

 
MAY IT PLEASE THE COURT: 

 This Supplemental Memorandum is submitted by defendant, Douglas K. Handshoe 

(“Handshoe”), in reply to the Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, 

which was filed by the plaintiffs, Trout Point, Vaughn Perret, and Charles Leary (collectively, 

“Trout Point”). 

 As previously discussed in defendant’s Reply Memorandum, the parties agreed that this 

dispute would focus on pure questions of law, rather than specific facts, and would be resolved 

solely on motions for summary judgment.  Still, as pointed out in defendant’s Reply 

Memorandum, plaintiffs have focused a great deal of their arguments on facts.  Because of 

plaintiffs’ harping on the facts, defendant feels compelled to provide the court with factual points 

as well.  Thus, this supplemental memorandum will focus on revealing the factual bases for 

defendant’s allegedly defamatory statements. 
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 Plaintiffs repeatedly point to the assertion that in the Canadian adjudication, they proved 

that the statements made about them were false.  Specifically, they state in their Response to 

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment that plaintiffs have clearly 

demonstrated that the statements were false and defamatory. (Record Doc. No. 20 at p. 6).  They 

direct this Honorable Court to pages 3-5 of their Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 

Judgment.  However, upon review of this Brief, it is clear that on pages 3-5 they have not 

provided the proof for this assertion.  They simply point to the findings made by the Supreme 

Court of Nova Scotia stating that defendant’s allegations were false and defamatory.  They have 

provided no support that would pass muster in a domestic court to back their assertions that 

defendant mistakenly tied them to the Jefferson Parish scandal; that they were not at one point 

accused of being in default of a repayable contribution generously awarded to them by the 

Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency;1 that plaintiff Charles Leary did not lie to a judge in the 

ACOA case when he stated that he and Mr. Perret were the sole owners of La Ferme D’Acadie;2 

and that they are not homosexual.3  The volume of exhibits submitted by plaintiffs consisting of 

                                                 
1 See Exhibit 6 – La Ferme D’Acadie and Charles Leary v. The Atlantic Canada Opportunities 
Agency. (“In June, 2002 the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency ("ACOA") sued La Ferme 
d'Acadie, Daniel Abel, Dr. Charles Leary and Vaughan Perret. The statement of claim alleges 
that (1) in June, 1998 ACOA contracted with each defendant that ACOA would advance money, 
(2) ACOA advanced $126,127, and (3) the defendants breached their contractual obligations to 
ACOA by altering their business operations, ceasing the operation of La Ferme d'Acadie, and 
providing misleading information to ACOA. The statement of claim says that on September 5, 
2001 ACOA notified the defendants that they were in default. ACOA claimed the amount 
outstanding, quantified as $104,211.12.”) 
 
2 Defendant based this statement on the resume of New Orleans attorney Daniel Loeb, which 
includes La Ferme d’Acadie as a business interest. (See Exhibit 7 – Resume of Daniel Loeb). 
 
3 Mr. Leary himself has admitted that he is a homosexual in an affidavit filed in the ACOA 
litigation. (See Exhibit 8 – The Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency v. La Ferme D’Acadie, 
paragraph 12) “The portion of the affidavit headed ‘Unequal Treatment’ (at paragraphs 95-100) 
likewise has no relevance; Mr. Leary’s allegation of ‘unequal treatment’ based on his American 
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printouts of defendant’s blog posts with commentary from plaintiffs suggesting their allegedly 

defamatory nature does not prove falsity.  Neither does presenting the Louisiana Ethics Board 

complaint and showing that plaintiffs were not mentioned in it, as demonstrating the absence of 

this explicit connection does not prove their innocence.  It is not required that defendant prove 

that the content of each of his statements was true; it is up to plaintiffs to present some kind of 

solid documentation or evidence to show that the statements were false.  Defendant is simply at a 

loss as to how plaintiffs believe that this burden has been satisfied.   

 The importance of highlighting the factual bases for defendant’s statements is that they 

demonstrate the substantial truth of the statements.  Plaintiffs quote extensively from Zerangue v. 

TSP Newspapers, Inc., 814 F.2d 1066 (5th Cir. 1987) in their brief.  As discussed in a section of 

Zerangue that plaintiffs neglected to include in their lengthy quotation from this case, “[a] 

publication is also protected if it is ‘substantially true,’ i.e., if it varies from the truth only in 

insignificant details or if its ‘gist’ or ‘sting’ is true.” Id. at 1073.  As previously discussed in the 

Memorandum in Support of Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment, Mississippi courts 

have applied this legal standard as well. See P.L. Blake v. Gannet Co., 529 So. 2d 595, 602 

(Miss. 1988).  Even if all statements do not have “an adequate basis of fact in the record,” the 

burden of proving the statements rests on the plaintiff, and a plaintiff must do more than “rely on 

his own denials to serve of proof” to counteract the “bulk” of the articles and reports. Armistead 

v. Minor, 815 So.2d 1189, 1195 (Miss. 2002).  Plaintiffs simply did not carry this burden in the 

Nova Scotia court.  If plaintiffs had filed this case in a Mississippi court, their failure to prove 

                                                                                                                                                             
nationality or his sexual orientation appears to be speculation.”  Further, as covered in 
defendant’s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, defendant’s derogatory 
comments regarding plaintiffs’ sexual orientation are, at worst, insults.  These comments are not 
actionable as defamatory statements. 
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falsity in any manner other than by simply stating that the statements were false would not have 

allowed them to prove their prima facie case. 

 It is undisputed that Aaron Broussard, former president of Jefferson Parish, is under 

investigation for his receipt of kickback fees from various venders in Jefferson Parish.  This fact 

has been widely reported in the media. (See Exhibit 1 – Nola.com article entitled “Aaron 

Broussard used office to secure large sums from Jefferson Parish contractors, prosecutors 

allege”).  Further, it has been reported that this activity includes Broussard’s involvement with a 

property in Canada.  As stated in that article reporting on this issue on Nola.com: 

The document alleges Broussard received hundreds of thousands of dollars from 2004-
2010 in the form of consulting, retainer and finder fees from unnamed parish contractors 
and vendors.  Broussard also received income from a holding company with investment 
property in Canada that was partially funded by individuals and firms doing business 
with the parish while Broussard was president, according to the document. 

 
(See Exhibit 1).  The document this news article is referencing is the factual basis for 

Broussard’s ex-wife Karen Parker’s plea deal with federal prosecutors in connection to her guilty 

plea in the Jefferson Parish payroll fraud case.  The factual basis states the following: 

Additionally, from approximately 2004-2010, Broussard received monies, totaling 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, that were characterized as, among other things, 
“retainers,” “consulting fees” or “finder’s fees” with various contractors and venders, all 
of whom were doing business with Jefferson Parish during the period of time Broussard 
was the President of Jefferson Parish.  Moveover, Broussard was a majority owner in a 
holding company which owned an investment property in Canada.  Broussard received 
income from this Canadian property.  This property was partially funded by individuals 
and/or entities who were contractors and/or venders doing business with Jefferson 
Parish during the period of time Broussard was the Jefferson Parish President. 

 
(See Exhibit 2 – Karen Parker plea deal factual basis, emphasis added). 

 Plaintiffs themselves have admitted that they managed Broussard’s Canadian property.  

In a post from January 16, 2012 on the Trout Point blog, which plaintiffs curiously have since 

removed from the blog, plaintiffs stated the following:  
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Broussard loved Nova Scotia, vacationed and brought friends there.  Never, however, did 
Mr. Broussard own any part, or have any management role in Trout point Lodge—he was 
simply a neighbour and someone who visited once or twice a year.  The Lodge also 
managed rentals of his property, and has never denied this fact. 

 
(See Exhibit 3 – January 16, 2012 Trout Point blog post).  The fact that plaintiffs now argue that 

they have no connection with the Jefferson Parish corruption scandal, despite their own 

admission that they managed Broussard’s Canadian property, is simply nonsensical. 

 Further, defendant’s publication of a letter that was uncovered as part of the lawsuit filed 

by the plaintiffs against Fox 8 provided additional support for his statements connecting 

plaintiffs to the Jefferson Parish scandal.  The letter, sent to plaintiffs by Broussard’s partner Roy 

D’Aquila, suggested that discussions had taken place between Broussard and the plaintiffs 

regarding placing Broussard’s property on the main insurance policy of Trout Point Lodge.  (See 

Exhibit 4 – May 24, 2010 letter from Roy D’Aquila to plaintiffs).  Again, defendant’s posting of 

this letter provided him with additional fodder for his fair commentary on the plaintiffs and their 

alleged connection with Broussard.   

 The extent of plaintiffs’ actual involvement in the Broussard scandal is unknown.  At one 

end of the spectrum, plaintiffs may have been entirely involved in Broussard’s activities; on the 

other, they may have had no knowledge of the corruption at all.  In his coverage of Trout Point, 

defendant has taken a stance that is somewhere in the middle.  Defendant has never stated that 

Aaron Broussard owned Trout Point Lodge.  He made his position clear on his April 2, 2012 post 

on Slabbed.org, when he stated the following: “I’ll add that Slabbed has never asserted that 

Broussard owns Trout Point Lodge, not that it would surprise me if it turned out that he did, but 

to this point I’ve seen no evidence of such . . . .”  (See Exhibit 5 – “Gone but not forgotten: Trout 

Point figure fingered for expensive vacations on public’s dime”).  Handshoe explicitly stated 

here that he is not suggesting that Aaron Broussard owned Trout Point Lodge.  His statement that 
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he would not be surprised if this was the case is also true, as it reflects his personal reaction to 

the matter.  What is indisputable in this case, however, is that by managing Broussard’s property, 

plaintiffs were involved in his activities, and as managers of the property, they benefited to some 

extent—whether they were aware of Broussard’s wrongdoings or not. 

 The aforementioned matters are important to plaintiffs’ arguments that they proved 

falsity and actual malice in the Canadian court.  In light of all of this support for defendant’s 

statements, it is clear that plaintiffs’ assertion that defendant acted with actual malice is flawed.  

As discussed numerous times in the various filings by both parties in this case, a plaintiff proves 

actual malice by demonstrating that defendant was aware of the probable falsity of the 

statements, or he published them with reckless disregard of the truth.  If the statements were 

false, which defendant does not concede, it is clear that based on the legitimate support 

defendant had in making these statements that they were not made with knowledge of probable 

falsity or with reckless disregard of the truth.  At most, they were made with ill will; however, it 

is incontestable that under domestic law, this does not rise to the level of actual malice. See Peter 

Scalamandre & Sons, Inc. v. Kaufman, 113 F.3d 556, 560-61 (5th Cir. 1997) (stating that 

demonstrating that “the defendant spoke out of dislike, or with ill will towards another,” does not 

prove actual malice); see also Armistead v. Minor, 815 So. 2d 1189, 1196 (Miss 2002) (“While it 

may be evident that [defendant] does not hold [plaintiff] in high regard, such feelings do not 

amount to actual malice.”); Zerangue, 814 F.2d at 1070 (stating that “actual malice cannot be 

shown by showing only ill will or negligence, even gross negligence, on the part of the 

defendant”). Thus, the tone of defendant’s statements is irrelevant in making this determination. 

 As further quoted from Zerangue in plaintiffs’ Memorandum, “the Supreme Court has 

stated in dicta that reckless disregard could be found where, for example, a reporter fabricated a 
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story out of his imagination, based it on an ‘unverified anonymous telephone call,’ published 

‘inherently improbable’ statements, or had ‘obvious reasons to doubt the veracity of the 

informant.’” Id.  Comparing these situations to the case at hand, it is clear that defendant did not 

“fabricate a story out of his imagination,” nor did he do anything the likes of basing his 

statements on an anonymous telephone call, publishing statements that are inherently 

improbable, or have obvious reasons to doubt the truth of the statements.  Defendant supported 

the statements on his blog by including links to these reliable and legitimate newspaper articles, 

documents, and even statements published by the plaintiffs themselves, as demonstrated above.  

In light of this, it is clear that a U.S. court would not have found actual malice.   

 The importance of plaintiffs’ failure to prove actual malice is twofold.  First, as public 

figures, plaintiffs’ are required to prove actual malice to prevail in a defamation case.4  Plaintiffs 

are indeed public figures, as they fit into the “vortex public figure” classification that has been 

embraced by Mississippi law for an individual who “thrusts himself or becomes thrust into the 

vortex of matter of legitimate public interest.” See Ferguson v. Watkins, 448 So. 2d 271, 277 

(Miss. 1984).  Through their connections with Aaron Broussard, a public official who is under 

investigation by authorities for allegedly illicit activities, they have indeed thrust themselves or 

become thrust into the vortex of a legitimate public interest—Aaron Broussard’s alleged 

kickback scheme.  Plaintiffs have been featured in publications other than Slabbed, including but 

not limited to South Coast Today and Frank magazine (See exhibit 9 – Frank magazine, p. 18).  

                                                 
4  Defendant also notes that the Nova Scotia court never made a determination as to whether 
plaintiffs were public or private figures.  Because this issue is so central to United States 
defamation law, this casts additional doubt on the validity of the Nova Scotia decision in relation 
to the SPEECH Act’s requirement that the foreign judgment be made in a manner that is 
consistent with how the case would have been adjudicated in a domestic court. 
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Further, they were mentioned in initial coverage of the Aaron Broussard public controversy by 

the Times-Picayune and Fox 8.   

Plaintiffs argue in their Response Brief that once the Times-Picayune retracted the story, 

“they were thereby removed from any public controversy by the same media who made the 

original erroneous identification.”  They present no legal support for this assertion.  In fact, the 

United States Supreme Court has noted the concept of an “involuntary public figure” as an 

individual who achieves public figure status “through no purposeful action of his own.” Griffin 

v. Delta Democrat Times Pub. Co., 815 So. 2d 1246, 1253 (Miss. Ct. App. 2002) (quoting Gertz 

v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 345 (1974)).  One court applying this concept has gone so 

far as to hold that even if an individual who is involuntarily embedded in a public controversy is 

then cleared of responsibility, he may still be considered a public figure because of the public 

nature of the controversy. Dameron v. Wash. Magazine, Inc., 779 F.2d 736 (D.C. Cir. 1985). In 

Dameron, the plaintiff sued a publication that ran a statement implying that as the only airport 

controller working at the time of a plane crash in which ninety-two people died, he was partially 

responsible for the accident. Id. at 738.  In actuality, while in the days following the accident 

plaintiff was connected to the controversy due to the nature of his job, his name was eventually 

cleared. Id. However, the court reasoned that while the plaintiff did not thrust himself into the 

public eye, he still played a role in the controversy and was relevant to the debate. Id. at 742. The 

court stated that “persons can become involved in public controversies and affairs without their 

consent or will. [Plaintiff], who had the misfortune to have a tragedy occur on his watch, is such 

a person.” Id. at 741. Thus, plaintiff was an involuntary public figure who was required to prove 

actual malice in order to prevail in a defamation action. Id. at 743. 
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Defendant remains confident in the truth of his reporting.  However, even if it were later 

discovered that plaintiffs in fact were not involved in any of Broussard’s alleged wrongdoings, 

they were at one point involved in the controversy due to the connections between Trout Point 

Lodge and Broussard’s alleged ties to Nova Scotia.  Like the plaintiff in Dameron, who was still 

a public figure after his innocence was discovered and his name cleared, plaintiffs would still be 

public figures because of their ties, legitimate or not, to the Broussard corruption scandal.  The 

fact that their names were “cleared” upon retraction of the Fox 8 and Times-Picayune stories 

does not mean that they were removed from the controversy. 

 Second, the plaintiffs’ failure to prove actual malice impedes their ability to recover 

punitive damages in a U.S. court.  Under domestic law, a plaintiff may not recover punitive 

damages in a defamation case unless liability “is based on a showing of knowledge of falsity or 

reckless disregard for the truth.” Gertz, 418 U.S. at 349.  While the nature of defendant’s 

comments may have been sufficient for plaintiffs to recover punitive damages in Canada, under 

Mississippi defamation law, defendant would not have been liable for these damages. 

 Plaintiffs have failed to show that they satisfied the burdens of proof required by U.S. 

defamation law in their Canadian lawsuit.  While their showings may have been sufficient for a 

Canadian judge to find that they have proven falsity and actual malice, it is clear that U.S. law 

affords more free speech protection, and thus, more would have been required of the plaintiffs 

had this action been litigated in a domestic court.  As defendant has demonstrated in each of his 

filings, plaintiffs therefore did not meet either of the First Amendment Considerations, nor did 

they meet the jurisdictional showing, of 28 U.S.C. § 4102.  Defendant prays this Honorable 

Court will grant summary judgment in his favor. 
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      Respectfully submitted this 6th day of August, 2012, 
 
      THE TRUITT LAW FIRM    
      A Limited Liability Company  
    
      S/Jack E. “Bobby” Truitt 
      _____________________________   
      JACK E. TRUITT, BAR NO. 18476  
      149 North New Hampshire Street   
      Covington, Louisiana 70433    
      Telephone: (985) 327-5266    
      Facsimile: (985) 327-5252    
      Email: mail@truittlaw.com 
      Counsel for defendant, Douglas Handshoe 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that a copy of the above and foregoing has been duly served on all 

counsel of record by depositing same into the U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid, and/or by hand and/or 

by facsimile and/or by electronic means on August 6, 2012. 

S/Jack E. “Bobby” Truitt 
______________________________________ 
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John McCusker/The Times-Picayune

Former Jefferson Parish President Aaron Broussard, left, and his
attorney, Robert Jenkins, arrive at the federal courthouse in New
Orleans today.

Aaron Broussard used office to secure large sums from Jefferson
Parish contractors, prosecutors allege
Published: Tuesday, January 17, 2012, 1:38 PM     Updated: Tuesday, January 17, 2012, 4:05 PM

 
By 

Richard Rainey, The Times-Picayune

Former Jefferson Parish President Aaron Broussard used his public office to secure hundreds of thousands

of dollars in consulting and finder fees from companies doing business with the parish, according to a

document filed in federal court today in connection with his ex-wife's guilty plea in a payroll fraud

conspiracy.

The allegations are contained in a section

entitled "Broussard uses his public office

for private gain" in the "factual basis" for

his ex-wife Karen Parker's plea deal with

federal prosecutors.

The document alleges Broussard received

hundreds of thousands of dollars from

2004 to 2010 in the form of consulting,

retainer and finder fees from unnamed

parish contractors and vendors.

Broussard also received income from a

holding company with investment property

in Canada that was partially funded by

individuals and firms doing business with

the parish while Broussard was president,

according to the document. (Read the

factual basis.)

The document also said Broussard

contacted former Parish Attorney Tom

Wilkinson and another unnamed parish

Aaron Broussard used office to secure large sums from Jefferso... http://blog.nola.com/crime_impact/print.html?entry=/2012/01/a...

1 of 3 8/2/12 8:47 PM

11 Exhibit 1
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official about finding a parish job for Parker.

Parker pleaded guilty to failing to report a felony in the payroll fraud conspiracy that has enveloped

Broussard and Wilkinson, both of whom have pleaded not guilty to conspiring to award Parker a lucrative

parish job in 2003.

Parker's admission came in a plea agreement with federal prosecutors and suggests she could testify against

one or both of her co-defendants.

A grand jury charged all three in December with 33 counts of conspiracy, wire fraud and theft of federal

money in connection to Parker's dubious employment in her ex-husband's administration.

Broussard and Wilkinson are due to appear in court this afternoon for a status hearing about their cases.

Wilkinson had hired Parker, a former Parish Council employee, as a paralegal supervisor in October 2003,

after Broussard was elected parish president. Wilkinson then erased a three-month gap in her parish

employment record, during which Parker was working for Broussard's campaign. That move let her continue

to collect benefits connected to longevity.

Parker was transferred to the Eastbank Regional Library in March 2004 to process parish employee

identification cards. A bill of information filed last week by prosecutors states that Parker never fulfilled her

duties as an ID processor and was still collecting the higher salary of a paralegal supervisor, even though

she wasn't certified for that job.

In exchange, according to the indictment, Broussard granted Wilkinson an 80-percent boost in salary.

Broussard and Parker were dating while he ran for parish president. They married in May 2004 and divorced

in October 2009. Broussard resigned amid scandal in January 2010. Parker was soon fired, and Wilkinson

resigned that March.

Parker's guilty plea is the first in a multifaceted federal investigation of Jefferson's government under

Broussard's administration. Subpoenas have also been issued in recent years for information about an

insurance agency run by the wife of Broussard's former top aide, Tim Whitmer, and a now-defunct

arrangement to ship most of Jefferson's residential garbage to the privately owned River Birch landfill in

Waggaman

More to come later today on NOLA.com and Wednesday in The Times-Picayune.

. . . . . . .
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Richard Rainey can be reached at rrainey@timespicayune.com or 504.883.7052.

© 2012 NOLA.com. All rights reserved.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA      * CRIMINAL NO.  2:11-CR-299 

   v.      * SECTION: HH

KAREN PARKER      *
a/k/a Karen Parker Broussard

           *      *      *

FACTUAL BASIS

Should this matter have proceeded to trial, the Government would have proven, through the

introduction of competent testimony and admissible evidence, the following facts, beyond a

reasonable doubt, to support the allegations in the Superseding Bill of Information now pending

against the defendant:

Background Information

Beginning in 1992, the defendant, KAREN PARKER, a/k/a Karen Parker Broussard

(“defendant” or “PARKER”) began working as an administrative assistant for the Jefferson Parish

Council.  On or about July 31, 2003, PARKER resigned from her position as an administrative

assistant for Jefferson Parish Councilman Aaron F. Broussard (“Broussard”) and began working for

Broussard’s campaign for Jefferson Parish President.  On or about October 4, 2003, Broussard was

elected Parish President of Jefferson Parish.  Approximately four years later, on or about October

14 Exhibit 2
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20, 2007, Broussard was re-elected by the voters of Jefferson Parish.  On or about May 29, 2004,

PARKER and Broussard were married.  Approximately three years prior to May 29, 2004,

PARKER and Broussard had a romantic relationship.  

At all times relevant to this case, Thomas G. Wilkinson, a/k/a Tom Wilkinson (“Wilkinson”),

was the Parish Attorney for Jefferson Parish and in that position had supervisory authority over the

Jefferson Parish Attorney’s Office, the authority to approve the hiring of new employees, and the

authority to approve pay raises for Parish Attorney’s Office employees. 

Jefferson Parish utilized Iberia Bank, formerly Omni Bank, for Automated Clearing House

transactions (payroll) who transmitted, via wire, these payroll transactions that crossed state lines

before the payroll funds were deposited into the recipient (employee) bank account.  PARKER

established direct deposit with the Jefferson Parish Employees Credit Union (JPEFCU) and her

salary while she was employed at Jefferson Parish, as set forth below from 2004 through 2010, was

deposited into her JPEFCU accounts.

The Jefferson Parish Attorney’s Office is a local government agency of Jefferson Parish.  It

received federal assistance in excess of $10,000.00 during each of the one year periods beginning

on January 1st and ending December 31st for the years 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, and

2010.

Karen Parker Becomes a “Paralegal Supervisor” at Jefferson Parish

After his election on October 4, 2003, but prior to him taking office as the Jefferson Parish

President, Broussard met with at least two Jefferson Parish officials to discuss PARKER’s

anticipated employment with the Parish under the Broussard administration.  The parties to that

decision were either current or future high-ranking Jefferson Parish officials who used their influence

2
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and positions in Parish government to make hiring decisions that were contrary to the best interests

of the citizens of Jefferson Parish.  After those discussions, it was understood by the parties that

PARKER would be hired as a “Paralegal Supervisor” under the purview of the Parish Attorney’s

Office in Jefferson Parish.  Broussard specifically wanted to have other Parish officials, including

Wilkinson, be the individuals who hired PARKER, because he knew that once he took over the

position of Parish President, he could not hire PARKER, and there would be increased scrutiny as

a result of their romantic relationship.

All parties to the decision to hire PARKER  – Broussard, Wilkinson, and others  – knew that

PARKER was not qualified, trained, or certified as a Paralegal Supervisor.  Despite this, on or about

October 28, 2003, defendant PARKER was given the position of Paralegal Supervisor in the

Jefferson Parish Attorney’s Office.  Her starting salary was approximately $48,000.00, which was

higher than the salary range allowed for under the Executive Pay Plan for Jefferson Parish.

Additionally, on or about October 28, 2003, Wilkinson approved the rescission/cancellation

of PARKER’s July 31, 2003 resignation from Jefferson Parish employment, which allowed her to

collect additional money and salary in the form of longevity pay, tenure awards, health insurance

benefits, and annual leave.  Wilkinson also approved the placing of PARKER on leave without pay

for the time period August 1, 2003, through October 31, 2003, thereby eliminating any break in her

employment with Jefferson Parish.

Wilkinson approved the decision to hire PARKER as a Paralegal Supervisor, approved her

salary, rescinded her resignation, and approved her leave without pay status when he executed

PARKER’s Parish of Jefferson, Department of Human Resources Request to Fill a Vacant Job form

on October 28, 2003.

3
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According to the job description of Paralegal Supervisor, the essential functions of that

position require that the “[i]ndividual conducts basic legal research, interviews witnesses, meets with

inter-governmental personnel and members of the public, gathers evidence to formulate the Parish’s

position on Parish or other matters.  Individual prepares legal documents including pleadings, wills,

contracts, leases, property descriptions and legal opinions setting forth the Parish’s position on Parish

and other matters.  Individual supervises and coordinates the activities of various support staff.”  The

Paralegal Supervisor position is an unclassified position and, therefore, applicants are not required

to take a civil service examination nor are unclassified employees subject to the same annual

Employment Performance Evaluation process that classified employees are required to undergo. 

Moreover, the Jefferson Parish job description for the position of Parish Attorney’s Office Paralegal

Supervisor required Paralegal Supervisors to have completed paralegal training and certification.

Despite being given the position of a Paralegal Supervisor, PARKER was neither trained

as a paralegal or a paralegal supervisor, nor did she possess the required paralegal certification. 

Moreover, as noted above, the parties who helped place her as a Paralegal Supervisor, including

Broussard, Wilkinson, and others, knew she did not possess the required paralegal certification and

that she was not trained as a paralegal.

During the period of time PARKER was assigned to work at the Parish Attorney’s Office

as a “Paralegal Supervisor,” from approximately October 2003 through March 2004, PARKER did

no work as a Paralegal Supervisor, nor did she perform any paralegal work.  During this period of

time, Broussard and Wilkinson were likewise aware that PARKER did no work as Paralegal

Supervisor and the little work she did perform was not paralegal or paralegal supervisory work.
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Karen Parker Gets Moved to ID Management Department

On or about March 8, 2004, Wilkinson approved the transfer of defendant PARKER to work

for ID Management which was located at the East Bank Regional Library.  ID Management is the

department responsible for issuing access badges to Jefferson Parish employees.  Jefferson Parish

determined that the Parish only requires one employee to hold the position of ID/Security System

Coordinator.  Despite her transfer to the East Bank Regional Library, PARKER retained her position

and higher salary of Paralegal Supervisor until her dismissal on or about February 5, 2010.

As with her work at the Parish Attorney’s Office, during the time period she worked at the

East Bank Regional Library, PARKER did not perform any of the duties of, and did no work as, a

Paralegal Supervisor while assigned to ID Management at the East Bank Regional Library. 

Likewise, Broussard and Wilkinson were aware, during this same period of time, that PARKER did

not perform the duties of, and did no work as, a Paralegal Supervisor while assigned to the ID

Management department.  Moreover, both Broussard and Wilkinson had first-hand knowledge that

PARKER did not appear at times at the location she was assigned (East Bank Regional Library) to

work.

Karen Parker’s Salary at Jefferson Parish

Beginning in 2003, as noted above, PARKER was given an annual salary of approximately

$48,000 as a Paralegal Supervisor, which was higher than the salary range allowed for under the

Executive Pay Plan for Jefferson Parish.  This salary range was approved and known by Wilkinson,

as the Parish Attorney, and Broussard, as PARKER’s romantic interest.  In 2004, 2007, and twice

in 2008, PARKER was  approved for Annual Evaluation Pay Raises by Wilkinson.  These pay raises

were approved by Wilkinson and known by Broussard despite the fact that both Wilkinson and

5
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Broussard knew PARKER was not performing any of the essential functions for the position of

Paralegal Supervisor and, indeed, PARKER was not qualified for, and did no work as, a Paralegal

Supervisor.  From approximately 2004 through 2009, Wilkinson authorized pay raises for PARKER

from approximately $46,439.99 to approximately $63,898.36, knowing that these raises would

additionally result in increased retirement benefits to the defendant, PARKER.  In total, from 2004

through 2010, PARKER was paid approximately $323,308.13 in Jefferson Parish taxpayer funds

for her salary.

Tom Wilkinson Benefits from Hiring Karen Parker

In turn, after the hiring of PARKER as a “Paralegal Supervisor” in Jefferson Parish in

October 2003, Broussard retained Wilkinson as the Parish Attorney in December 2003.  As

PARKER’s salary was annually being raised, by Wilkinson, Broussard, as Parish President, was

approving annual pay increases for Wilkinson.  From approximately 2004 through 2009, Broussard

authorized pay increases for Wilkinson.

False Statements by Broussard

In an effort to conceal the scheme and artifice noted above involving, among others, 

Broussard, from approximately 2005 through approximately 2010, repeatedly made false

representations about PARKER’s occupation on multiple documents, including official U.S.

government documents, such as tax returns, mortgage applications, and on sworn personal financial

disclosure statements.  In particular, on these documents, Broussard repeatedly represented that

PARKER was a Paralegal or a Paralegal Supervisor when, as set forth above, PARKER was not

qualified, trained, or certified as a Paralegal and, in fact, PARKER did no work as a Paralegal or as

a Paralegal Supervisor in Jefferson Parish.

6
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Broussard Uses His Public Office for Private Gain

Additionally, from approximately 2004 through 2010, Broussard received monies, totaling

hundreds of thousands of dollars, that were characterized as, among other things, “retainers,”

“consulting fees” or “finder’s fees” with various contractors and vendors, all of whom were doing

business with Jefferson Parish during the period of time Broussard was the President of Jefferson

Parish.  Moreover, Broussard was a majority owner in a holding company which owned an

investment property in Canada.  Broussard received income from this Canadian property.  This

property was partially funded by individuals and/or entities who were contractors and/or vendors

doing business with Jefferson Parish during the period of time Broussard was the Jefferson Parish

President.

Misprison of a Felony Regarding Theft Concerning Programs Receiving Federal Funds

As set forth above, PARKER, Broussard, and Wilkinson knew, from approximately 2004

through 2010, that she was not qualified, trained, or certified to be a Paralegal Supervisor in

Jefferson Parish and did not do any work as a Paralegal Supervisor in Jefferson Parish.  In hiring,

retaining, and paying PARKER as a Paralegal Supervisor, Broussard and Wilkinson intentionally

stole or committed theft with Jefferson Parish taxpayer funds.  Though PARKER was aware that

she was stealing or committing theft of property valued at $5,000 or more which was owned by or

under the care, custody, and control of the Parish of Jefferson (because she did not perform any work

as a Paralegal Supervisor), PARKER did not report this crime to federal authorities and, indeed,

concealed this crime from the authorities by, among other things, continuing to accept her salary

and/or salary increases on an annual basis, and signing various forms, including official U.S.
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governmental forms and personal disclosure forms, falsely representing her as a Paralegal Supervisor.

Limited Nature of Factual Basis

This proffer of evidence is not intended to constitute a complete statement of all facts known

by PARKER and described by PARKER to the government, but rather is a minimum statement of

facts intended to prove the necessary factual predicate for her guilty plea.  The limited purpose  

of this factual basis is to demonstrate that there exists a sufficient legal basis for PARKER’s plea

of guilty to the charged offense.

Various records, including bank statements, financial statements, mortgage statements,

employment-related documents, forms (including tax records and disclosure forms) and other

records, would be introduced to prove the facts as set forth above.  Testimonial evidence, including

testimony from representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal Revenue Service, as

well as other witnesses, would also be admitted to prove the facts set forth above.

                                                                                                                          
BRIAN M. KLEBBA Date
Assistant United States Attorney
New York Bar Roll No. 2938728

                                                                                                                          
MATTHEW S. CHESTER Date
Assistant United States Attorney  
Texas Bar No. 24045650

                                                                                                                         
KAREN PARKER Date
Defendant

____________________________________ ________________________
DAVID COURCELLE Date
Counsel for Defendant
Louisiana Bar Roll No. 23696
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Text-only version

This is Google's cache of http://troutpointlodge.wordpress.com/2012/01/16/2-years-defamation-
harassment-damage-business-reputation/. It is a snapshot of the page as it appeared on Feb 8, 2012 
14:32:42 GMT. The current page could have changed in the meantime. Learn more 
 
These search terms are highlighted: 
troutpointlodge wordpress com 2 years defamation damage business reputation harassment continue  

Home•
About•
Archives•
Stakeholders•
About an Internet defamer•

Search•

Trout Point Lodge of Nova Scotia, Relais & 
Chateaux
News & observations for a Canadian wilderness resort
Feeds:

Posts
Comments

« Remote Nova Scotia nature retreat earns top kudos from UK travel press
It’s a good time to appreciate Martin Luther King Day! »

2 years of defamation, damage to business reputation, & 
harassment continue
January 16, 2012 by troutpoint10 

UPDATED     For 2 years now Trout Point Lodge and its proprietors–Vaughan Perret, Charles Leary, 
and Daniel Abel–have born the brunt of constant Internet defamation and injury to business 
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reputation from bloggers. This has raised questions and concern from friends, guests, professionals 
in the travel industry, neighbours, employees, and business associates.

It’s time to set the record straight in public as well as through the judicial system.

BACKGROUND

From 2000 until 2010, a prominent Louisiana politician named Aaron Broussard, who is of Acadian 
French descent, owned a vacation home on a lot on the Trout Point Road, in East Kemptville, NS, 
near Trout Point Lodge. Perret & Leary had known Broussard for many years and Abel once worked 
for him, so when Broussard visited their new project in the Acadian homeland, he fell in love and 
decided to build a vacation home there, near the dining and recreational facilities offered by Trout 
Point.

Broussard loved Nova Scotia, vacationed and brought friends there. Never, however, did Mr. 
Broussard own any part, or have any management role in Trout Point Lodge–he was simply a 
neighbour and someone who visited once or twice a year. The Lodge also managed rentals of his 
property, and has never denied this fact. That Aaron Broussard owned a cottage near Trout Point was 
no secret or mystery–the Times-Picayune newspaper published just this fact in a July, 2001 travel 
article. Broussard also had friends in the local community. When a privately-owned postage-stamp lot 
next to his became available sometime around 2007, Broussard bought that also and built a 2nd, 
smaller cottage there. He called the two cottages “Black Bear” and “Cub.”

In January, 2010, Broussard had risen to be the elected President of Jefferson Parish and his 
administration was under federal criminal investigation, particularly related to the activities of 
Broussard’s Chief Administrative Officer, Tim Whitmer. Broussard was under a great deal of media 
scrutiny, and news stories about him were popular in the New Orleans area. Mr. Broussard–like many 
Louisiana politicians–was a colourful and controversial figure. He was in office during Hurricane 
Katrina, and many blamed him for actions resulting in flooding within the Parish. Nevertheless he 
was re-elected by the citizenry of Jefferson Parish after the disaster.

On January 6, 2010, in what appears to be a classic example of gotcha journalism, an investigative 
reporter for New Orleans Fox 8 TV News named Val Bracy arranged to interview Broussard on 
camera related to the investigations. What she did not tell Broussard was that the President of the 
Metropolitan Crime Commission–a state-funded Crime Stopper Organization–provided Bracy with 
access to a complaint letter against Broussard that the Commission was sending that day to the 
Louisiana State Ethics Administration, which oversees the conduct of public officials.

The complaint letter raised, among other things, an allegation from anonymous, confidential sources 
that Broussard owned a “lodge” in Nova Scotia that he had rented to government contractors. The 
complaint never mentioned Trout Point Lodge. The implication was that he had committed ethical 
and/or criminal violations by using his Nova Scotia property in behind-the-scenes money transactions 
with government contractors, ie, kick-back or “pay to play” schemes. For the news media, this was 
sensational.

Never informing Broussard about the existence of the complaint, Bracy started to interview him about 
the complaint’s contents, including his Nova Scotia properties, and if any government contractors had 
ever rented them or been there. Broussard made clear in the interview that he did not own or manage 
Trout Point.

Unfortunately for the Lodge and its proprietors, during its January 6, 2010, 9 pm news broadcast, Fox 
8 broke the ethics complaint story, and decided to illustrate Broussard’s Nova Scotia properties using Follow
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video of the Trout Point Lodge web site, including showing images of the lodge, the name “Trout 
Point Lodge of Nova Scotia,” and a slideshow of images of the hotel. Fox 8 continued to use images 
of the Lodge for the next 4 days on every news broadcast about the ethics complaint, federal 
investigation, and Broussard’s January 8, 2010 resignation from office, not only in its TV emissions 
but also on its web site. Those broadcasts and Internet publications are now the subject of a 
defamation law suit in Nova Scotia Supreme Court. Fox 8 claims that its publications did not refer to 
Trout Point Lodge, but only to Aaron Broussard. Trout Point Lodge says it was defamed. Fox 8 has 
refused to retract.

An important aside is that the Metropolitan Crime Commission–funded by monies from the Louisiana 
criminal justice system–was actually committing a crime by making public an ethics board complaint. 
Louisiana Revised Statute Title 42, Chapter 15 e reads:

(12)(a)  It shall be a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not more than two 
thousand dollars or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both, for any 
member of the board, its executive secretary, other employee, or any other person, to 
make public the testimony taken at a private investigation or private hearing of the board 
or to make any public statement or give out any information concerning a private 
investigation or private hearing of the board without the written request of the public 
servant or other person 
investigated. http://www.ethics.state.la.us/Pub/Laws/Title42Ch15.pdf

Soon after Fox 8 News broke their “scoop” on the ethics complaint, a multitude of other New Orleans 
area news media picked up the story, including with the mistaken information that Trout Point Lodge 
belonged to Aaron Broussard and was implicated in the complaint. The President of the Crime 
Commission also gave numerous interviews about the complaint. It appeared on the Times-Picayune 
newspaper web site, including a photograph of Trout Point Lodge, on the evening of January 6 and 
was on the front cover of the paper (with photo), above the fold, the next morning. The Ethics 
Administration, by the way, did not even receive the complaint until the afternoon of January 7, 2010.

Needless to say, Trout Point Lodge was widely confused with being Aaron Broussard’s property, used 
in criminal activity, and the subject of an investigation. Nowhere was this more true than in online 
forums and blogs.

Trout Point, Charles Leary, and Vaughan Perret did also sue the Times-Picayune and its affiliated 
companies in Nova Scotia Supreme Court. The matter was amicably settled out of court last year. 
Over time, the Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper has issued a correction and 2 retractions about its 
reporting, which can be seen here and here.

Ultimately, the Ethics Board filed charges against Broussard in December, 2010 (which can be seen 
here), however none of them related to Trout Point Lodge or even to his own Nova Scotia properties. 
As reported by the Times-Picayune here, the statute of limitations period has now long run on the 
Crime Commission’s complaint.

Despite the retractions, the criminality of making the complaint public, and the fact that the 
allegations proved groundless, the blogosphere has continued to attack Trout Point Lodge and its 
principals, including going way beyond the original false allegations of involvement 
in government corruption. Mr. Broussard was indicted on federal charges unrelated to anything in 
Nova Scotia in December, 2011.

DEFAMATION ON THE BLOGOSPHERE
Follow
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The most persistent, egregious, and conspiratorial of the bloggers has been someone named Doug K. 
Handshoe, a Mississippi Certified Public Accountant who writes on and publishes the blog Slabbed. 
Other anonymous contributors to his blog have also defamed the Lodge, Perret, Abel, and Leary. 
Slabbed has continued the false story that Trout Point Lodge and its principals are involved in 
Jefferson Parish political corruption. He has taken the law suits against the Times-Picayune and Fox 8 
News as proof that there is a coverup underway. He is also mad because the parent of the Times-
Picayune, Advance Publications, discovered that he was republishing copyrighted articles in their 
entirety on Slabbed, including material about Trout Point that had been retracted. When Advance 
reportedly served a DMCA take-down notice on Mr. Handshoe’s new web host for his url 
slabbed.org, Wild West Domains/GoDaddy, they froze his account and denied him further service, 
causing him to return to the blog’s original host, WordPress (which, ironically, is also the host of the 
Trout Point Lodge blog).

Perhaps most importantly, Trout Point Lodge has for years advertised itself on the web site Purple 
Roofs as being gay-owned and gay-friendly. Mr. Handshoe and his blog contributors don’t like gay 
people. Handshoe saw the Purple Roofs listing, and started to attack. According to one of the blog’s 
publications, Abel, Perret, and Leary are “queer fag scum,” and they are repeatedly referred to on the 
blog as “bitches,” “bottom boys,” “wives”, “blow-buddies,” and “girls.”

Abel, Leary, and Perret do not know Handshoe.

They ignored Mr. Handshoe and his blog for over a year, but when threats and anti-gay hate speech 
started to appear in a never-ending stream in the Spring of 2011, they served on Handshoe a legal 
Notice that unless he took some remedial action, they would sue him too in Nova Scotia Supreme 
Court. Handshoe continued to defame and harass.

In May, 2011, in the context of the law suit against Fox 8 TV, Trout Point Lodge had the occasion to 
have a judge review the Slabbed publications. One of Handshoe & Co’s journalistic heroes, it turns 
out, is Val Bracy–the reporter who interviewed Broussard.

The judge looked at the blog publications up to that time and returned a reasoned judicial decision, 
holding at least 2 important things: First, “Trout Point has established a prima facie case that they [the 
blog's words] were published and were defamatory.” He also said: “Generally the public interest in 
not allowing individuals to distribute defamatory materials under the cloak of anonymity will 
outweigh the public interest in protecting such a person’s right to privacy and freedom of expression.”

Second, the judge stated:

in the case at hand, the blogs contain comments based on the actual or perceived sexual 
orientation of the intended targets. Those comments are clearly meant to be derogatory 
and insulting. I will not reproduce them here. It is the type of expression that engenders 
harmful results such as discrimination and hatred. It is not the type of free expression 
that deserves protection and fostering. . . .  Considering these factors, I am of the 
view that the public interest in disclosure outweighs the legitimate privacy interest and 
interests and freedom of expression of the anonymous bloggers.

As Mr. Handshoe would not stop, Perret, Leary, and Trout Point Lodge did–as promised–sue 
Handshoe, alleging multiple instances of defamation, intentional interference with economic 
& contractual relations, injurious falsehood, intentional infliction of mental distress, invasion of 
privacy, and civil assault.
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He was twice served with a Notice of Action in accordance with The Convention on the Service 
Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters and then 
served with an Amended Notice of Action personally at his accounting office in Wiggins, Mississippi. 
Mr. Handshoe’s reaction to being served the first time was to publish a video clip for the movie 
Blowback on his blog, and then to scan and publish the whole Statement of Claim against him on 
Slabbed. (Handshoe frequently publishes violent and/or threatening movie or video clips in reference 
to Perret & Leary.)

When he was served with the Amended Claim, his reaction was to publish a post entitled “Oh yeah 
and by the way Charles and Vaughn, Fuck you, fuck you very much.”

This type of venom is very common on Slabbed. One Slabbed contributor named “unslabbed” wrote 
to Abel, Leary, and Perret:

If I were you BOYS I would keep my head down, not bend over to pick up the soap and 
ride my horses into the sunset on Brokeback Mountain.

I, one Slabbed Nation member, vow to search you all out to the ends of the earth ( Yes in 
Switzerland, Hawaii, France, Italy, Canada and Spain ) anywhere any of you have any 
connections.

I have the time, temperament and now the impetus to set myself to this task. Hold on, it 
may be a bumpy ride for some of you.

See ya soon, Cowboys.

Handshoe has not confined himself to defamation on Slabbed–which purports to be a legitimate news 
outlet and a “legal affairs” blog–he has pursued Trout Point Lodge, Perret, Abel, & Leary relentlessly 
across the world and across the Internet. This includes the following:

writing with defamatory allegations to reporters who publish positive articles about Trout Point 
Lodge in mainstream media; this has included the Atlantic Bureau Chief of the Globe & Mail 
and a business reporter for the Halifax Chronicle-Herald. He accuses Trout Point and 
its principals of buying positive publicity, and the mainstream media of being on the take. 
Conspiracies abound for Mr. Handshoe.

•

publishing “comments” on the online version of positive articles, repeating false allegations and 
linking to his blog. This has included on positive articles in The Independent and The Telegraph 
newspapers in the UK. Fortunately, the English newspapers have been 
very responsive in removing the offensive words.

•

using Twitter to defame.•
Publishing defamatory comments on the Nova Scotia Travel Forum of TripAdvisor.com 
(removed after many weeks in publication)

•

Publishing–on the balance of probabilities–a negative review of the Lodge on TripAdvisor 
(removed)

•

Publishing 2 fake complaints about Trout Point Lodge on RipOffReport.com (still there–RipOff 
is notorious for not removing fraudulent materials and sells “arbitration” services)

•

Publishing on the blog WolfvilleWatch that Trout Point was somehow involved in a local Nova 
Scotia scandal involving the Southwest Shore Development Agency (removed)

•

Publishing defamatory remarks and links to his blog on Reddit.com (still there). In most of 
these publications, he disparages the Lodge’s services and alleged policies and acuses it of 
fraud in addition to linking it to crimes.

•
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In addition to the allegations of involvement in Louisiana corruption and the mafia, Handshoe has 
also published that Trout Point Lodge is on the verge of bankruptcy  and that Charles Leary lied to 
and misled the Nova Scotia judiciary. He has also repeatedly published Leary & Perret’s photographs 
next to defamatory blog posts as well as publishing photographic montages with offensive anti-gay 
themes. The photographs of Leary & Perret used by Handshoe are the copyrighted material of the 
National Geographic Society and the Ashoka Foundation, taken while they were delegates to the 2010 
Geotourism Summit at National Geographic Society headquarters in Washington, DC. Both National 
Geographic and Ashoka served DMCA take-down notices on wordpress.com’s corporate owner last 
fall, but the photographs have simply been republished by Handshoe.

Mr. Handshoe had 45 working days (nearly 2 months with weekends and holidays) to defend the 
Amended Statement of Claim against him in Nova Scotia Supreme Court. This expired on November 
18, 2011.

Mr. Handshoe had even more time to respond, but eventually Leary & Perret received a default 
judgment order against Handshoe on December 12, 2011. This means that he is deemed to admit all 
of the charges against him, and the only issue remaining is the assessment of damages by a judge.

It is not too surprising that Handshoe did not defend himself in Nova Scotia Supreme Court. He has 
publicly called the lawsuit a “defamation scam,” and has referred to Canada and Nova Scotia as 
judicial “hell holes.” He recently called Nova Scotia judges  ”pinheads.” Perret and Leary are 
preparing for the assessment of damages hearing. Though Handshoe calls the lawsuit a Strategic 
Lawsuit Against Public Participation (SLAPP) and states that he is protected by the United 
States Securing the Protection of our Enduring and Established Constitutional 
Heritage (SPEECH) Act, as another sympathetic blog has noted, he likely will not be so lucky. Perret 
and Leary are steadfast in seeking legall redress, even if Slabbed and others call them “litigious.” 
Chapter One of this horrendous and taxing affair is drawing to a close, and Chapter Two will soon 
 begin as Leary, Abel, & Perret begin their journey to have the Nova Scotia judgment enforced in a 
U.S. court and to file new claims against Handshoe & Co. in a competent U.S. jurisdiction where he 
can test out his theories about SLAPP and the SPEECH Act protecting his egregious behaviour from 
legal redress.

UPDATE: Handshoe is determined to use intimidation and extra-legal tactics to deprive Leary, Perret, 
and Trout Point Lodge of their day in court. Since being served in mid January with Notice of a 
damages assessment hearing in Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Handshoe has amplified his defamation 
and harassment. One has to wonder how someone with a CPA designation, graduate of a Catholic 
high school, and the University of Southern Mississippi can misread and misconstrue documents and 
facts to such a degree–the only answer being his express malice and his fervent hatred of gay people. 
 This includes misrepresentation of the words of the US Attorney in New Orleans, misrepresentation 
of court documents, attempted intimidation of witnesses in another civil court action, and overall a 
continued attempt to link Abel, Leary, and Perret to crimes and criminal conspiracy without an ounce 
of justification–pure fabrication and innuendo.  When there is an ongoing federal criminal 
investigation, this is a very dangerous game for Handshoe & Co. to play. Unfortunately for all those 
touched by his venom, Handshoe is someone with the mentality of a schoolyard bully using the power 
of the Internet for harassment and intimidation, taking joy in injuring others.

OTHER BLOGS

Other blogs in both Louisiana and Nova Scotia have unfortunately picked up and given credence to 
the Slabbed defamation, including South Coast Today, published from Shelburne, NS, by a friend of 
disgruntled former Trout Point Lodge employee Joyce Case-Harlow, who was fired in 2004. (It 
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Like

should be noted that Mr. Broussard has since sold all of his Nova Scotia property holdings). The 
innuendo on South Coast has included:

that Leary & Perret have “a defamation claim” against South Coast’s publisher related to “a 
blog related to SCT” (untrue);

•

that “New Orleans [sic] corruption charges” have their roots at Trout Point in Nova Scotia 
(untrue);

•

that Louisiana “officials named in court documents and media stories own properties adjacent 
to Trout Point Lodge and/or have stayed at the lodge over the years” (untrue, except for Mr. 
Broussard);

•

that “Broussard is the subject of several complaints before the Louisiana Ethics Commission, 
some of them reportedly connected to charges that he may have operated a ‘shake-down’ 
scheme in which he enticed vendors doing business with the Parish to rent vacation property he 
and wife Karen Parker-Broussard owned in the East Kempt Wilderness in Nova 
Scotia” (untrue, see above and this report);

•

that Broussard and his ex-wife rented their Nova Scotia properties directly to third parties 
(untrue);

•

the Broussard’s Nova Scotia partnership Public Works Investments is still active (it has been 
revoked by the Registry of Joint Stocks since mid 2010);

•

that “properties owned by the Broussards and others have been rented at times through a Nova 
Scotia firm called Kempt Wilderness Lodge Services, whose registered office doubles as a 
caretaker’s cabin for Trout Point Lodge nearby” (untrue–Kempt Wilderness Lodge Services has 
never conducted rental activities at Trout Point, nor is it the Lodge’s caretaker’s residence);

•

that one of Kempt Wilderness’ partners “had been recently granted land in the area by Trout 
Point Lodge Ltd.” (untrue);

•

that the Times-Picayune only retracted “some of thier [sic] published statements” (untrue, there 
were 2 blanket retractions, including on the front page of the print edition, above the fold, in 
bold face font).

•

In classic bloggers fashion, Handshoe quotes South Coast Today as a Canadian journalistic source, 
and, visa versa, South Coast quotes from and uses Slabbed as a source of journalistic authority from 
Louisiana in a stunning whirlwind of false statements of fact.

We at Trout Point have written the above to clarify the questions and concerns that some have raised 
about the blogosphere allegations, to correct some erroneous online reports, and to set the record 
straight. We welcome any questions or concerns and can assure that none of this nasty controversy 
affects the peace and tranquility of the Lodge.

Be the first to like this post.

Posted in Libel, News | Tagged defamation, Doug Handshoe, Internet defamation, Libel, Slabbed | 5 
Comments

5 Responses

on January 16, 2012 at 4:33 pm | Reply Trout Point Lodge et. al. break the silence « 
SlipperySlabbed

[...] new post has appeared on the Trout Point Lodge blog that tells the story of Slabbed quite 
well. It gives new [...]

1.

Follow

Page 7 of 102 years of defamation, damage to business reputation, & harassment continue « Trout Poi...

02/24/12http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:fOJNSxM1dPoJ:troutpointlodge.w...
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on January 18, 2012 at 11:00 pm | Reply 2 years of defamation, damage to business 
reputation … « larrymatthews

[...] any management role in Trout Point Lodge–he was simply a neighbour and someone who 
visited …Via troutpointlodge.wordpress.com Share this:TwitterFacebookLike this:LikeBe 
the first to like this post. Posted in [...]

 

2.

on January 27, 2012 at 7:10 am | Reply  troutpoint10

Reblogged this on Trout Point Lodge of Nova Scotia, Relais & Chateaux.

 

3.

on February 2, 2012 at 8:54 am | Reply  Peter Denton

Hey. My partner and I have enjoyed three memorable stays at the Lodge. Reading about the 
terrible, frightening and frankly bizarre experience you have had at the hands of this blogger, 
who is obviously a very troubled human being, is staggering. I just wanted to congratulate you 
on your success in moving forward with, as you say, the first stage of legal action against this 
reptile and wish you continued success. You should be commended for your diligence in 
pursuit of your good name. It saddens me that you have been forced to go to such lengths to 
secure that. Your lodge is a true gem and my partner and I look forward to our next opportunity 
to visit.

 

4.

on February 2, 2012 at 10:20 am | Reply  troutpoint10

Hello Peter! Thanks so much for your kind & supportive words from everyone at Trout Point! 
We hope to see you again soon at the Lodge, and look forward to further legal victory in the 
U.S.

 

5.

 

Comments RSS 

Leave a Reply 

Follow

Page 8 of 102 years of defamation, damage to business reputation, & harassment continue « Trout Poi...

02/24/12http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:fOJNSxM1dPoJ:troutpointlodge.w...
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Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:

 Notify me of follow-up comments via email. Post Comment  

Trout Point Lodge•

Categories of Interest•

Conde Nast Johansens  Cuisine Events geotourism Gift Ideas  Libel  

News Packages & Offers  Privacy Policy  Relais & Chateaux 

Seafood Tobeatic Wilderness Area Uncategorized  Weddings  Wine  Yarmouth 
Ferry Service  

Top Posts•

2 years of defamation, damage to business reputation, & harassment continueƕ

 

Enter your comment here...

 Email  (required) (Not published)

Name (required)

Website

Follow

Page 9 of 102 years of defamation, damage to business reputation, & harassment continue « Trout Poi...

02/24/12http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:fOJNSxM1dPoJ:troutpointlodge.w...
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Aboutƕ
Archivesƕ
Stakeholdersƕ
Sustainable seafood to be featuredƕ

Blogroll•

foodvacation.com: all about culinary travelƕ
News & Reviews for Trout Point Lodgeƕ
Online Reservationsƕ
SlipperySlabbedƕ
TPL official websiteƕ

Blog at WordPress.com.

Theme: MistyLook by Sadish.

  

Follow

Page 10 of 102 years of defamation, damage to business reputation, & harassment continue « Trout P...

02/24/12http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:fOJNSxM1dPoJ:troutpointlodge.w...
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Share this:

Slabbed
Alternative New Media for the Gulf South

Gone but not forgotten: Trout Point figure fingered for expensive
vacations on public’s dime.
with 4 comments

Folks I found this South Coast Today story in the google cache and it is quite the interesting read.  It is in the
cache and no longer online at the South Coast Today and the publisher, Tim Gillespie would not comment on the
record on its removal though we can certainly speculate.  I personally think it was this part that sent certain
Goatherders blasting off into orbit:

All of the media sources had asserted or insinuated that Broussard was part owner of Trout Point
Lodge, allegations which were vigorously denied by Leary, Perret and the firm which owns the Lodge.
Documents filed with the courts and Nova Scotia and Louisiana government agencies show that
Broussard and various business partners owned properties and businesses in the Trout Point Road area
adjacent to the Lodge and that the Lodge acted as a rental agent for Broussard’s properties.

Broussard and his New Orleans political friends were often guests at the Lodge, but there were no
records produced in court which showed any ownership.

The beleaguered former politician visited Nova Scotia frequently, joining Perret and Leary as
directors of a non-profit organization attempting to build a hiking trial near the Lodge and Broussard’s
properties and was reported to have accompanied the pair on a visit to Shelburne, where he was
introduced as a “silent partner” in plans by the pair to convert the former Cox Warehouse into a
whiskey brewery. One local official recalls the silent partner telling her that Shelburne was a nice
town but “not ready for the likes of him.”

I’ll add Slabbed has never asserted that Broussard owns Trout Point Lodge, not that it would surprise me if it
turned out that he did, but to this point I’ve seen no evidence of such but I doubt Leary nor Perret had a problem
with that part. IMHO the silent partner stuff likely caused Perret to blow a rag as is his wont, but no man is rich
enough to buy back his past, including the proprietors at Trout Point Lodge who once upon a time openly touted
their business associations with Broussard to the media in both the US and Canada.

Along those lines Slabbed has ascertained from the court records in Leary and Perret’s defamation case against
Fox 8 in Nova Scotia that the Cox Warehouse was the subject of a certain affidavit sworn by the plaintiffs that is of
the fanciful variety of the type we’ve previously highlighted on Slabbed. Let’s circle that tidbit for now.  Along
those lines Slabbed has also learned the Fox 8 court record indicates the Lodge itself may be for sale.  I plan on
exploring possible reasons for that in greater detail in a subsequent post. I did note they established an investor
page where they actually belatedly mention the sale of Cerro Coyote.

In any event the whole South Coast Today story is well worth the read.  Should it disappear from the google cache
as often happens here is a pdf for posterity sake for those so interested.

sop

Gone but not forgotten: Trout Point figure fingered for expensiv... http://www.slabbed.org/2012/04/02/gone-but-not-forgotten-trou...

1 of 5 8/2/12 8:50 PM
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0

Written by sop81_1

April 2, 2012 at 5:41 pm

Posted in Sop

Tagged with Aaron Broussard, Charles Leary, Town of Shelburne Nova Scotia, Trout Point Development, Trout
Point Lodge, USA v Broussard, Vaughn Perret

« Monday morning tease
I have the following update from the legal front….. »

4 Responses

Subscribe to comments with RSS.

Loved the line in the article: “non-profit organization attempting to build a hiking trial” TRIAL, yep I
understand! Do the lawyers have all the gear for a long hiking TRIAL?

Golfhack

April 3, 2012 at 10:47 am

Reply

1.

Going to be a long “Rawhide” drive for the goatherders. Do you think they will float the herd down the
Mighty Miss,take covered wagons or via rail.

Hopefully they will get an escort by Dudley Do-Right through the “…deep south of the United States…”
where they affy in their Complaint’s paragraph 87 a lot of unstable, crazy homophobic people live.

I wish I could be a fly on the humble walls of the Southern Division of the Southern District of Mississippi
when the Honorable U.S District Judge first reads that infamous paragraph.

Gitty up lil’ goats gitty up. Got lots of grass and good newspapers, like the TP, for you’ll to eat round here.
We’ll leave the patrol lights on for ya’ and yall stay a piece won’t ya.

2.

Gone but not forgotten: Trout Point figure fingered for expensiv... http://www.slabbed.org/2012/04/02/gone-but-not-forgotten-trou...

2 of 5 8/2/12 8:50 PM
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lockemuptight

April 3, 2012 at 11:14 am

Reply

Lockem the reality here is far more bizarre than you think. 

I’ll make time to share later.

sop

sop81_1

April 3, 2012 at 12:38 pm

Reply

Just guessing here but could it have been pulled and only in Cache because of some of the same tactics that
the people at the “point” have used in the past and are currently using with….. some unmentioned blog?

Rat Bastard

3.

Gone but not forgotten: Trout Point figure fingered for expensiv... http://www.slabbed.org/2012/04/02/gone-but-not-forgotten-trou...

3 of 5 8/2/12 8:50 PM
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April 3, 2012 at 8:49 pm

Reply

Leave a Reply

Enter your comment here...Enter your comment here...

Archives by date

April 2012
S M T W T F S

« Mar  May »

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30  

Search for:  Search

Reader Feedback / Legal

Contact

Support Slabbed

 

Slabbed supports the Creative Commons

Slabbed by Slabbed New Media LLC is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 United
States License.
Permissions beyond the scope of this license may be available at www.slabbed.org/contact.

Subscribe to Slabbed

Email Address

Subscribe

Recent Posts

Worth repeating take note: People are still upset about this Whitmer plea…..

Gone but not forgotten: Trout Point figure fingered for expensiv... http://www.slabbed.org/2012/04/02/gone-but-not-forgotten-trou...

4 of 5 8/2/12 8:50 PM
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Paul Rioux sings his swan song before leaving the T-P: “Audit slams Jefferson Parish Housing Authority
payments to governing board, legislator’s company”
Let’s talk more about Broussard’s grand jury leak “fishing expedition”
I heard there was a major scandal brewing over at the Jefferson Parish Housing Board…..(Updated)
Wednesday Music: Ladies, gentlemen and Goatherders of all ages……

Recent Comments

Lockemuptight on Paul Rioux sings his swan song before leaving the T-P: “Audit slams Jefferson Parish
Housing Authority payments to governing board, legislator’s company”
Tom on Paul Rioux sings his swan song before leaving the T-P: “Audit slams Jefferson Parish Housing
Authority payments to governing board, legislator’s company”
Tom on Worth repeating take note: People are still upset about this Whitmer plea…..
Lockemuptight on Paul Rioux sings his swan song before leaving the T-P: “Audit slams Jefferson Parish
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Lockemuptight on Worth repeating take note: People are still upset about this Whitmer plea…..
Tom on Worth repeating take note: People are still upset about this Whitmer plea…..
Tom on Worth repeating take note: People are still upset about this Whitmer plea…..
Lockemuptight on Worth repeating take note: People are still upset about this Whitmer plea…..
whitmergate on I heard there was a major scandal brewing over at the Jefferson Parish Housing Board…..
(Updated)
Lockemuptight on Feeling blue that Aaron Broussard shook you down for money to build vacation hotels
and lodges overseas?
whitmergate on Feeling blue that Aaron Broussard shook you down for money to build vacation hotels and
lodges overseas?
whitmergate on I heard there was a major scandal brewing over at the Jefferson Parish Housing Board…..
(Updated)
Tom on I heard there was a major scandal brewing over at the Jefferson Parish Housing Board…..(Updated)
Tom on Let’s talk more about Broussard’s grand jury leak “fishing expedition”
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NOVA SCOTIA COURT OF APPEAL
Citation: La Ferme D’Acadie v. Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency,

 2009 NSCA 5

Date:  20090116
Docket: CA 305632

Registry: Halifax

Between:
La Ferme D’Acadie and Charles Leary

Applicants
(Appellants)

v.

The Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency
Respondent

Judge: The Honourable Justice Fichaud

Application Heard: January 14, 2009

Held: The application is dismissed with costs, fixed at $500, in the
cause of the appeal.

Counsel: Charles Leary, for the applicants
Randall Balcome, for the respondent
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Decision:

[1] The appellants apply for a stay of execution under the former Rule 62.10(2),
now Rule 90.41(2). 

[2] In June, 2002 the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency ("ACOA") sued La
Ferme d'Acadie, Daniel Abel, Dr. Charles Leary and Vaughan Perret. The
statement of claim alleges that (1) in June, 1998 ACOA contracted with each
defendant that ACOA would advance money, (2)  ACOA advanced $126,127, and
(3) the defendants breached their contractual obligations to ACOA by altering their
business operations, ceasing the operation of La Ferme d'Acadie, and providing
misleading information to ACOA. The statement of claim says that on September
5, 2001 ACOA notified the defendants that they were in default. ACOA claimed
the amount outstanding, quantified as $104,211.12.

[3] On November 22, 2002 Dr. Leary filed a defence which denied the claim
and said that La Ferme d'Acadie was a dissolved partnership, and counterclaimed
that ACOA failed to act in good faith and committed negligent misrepresentation.

[4] I will not detail the events that occupied portions of the next several years.
These are discussed in the Supreme Court’s decision (2008 NSSC 334). The
defendants Perret and Abel have not yet been served with the Originating Notice,
and ACOA has not moved for substituted service. In November 2007 ACOA filed
a Notice of Intention to Proceed. Then in March 2008 Dr. Leary applied the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia for an order dismissing ACOA's claim for want of
prosecution. ACOA applied for an order under the former Rule 7.02 that Dr Leary
and La Ferme d'Acadie disclose the names and addresses of the partners in La
Ferme d'Acadie. Justice LeBlanc heard the applications in chambers on June 5,
2008.

[5] The chambers judge issued a decision on November 14, 2008, dismissing
Dr. Leary’s want of prosecution application. That decision was silent on ACOA's
application for disclosure. On November 27, 2008, counsel for ACOA wrote to
Justice LeBlanc, copied by fax to Dr. Leary, (1) enclosing a draft order dismissing
Dr. Leary’s application and (2) requesting that Justice LeBlanc sign a second
enclosed draft order requiring disclosure of the partners' names under former Rule
7.02. 
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[6] On December 11, 2008, the Court Administration Office faxed to ACOA's
counsel and to Dr. Leary two orders of December 9, 2008 signed by Justice
LeBlanc. The first denied Dr. Leary’s application to dismiss the claim for want of
prosecution. The second required Dr. Leary and La Ferme d'Acadie, within ten
days, to disclose the names and current addresses of the persons who were partners
of La Ferme d'Acadie on June 5, 1998, and stayed Dr. Leary’s counterclaim until
this disclosure was made.

[7] On December 19, 2008 Dr. Leary and La Ferme d'Acadie appealed to this
Court from that second order, requiring disclosure of the partners' names and
addresses. There is no appeal from the order dismissing the want of prosecution
application. The Court of Appeal will hear the appeal on June 18, 2009. Dr. Leary
also applied for a stay of execution of the disclosure order under appeal. That
application was heard in Court of Appeal chambers on January 14, 2009. 

[8] This is the decision on the stay application. 

[9] The test for a stay has not changed with the new Civil Procedure Rules.

[10] The starting principle is that the successful litigant may retain the fruit of his
judgment unless "required in the interests of justice":  Coughlan v. Westminer
Canada Limited (1993), 125 N.S.R. (2d) 171 (C.A.), at p. 174, per Freeman, J.A.
The "interests of justice" are governed by the principles under the Rules.

[11] In Fulton Insurance Agencies Ltd. v. Purdy (1990), 100 N.S.R. (2d) 341
(C.A.), at ¶ 27, Justice Hallett set out what has become the accepted definition of
those principles under the former Rule 62.10(2), now Rule 90.41(2). Briefly, the
applicant for the stay must show either that (1) there is an arguable appeal, denial
of a stay would cause irreparable harm and the balance of convenience favours a
stay or (2) there are exceptional circumstances making it just that the stay be
granted.

[12] The first branch of the primary test is that the appellant have an arguable
appeal. 

[13] The former Rule 7.02(1), under which the disclosure order was issued, said
that the disclosure relates to the partners "when the cause of action accrued".  Dr.
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Leary states that the partnership was dissolved in June 1998, and he contends that
any cause of action accrued in 2001 when ACOA gave notice of default. So there
would be nothing to disclose.

[14] I have some difficulty with that submission. ACOA's statement of claim ¶ 5
pleads that the defendants breached the contract when the partnership ceased to
carry on business, which at the latest would be on the partnership's dissolution in
June 1998. I should not be taken as commenting on the merits of ACOA's claim
which are for trial. For this interlocutory motion, I refer only to the cause of action
cited on the face of the statement of claim. 

[15] Nonetheless, I will not dismiss this application for a stay based on the
arguable appeal issue. That is because there is no decision with written or oral
reasons from the chambers judge for the disclosure order that is under appeal.
There may be an argument that this bare order should be accompanied by some
supporting justification from the issuing court.

[16] I move to irreparable harm. There is authority that (1) because disclosure
cannot be undone, a forced disclosure pending an appeal from the disclosure order
would render the appeal moot, and (2) a denial of a stay that renders the appeal
nugatory may cause irreparable harm to the appellant. O'Connor v. Nova Scotia
(Minister of Priorities and Planning Secretariat) (2001), 193 NSR (2d) 8 (CA),¶
12-23, Grafton Street Restaurant Ltd. v. Nova Scotia (UARB), 2002 NSCA 97 at ¶
10, 2502731 Nova Scotia Ltd. v. Plazacorp Retail Properties Ltd., 2004 NSCA 62
at ¶ 14,  Aulwes v. Mai (2002), 206 NSR (2d) 312 (CA) at  ¶ 32.

[17] But those principles do not apply to the circumstances here. Dr. Leary's
signed memorandum of December 19, 2008, filed with the court and served on
ACOA for this application says: 

5. On April 27, 1998 the Appellant and Vaughan Perret-the sole members of
the partnership-gave instructions and notice to the firm's attorney, Patricia
Caldwell, Q.C. to dissolve the partnership in question.

...

32. The Respondent would like have [sic] it that Mr. Abel was a partner, and
seeks his address while Mr. Abel never was a partner.
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[18] At the hearing of this application, Dr. Leary said that, if he were to comply
with the disclosure order under appeal, he would repeat the information in these
paragraphs - i.e. the only partners were Dr. Leary and Mr. Perret, not Mr. Abel.
ACOA already has this information in Dr. Leary's memorandum of December 19,
2008. The order under appeal also requires disclosure of the partners' addresses.
ACOA already has Dr. Leary's address, on the documents Dr. Leary has filed with
the court and served on ACOA for this proceeding. The only item yet to be
disclosed, as  required by the order under appeal, is Mr. Perret's address. 

[19] At the hearing of the stay application, Dr. Leary was asked what irreparable
harm would occur to the appellants (Dr. Leary and La Ferme d'Acadie) if Dr. Leary
disclosed Mr. Perret's address to ACOA. He replied that the disclosure would
enable ACOA to serve the originating notice on Mr. Perret, inducing Mr. Perret to
defend the lawsuit, causing delay in the prosecution of the proceeding between
ACOA and Dr. Leary/La Ferme d’Acadie. The irreparable harm would be that
delay. The proceeding that would be delayed was started by ACOA's originating
notice filed in June 2002. I understand there has not yet been a discovery. I was
informed at the hearing that, though nothing is scheduled, ACOA and Dr. Leary
are discussing tentative arrangements for their first discovery, perhaps in May or
June of 2009.  

[20] Given the languid pace on both sides for the past six and one-half years, I do
not accept that suddenly anything slower than a full gallop is irreparable harm. If
Mr. Perret's address was provided and he was served, I see no reason Mr. Perret
could not be ready to participate in time for the first discovery that is now
glimmering vaguely on the horizon. Neither do I accept the principle that delay
caused by service of an originating notice is irreparable harm to a co-defendant
who has withheld the address for service. 

[21] The applicants have not satisfied Fulton’s primary test.

[22] Fulton’s secondary test applies when “exceptional circumstances” make it
just that a stay be granted. The authorities have not comprehensively defined
“exceptional circumstances”. The test is a safety valve available when “required in
the interests of justice”.  Amica Mature Lifestyles Inc. v. Brett, 2004 NSCA 93 at  
¶ 22. A stay to deter service of an originating notice on a co-defendant is not
remotely mandated in the interest of justice. 
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[23] I dismiss the application with costs, fixed at $500, in the cause of the appeal.

Fichaud, J.A.
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EDUCATION
Tulane University School of Law, New Orleans, Louisiana - Juris Doctor 1977
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana - Bachelor of Arts, History, 1974
The Johns Hopkins University, 1971 - 1973

BAR ADMISSIONS
All Louisiana State Courts
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana
United States District Court for the Middle District of Louisiana
Federal Bankruptcy Court
United States Court of Federal Claims
United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal
United States Federal Circuit Court of Appeals
United States Supreme Court

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

March 2011 to present
David C. Loeb, Attorney at Law, of counsel to Couhig Partners
Land Use; Construction; Design Professional Liability; Commercial Litigation.

2004 - 2011 Couhig Partners, LLP, New Orleans, Louisiana.

2002 - 2003 Milling, Benson, Woodward, LLP, New Orleans, Louisiana.

1993 - 2001 Molaison, Loeb, Greenberg & Zelenka, LLP, Gretna, Louisiana.

1989 - 1993 Chehardy, Sherman, Ellis, Breslin & Murray, Metairie, Louisiana.

1985 - 1989 Gauthier, Murphy, Sherman, Chehardy & McCabe, Metairie, Louisiana.

1979 - 1984 Edwards, Cullen & Loeb, Gretna, Louisiana.

 

Home  Contact  Projects  Representative Cases Resume

David Loeb, Attorney at Law - Resume http://dloeblaw.com/resume.html

1 of 3 7/29/12 10:26 AM
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1977 - 1985
Jefferson Parish District Attorney's Office, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana.
Assistant District Attorney.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS
Louisiana State Bar Association
Jefferson Bar Association
404-10 Group
National Association of Home Builders
Home Builders Association of Greater New Orleans
Self Storage Association of Louisiana
Jefferson Coalition for Alternative Schools
Jefferson Chamber of Commerce
Rotary Club of New Orleans

BUSINESS INTERESTS
Avondale Self Storage, L.L.C.
Supreme Toyota, Scion of Hammond
2633 Napoleon, L.P.
Homeplace Development, L.L.C.
Alvera Properties, L.L.C.
La Ferme d'Acadie

DIRECTORSHIPS (PAST AND PRESENT)
Jefferson Parish Community School

Alternative school for expelled 6th-8th graders
I CAN Help, Inc.

Non-Profit to support Intensive Probation Drug Court
Jefferson Chamber of Commerce
Jefferson Chamber of Commerce Government Committee
Jefferson Chamber of Commerce Political Action Committee
National Association of Home Builders
Louisiana Home Builders Association
La Ferme d'Acadie
St. Paul's Episcopal School
New Orleans Yacht Club

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Gretna Police Academy
Civil Liability of Police
1998 to present

Home Builder's Association of Greater New Orleans
Legal Aspects of Management of Multi Family Housing
August 1998

Jefferson Bar Association
Wetlands Regulation
April, 1995

Gretna Police Academy
Director - Legal Aspects
1983-1986

David Loeb, Attorney at Law - Resume http://dloeblaw.com/resume.html

2 of 3 7/29/12 10:26 AM
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Home Builder's Association of Greater New Orleans
Private Works Act and New Home Warranty Act
1998 to present

HBA Gulf Coast Conference
Wetlands Seminar
November, 2001
October, 2002

Jefferson Bar Association
Private Works Act
December 1996

Jefferson Board of Realtors
Wetlands Regulation

Jefferson Bar Association
Regulatory Takings
April 2002

National Association of Home Builders
Breaking Regulatory Barriers
January 2003

Links

Couhig Partners
Avondale Self Storage

Supreme Automotive Group
Home Builders Association of GNO

Self Storage Association of Louisiana
404-10 Group

David Loeb, Attorney at Law - Resume http://dloeblaw.com/resume.html

3 of 3 7/29/12 10:26 AM
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA
Citation: Atlantic Canada Opportunity Agency  v. La Ferme D’Acadie, 

2008 NSSC 334

Date: 20081114
Docket: SK 180846
Registry: Kentville

Between:
The Atlantic Canada Opportunity Agency

Plaintiffs
and 

La Ferme D’Acadie, Daniel Abel, Vaughn Perret, Charles Leary

Defendants

Judge: The Honourable Justice Arthur J. LeBlanc

Heard: June 5, 2008, in Kentville, Nova Scotia

Counsel: Randall P.H. Balcome, for the plaintiff
Charles Leary, self-represented, for La Ferme D’Acadie
Daniel Abel, Vaughn Perret, not in attendance
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By the Court:

[1] The defendants/plaintiffs by counterclaim apply to have the

statement of claim dismissed  for want of prosecution pursuant to Civil

Procedure Rule 28.13. The respondent, who is the plaintiff and defendant

by counterclaim in the action,    opposes the application and maintains

that the affidavit and amending affidavit filed by the applicant are

defective pursuant to Rules 38.02 and 38.11.

Background

[2] In June 1998 the plaintiff, the Atlantic Canada Opportunities

Agency, made a “repayable contribution” to a partnership involving the

defendants, in order to assist in the startup of a cheesemaking and

tourism business.  The partnership was subsequently dissolved and

incorporated by the former partners, and part of the business was moved

to another location.  In September 2001, the plaintiff declared that the

partnership was in default of the repayable contribution agreement.  The

plaintiff launched an action in June 2002, the defendants being Mr.

Leary, his former partners and the partnership itself.  I note that Mr.
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Leary acts both for himself and for the partnership on these applications;

when Mr. Leary is referred to, the reference includes the partnership, La

Ferme D’Acadie, where appropriate.

[3] The plaintiff served Mr. Leary and the partnership but was unable

to serve the other former partners.  Mr. Leary served a demand for

particulars on the plaintiff, to which the plaintiff replied in September

2002.  Mr. Leary filed a defence and counterclaim, in reply to which the

plaintiff served a demand for particulars.  This demand went

unanswered.  The partnership did not file a defence and the plaintiff

obtained default judgment in November 2003.  

[4] Mr. Leary and his former solicitor were unaware of the default

judgment and the issue was never discussed or raised by any party until

more than one year later.  The plaintiff agreed to set aside the default

judgment in March 2005.  In April 2005, Mr. Leary answered the

plaintiff’s demand for particulars. Subsequently, there was no activity on

the file until November 2007, when the plaintiff filed a Notice of Intention

to Proceed.  Mr. Leary filed a Notice of Intention to Act in Person in
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February 2008.  He commenced this application on March 19, 2008.  He

states in his affidavit that there were, in the interim, unsuccessful

attempts to settle the claim, with offers by Mr. Leary being rejected or

left unanswered.

[5] Since the proceedings were initiated against the defendant and the

partnership, certain of the plaintiff’s officials have passed away or moved

on to new employment.  Three employees who were involved in the

dealings between the parties, Valerie Murray, Stewart McDonnell and

Gregory Morrissey, have passed away.  Two others have taken up

employment with other federal agencies, and while another is no longer

employed by the plaintiff.

[6] The applicant claims that broken pipes caused a flood in his home

during the winter of 2002, resulting in the destruction of documents.  In

August 2005, Hurricane Katrina wiped out the office of Daniel G. Abel,

who was Mr. Leary’s Louisiana attorney and business associate.  The

applicant maintains that he kept records of the partnership’s dealings

with the plaintiff, as well as other business records, at this location.  In
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the spring of 2006 a break-in at Trout Point Lodge in East Kemptville, NS,

resulted in the theft of a safe containing certain documents related to the

transactions which are the subject of this proceeding.

[7] The respondent argues that the application should be rejected and

that the applicant’s affidavit is defective, as it allegedly contains opinion

and conclusions, as well as frivolous, irrelevant and spurious allegations,

contrary to Rule 38.11.

Issues

[8] Therefore, the issues that I have to resolve are the following: 

(1) Should portions of the defendant's affidavit be struck out,

and if so, of what evidential use are they? 

(2) Should the plaintiff's action be dismissed for want of

prosecution?
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Affidavits  

[9] The relevant provisions dealing with affidavits are the following:

38.02 (1)  An affidavit used on an application may contain statements as to the
belief of the deponent with the sources and grounds thereof. 

38.11 The court may order any matter that is scandalous, irrelevant or otherwise
oppressive to be struck out of an affidavit. 

38.12 With the leave of the court, an affidavit may be used in evidence and filed
notwithstanding any irregularity in the form thereof or of the certificate on any
exhibit. 

[10] With respect to the requirements of an admissible affidavit, Davison J. set

out the following principles in Waverley v. Nova Scotia (Attorney General),

(1993), 123 N.S.R. (2d) 46 (S.C.), at para. 20:

1. Affidavits should be confined to facts. There is no place in affidavits for
speculation or inadmissible material. An affidavit should not take on the flavour
of a plea or a summation.

2. The facts should be, for the most part, based on the personal knowledge of the
affiant with the exception being an affidavit used in an application. Affidavits
should stipulate at the outset that the affiant has personal knowledge of the
matters deposed to except where stated to be based on information and belief.

3. Affidavits used in applications may refer to facts based on information and
belief but the source of the information should be referred to in the affidavit. It is
insufficient to say simply that "I am advised".
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4. The information as to the source must be sufficient to permit the court to
conclude that the information comes from a sound source and preferably the
original source.

5. The affidavit must state that the affiant believes the information received from
the source.

[11] In general, Mr. Leary's affidavit, filed March 19, 2008, contains a great deal

of irrelevant material, as well as conclusions and arguments.  However, sufficient

material remains that is relevant and admissible pursuant to Rule 38, such that I

prefer to reject the inadmissible aspects and leave standing the remaining portion

of the affidavit for the purpose of considering the application to strike for want of

prosecution.

[12] The applicant filed an amended affidavit on May 29, 2008.  From a review

of this amended affidavit it is evident that the affidavit is contrary to the principles

set out in Waverley, with much of the content being argumentative and irrelevant.

For example, paragraphs 8 and 9 contain information that is clearly irrelevant and

frivolous with respect to attempts to serve the co-defendants.  The portion of the

affidavit headed “Unequal Treatment” (at paragraphs 95-110) likewise has no

relevance; Mr. Leary’s allegation of “unequal treatment” based on his American

nationality or his sexual orientation appears to be speculation.  Furthermore, in
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numerous areas the affidavit takes on the flavor of a plea or summation.  One

paragraph goes so far as to support Mr. Leary’s position with a case reference

(para. 39).

[13] In certain portions of the amended affidavit, the affiant relies on information

from individuals or sources that are not adequately identified.  For example, at

paragraph 36 the defendant states that "at least three employees" informed him that

a particular witness was deceased, offending the Waverley requirement for specific

identification of the source

[14] Mr. Leary states at paragraph 6 of an affidavit sworn on May 20, 2008, that

“the lack of any documents available from the province of Nova Scotia further

prejudices my defense and my counterclaims in this action, and this fact only came

to my attention after my application for Dismissal for Want of Prosecution was

already filed”.  This paragraph is clearly an argument and does not belong in an

affidavit.  As a result, this portion of this affidavit should be struck.  Mr. Abel's

affidavit contains a similar argument, which should also be struck.
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[15] Having struck a good portion of Mr. Leary's affidavits, and portions of Mr.

Abel's affidavit, I must decide whether the entire affidavits should be struck or

whether they can be retained for the purpose of this application.  In Waverley,

supra, Justice Davison stated that a nonconforming affidavit might be retained so

long as it has some measure of evidential value.  He said, at para. 25:

“During the course of oral submissions I made the suggestion that rather than having the
applicants go to the expense of drafting further affidavits, the court could declare the
limited basis on which the affidavit is to be received.  I considered that approach to be a
pragmatic one which would not cause injustice to either party.  Judges are trained in
rejecting information which is before them for certain purposes and accepting that
information for other purposes.  Such a situation occurs frequently in criminal cases
where a judge sitting without a jury is required to enter into an examination of the
admissibility of evidence through a voir dire.  I expressed the view that a judge who hears
[a particular] issue would not be tainted by the fact that the affidavits contain information
which are irrelevant to the issue before him and that by stipulating the limited purpose for
which the affidavits are received a more expeditious and less expensive result would be
achieved.”

[16] In Waverley, Justice Davison ultimately struck two affidavits entirely and

retained portions of another affidavit.

[17] Mr. Leary is self-represented.  It would be inappropriate to dismiss the

application entirely and require him to file further affidavits.  I am satisfied that I

am in a position to rely only on the portions of the affidavits that are relevant to

Mr. Leary’s application to stay the proceedings against him.  In assessing his
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application, I am considering the following evidence, drawn from the amended

affidavit of May 29, 2008:

1. Not all of the former partners of
the partnership were
successfully served by the
plaintiff;

2. In December 2003, Mr. Leary received an e-mail from
his counsel, John Bonn, indicating that no
correspondence had been received from ACOA;

3. Siobhan Doyle took over as solicitor for the ACOA file in mid-
2003, and pursued default judgment without contacting the
defendant or his counsel;

4. Mr. Leary learned of the default judgment in late 2004;

5. In March 2005, the plaintiff consented to setting aside the
default judgment;

6. Mr. Leary's counsel informed him that no action between
the parties occurred between July 2005 and November
2007;

7. In November 2007, ACOA changed solicitors and filed a
Notice of Intention to Proceed;

8. The defendant and his partners engaged in extensive
correspondence with Mike Hosford and Valerie Murray;

9. Kirk Cox had no recollection of Mr. Leary, or of the
situation between ACOA and the defendants, from his
time working for the Minister of State for Nova Scotia;
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10. In 2002, there was a flood in the defendant's house,
caused by broken water pipes and certain documents
were destroyed;

11. In 2005, Hurricane Katrina destroyed documents held by
Mr. Leary’s American attorney, Mr. Abel, which, Mr.
Leary believes, included 90% of his documentary
evidence.  In the spring of 2006, a break and enter at
Trout Point  resulted in the apparent loss of business
documents of Mr. Leary’s, which were in a safe that was
stolen.  These two incidents caused the defendant to lose
documents including business records, payrolls,
cheesemaking records, invoices, licenses and permits.

12. Mr. MacDonald, Ms. Murray and Mr. Morrissey have
passed away, while other officials have moved to
different departments of the federal government or are no
longer employed with the federal government.  Mr.
MacDonald, Ms. Murray and Mr. Morrissey all played
pivotal roles in the application and administration of the
loans.

Dismissal for Want of Prosecution 

[18] The applicant relies on C.P.R. 28.13  as the basis for his  application for

dismissal for want of prosecution.  This rule  provides:

Where a plaintiff does not set a proceeding down for trial, the defendant may set
it down for trial, or apply to the court to dismiss the proceeding for want of
prosecution and the court may order the proceeding to be dismissed or make such
order as is just.
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[19] In order to successfully argue that the proceedings should be dismissed for

want of prosecution, the applicant must address three criteria, which were

described as follows in Moir v. Landry (1991), 104 N.S.R. (2d) 281; 1991

CarswellNS 135 (S.C.A.D.), by Hallett J.A., for the court:

4     It is clear that the principles to be followed in determining an application for
dismissal are as set out by Cooper, J.A., in Martell v. Robert McAlpine Ltd.
(1978), 25 N.S.R. (2d) 540 at p. 545 as follows:

I now direct my attention to the principles which should govern the
exercise of a judge's discretion in deciding whether or not an application
for dismissal of an action for want of prosecution should be granted. There
must first have been inordinate and inexcusable delay on the part of the
plaintiff or his lawyers and, secondly, as put by Russell, L.J., in William
C. Parker Ltd. v. Ham & Son Ltd., [1972] 3 All E.R. 1051, at p. 1052:

“...that such delay will give rise to a substantial risk that it is not
possible to have a fair trial of the issues in the action or is such as
is likely to cause or to have caused serious prejudice to the
defendants...”

5     These principles were cited with approval by Chipman, J.A., in Attorney
General of Canada v. Foundation Company of Canada Ltd. et al. (1990), 99
N.S.R. (2d) 327 at p. 333.  These principles are also spelled out by Salmon, L.J.,
in Allen v. Sir Alfred McAlpine & Sons, Ltd. et al., [1968] 1 All E.R. 543 at p. 561
where Salmon, L.J., stated:

“A defendant may apply to have an action dismissed for want of
prosecution either (a) because of the plaintiff's failure to comply with the
Rules of the Supreme Court or (b) under the court's inherent jurisdiction.
In my view it matters not whether the application comes under limb (a) or
(b), the same principles apply. They are as follows: In order for such an
application to succeed, the defendant must show:

(i) that there has been inordinate delay.  It would be highly
undesirable and indeed impossible to attempt to lay down a tariff
so many years or more on one side of the line and a lesser period
on the other.  What is or is not inordinate delay must depend on the
facts of each particular case.  These vary infinitely from case to
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case, but it should not be too difficult to recognize inordinate delay
when it occurs.

(ii) that this inordinate delay is inexcusable. As a rule, until a
credible excuse is made out, the natural inference would be that it
is inexcusable.

(iii) that the defendants are likely to be seriously prejudiced by the
delay. This may be prejudice at the trial of issues between
themselves and the plaintiff, or between each other, or between
themselves and the third parties. In addition to any inference that
may properly be drawn from the delay itself, prejudice can
sometimes be directly proved. As a rule, the longer the delay, the
greater the likelihood of serious prejudice at the trial.

If the defendant establishes the three factors to which I have referred, the
court, in exercising its discretion, must take into consideration the position
of the plaintiff himself and strike a balance.  If he is personally to blame
for the delay, no difficulty arises.  There can be no injustice in his bearing
the consequences of his own fault. If, however, the delay is entirely due to
the negligence of the plaintiff's solicitor and the plaintiff himself is
blameless, it might be unjust to deprive him of the chance of recovering
the damages to which he could otherwise be entitled.”

[20] In Nova Scotia, an element of causation has been read into the third factor;

that is, there must be a causal connection between the delay and the prejudice

before the plaintiff’s claim can be dismissed: Clarke v. Ismaily (2002), N.S.R. (2d)

112. The burden is on the applicant to prove that the inordinate and inexcusable

delay of the plaintiff has caused him prejudice.

[21] Even if the three factors are satisfied by the applicant, there remains a

discretion to dismiss the application if there are cogent reasons to do so.
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[22] A contextual approach is required on an application for dismissal.  The

conduct of the plaintiff is not considered in isolation, but in connection with the

conduct of the defendant.  Acquiescence or waiver by the defendant are factors to

be taken into account in assessing the plaintiff’s conduct.

[23] The Court of Appeal has stated that “[t]here is no duty on a defendant to

actually take positive steps to move the matter forward or to send out warnings and

exhortations to the plaintiff to proceed.  However, the presence or absence of these

actions may be relevant in determining whether the defence acquiesced in the slow

tempo of litigation”: Canada (Attorney General) v. Foundation Co. of Canada

(1990), 99 N.S.R. (2d) 327; 1990 CarswellNS 124 (S.C.A.D.).

[24] Determining whether there was inordinate delay requires the consideration

of the length of the delay.  Mr. Leary essentially argues that there were two periods

of delay, each lasting more than two years, for a total of six years’ delay since the

action was commenced.  There is no clear indication, however, of the beginning

and end of each period of alleged delay.  The plaintiff claims that the delay is 2.3
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years, from July 2005, when Mr. Leary made an offer to settle, until November

2007, when the plaintiff filed a Notice of Intention to Proceed.

[25] I am satisfied that the period of time that passed before the default judgment

was set aside does not constitute delay on the part of the plaintiff.  A Demand for

Particulars was made and responded to in the latter part of 2002.  In November

2002, Mr. Leary submitted a Defence and Counterclaim.  The plaintiff then made a

Demand for Particulars in January 2003.  This demand went unanswered.  The lack

of expedience on the part of Mr. Leary in failing to respond to this demand shows

at least a degree of acquiescence to the slow pace of litigation during this period. 

Any delay at this time was Mr. Leary’s responsibility, rather than the plaintiff’s.

[26] The partnership did not enter a defence and default judgment was entered in

November 2003.  Mr. Leary alleges that he was not made aware of this default

judgment, nor was his solicitor.  However, in November 2004, the plaintiff

indicated an intention to proceed to Mr. Leary’s counsel.  Due to an apparent mis-

communication, the parties agreed to set aside the default judgment in March 2005.

Despite this mis-communication, both sides were attempting to take steps to move
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the matter to trial.  Although the pace was somewhat slow, it cannot be said that

the plaintiff actually delayed the proceedings.

[27] The plaintiff served an Amended Demand for Particulars in March 2005, to

which Mr. Leary responded in April 2005.  There was no further communication

between the parties until November 2007.

[28] The plaintiff seeks to use July 2005 as the benchmark of the start of the

delay, and the date of the application as being the final day of the period of delay.

It is my view that the appropriate period of delay is between March 2005 and

November 2007, a period of 2.75 years.

[29]  There is no fixed amount of time that automatically renders a delay

inordinate.  The plaintiff’s conduct is a relevant consideration: Buxton  v. Sable

Offshore Energy Inc., 2007 NSSC 105, at para. 12.  The plaintiff concedes that 1.4

months of the delay is inexcusable, but maintains that the entirety of the delay is

not inordinate.  He mentions procedural difficulties with the case, although these

were resolved prior to the beginning of the period of delay.  So far as the

proceedings are concerned, and the defendants are concerned, the plaintiff was
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simply inactive.  In the circumstances, I am satisfied that the delay of 2.75 years is

inordinate. 

[30] Having determined that the length of the delay was inordinate, the next

question that I have to determine is whether the delay is excusable.  Certainly, part

of this period of delay was excusable.  Two different lawyers were assigned to

work on this matter during the period of inactivity.

[31]  In June 2005, Mr. Gillis was unable to work full-time due to health

problems, and in September 2005, Ms. Doyle assumed responsibility for the file. In

December 2006 she took maternity leave. The plaintiff acknowledges that a portion

of the delay between Ms. Doyle assuming responsibility for the file and taking

maternity leave is inexcusable.  However, once he was able to return to work in

September 2007, Mr. Gillis transferred responsibility for the matter to Mr.

Balcome, who took action within two months.

[32] I believe that the delay is inordinate but excusable, given the circumstances

under which this delay occurred.  Although the applicant alleges that the plaintiff is

a sophisticated Federal Government agency, I do not have the impression that Mr.
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Gillis, who was initially retained to represent the plaintiff, was aware of the delay

that occurred when he was absent until his return to work after dealing with his

medical issues.

[33] In the event that I am wrong, and that the delay is inexcusable, then I have to

consider whether the defendant suffered prejudice as a result.  The onus to

establish prejudice is generally with the applicant; I stated the following in Buxton:

[30]         In  Moir v. Landry (1991), 104 N.S.R. (2d) 281, Justice Hallett, writing
for the Court of Appeal, noted that the onus to establish prejudice falls on the
defendant/applicant, except in cases of unusually long delay. He referred to
[Martell v. Robert McAlpine Ltd. (1978), 25 N.S.R. (2d) 540], which involved a
delay of ten years.  However, I note the following statement in Moir at p. 284:

A plaintiff has a right to a day in Court and should not likely be deprived
of that right. Therefore, it is only in extreme cases of inordinate and
inexcusable delay that a Court should presume serious prejudice to the
defendant in the absence of evidence to support such a finding.

[34] As discussed above, Mr. Leary submits that he has lost a quantity of

documents due to natural causes and theft.  He also points to potential witnesses

who have died or moved to other employment.  It is necessary to establish the

evidential value and necessity of the lost documents, as well as the causation of the

loss.  The alleged prejudice can be divided into three categories: individuals with
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personal knowledge who have passed away or left ACOA’s employment and are

unavailable; lost documentary evidence; and general fading of memory.

[35] As to the first category of loss evidence, I note that Ms. Murray passed away

in May 1999.  The action was commenced in 2002 and the period of delay did not

begin until 2005.  There is no causal connection between the delay and the loss of

Ms. Murray’s evidence.  Mr. MacDonald, who was Director of Programs for the

plaintiff, passed away in January 2004.  According to the applicant, Mr.

MacDonald was among one of the three most important defense witnesses.  I am

not satisfied that Mr. McDonald’s testimony was as critical to the defendants’ case

as is asserted.  In any event, the death of Mr. McDonald occurred prior to the

delay.  It may be that he had relevant evidence to offer, but I am not convinced that

it impossible to have evidence of his statements or writings available to the court. 

In the case of Mr. Morrissey, there is no evidence as to exactly when he passed

away, and no evidence to establish the likelihood that his evidence would be

critical to the defense or the counterclaim.

[36] Insofar as individuals who have moved to different employment, whether in

other government agencies or otherwise, it is my conclusion that these witnesses
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are indeed available for trial.  Pursuant to the Civil Procedure Rules these

individuals can be compelled to attend at discovery or at trial.  This analysis

applies equally to Mr. Hosford, who is not currently employed with the plaintiff. In

this regard, I note the following comments in Buxton:

[24]         The applicants also claim that they are prejudiced by the status of two of
their witnesses.  The defendant claims that Ralph Gorby and Teresa Drew, who
now reside outside of this province, are no longer employed in this province.  On
this issue, I refer to C. (A.C.) v. Children’s Aid Society of Central Manitoba
(1988), 51 Man. R. (2d) 226 (C.A.).  I am bound, however, by the Nova Scotia
Court of Appeal decision in Clarke v. Sherman, [2002 NSCA 64; 205 N.S.R. (2d)
112 (C.A.)], where the Court stated: 

The fact that two of the appellant's treating medical practitioners, Dr.
Canham and Dr. Larsen, are now living in the United States is not a
serious prejudice attributable to any delay on Mr. Clarke's part in pursuing
his claim. Their residing out of this jurisdiction is an inconvenience, but
arrangements to question them - should they have any relevant evidence to
give - are hardly unique in a case of this kind. Further, the fact that parties
to an action now live in Ontario simply means that discoveries will likely
be conducted there and that the party witnesses will have to travel to Nova
Scotia for trial. Such inconvenience does not amount to a serious prejudice
traceable to the appellant. Extra steps or added expenses on account of it
can be dealt with by way of costs in due course.

[37] With respect to the documents that have been lost, such as business records,

including electronic and hard copies, their loss is not attributable in any way to the

plaintiff.  It is admitted that the loss of these documents will put the defendant at a

disadvantage and may cause him some prejudice.  Nonetheless, because he may

suffer some prejudice does not transfer the cause of the prejudice to the plaintiff. In

any event these occurrences, floods, hurricanes and robbery were unforeseen and
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uncommon.  Even if the plaintiff had been more expedient in prosecuting the case,

it is not at all certain that these documents would not have been lost, regardless of

the length of the delay.

[38] Although there may be some loss in memory of some of the key witnesses, it

is my conclusion that such a loss of memory is not a causally connected to the

delay.  Their memory will be aided by a review of documents that they prepared

contemporaneous to the discussions.  Furthermore, there is no evidence as to

exactly what memory has been lost.  The general fading of memory over time does

not necessarily amount to such loss of memory that the defense or counterclaim

will be fatally undermined.

Conclusion  

[39] If I were to exercise my discretion to stay the proceedings, it would deny the

plaintiff the right to present a claim because of the conduct of its legal counsel.  In

my opinion it would be unjust to so deprive the plaintiff in these circumstances.

When Mr. Gillis was retained, there is no reason to believe that it was foreseeable

that the progress of the claim would be delayed on account of his medical
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condition or Ms. Doyle’s  absence.  There is no evidence relating to either counsel

that leads me to conclude that their conduct in any way prevented the applicant

from fully defending the claim and advancing the counterclaim.

[40] I wish to note that Mr. Leary has filed additional material since the

application was heard.  I have not considered this post-hearing material, as to do so

would be, in effect, to reopen the hearing.

[41] I therefore dismiss the defendants’ application and award costs to the

plaintiff/respondent in the amount of $500.00, payable in the cause.

J.
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2     ATLANTIC CANADA FRANK     FEBRUARY 2, 2010

TWEETS OF THE WEEK

HATE MAIL OF THE MONTH!

Dear Frank:
I’m writing regarding Richard LeBlanc and Ray Nelson (Frank

575), hereinafter referred to as R&R.
What is it you can find to tickle your writer’s itch regarding these

two individuals? The tragedy of a long and successful partnership
ending, the stress felt by employees, business associates, not to
mention wives, sons, daughters, and friends.

What is there in this that any of us out here in pubic land should
care about?

You are the pus in the pimple of our cynical nature in general.
One of many heads. On the subject of heads, I think I know where
you keep yours and it must be quite a feat to blow a little smoke out
that crack with your head shoved so far up it.

On the same bent, it is not hard to imagine where you get all the
crap you write about because of your diet and breathing all that

‘F--K OFF, FRANK’
methane must make it difficult to have an original thought.

On the subject of R&R and all the other good folks you write about:
just people, dude. We are all busy, living, dying, learning, laughing,
crying, and most importantly minding our own business.

So leave us alone. Get a job, Frank. Stop abusing the lives of oth-
ers. You are not exercising free speech in your toiler paper rag. You
are being downright abusive.

To close I will repeat myself. My age allows this. Leave R&R alone.
They have a long road ahead of them. Both of them. And the out-
come is not good for either of them. One will no doubt suffer justice
and the other will suffer a loss of reputation in a community that is
tightly knit and this is a reputation that took a lifetime to build. A good
and solid reputation built on honesty and a practice of meaning what
he says. In this travesty, one of the Rs had already lost his rights as
a realtor and as a mortgage broker. What more he will lose remains
to be seen. The other R suffers loss of reputation just by association.
So fuck off, Frank. Leave them both alone. Get a job and quit being
the loser you pretend to be. There is hope for all mankind, Frank,
even you.

Ann Greeguy,
Yarmouth

O Dave “United Breaks Guitars” Carroll appears on ABC’s cluck-
fest, The View. Video @ http://bit.ly/the_view.
O That lady at the 7th Avenue Boutique in Barrington Place should
really stop taking hair tips from Phil Spectre. (Tweeted Jan. 15)
O Methinks (former Rodney MacDonald mouthpiece) Sasha Sue
Irving is starting to look a lot like Sheila Fougere. (Tweeted Jan. 14)
O Donald and Keifer Sutherland’s Valley cousin, Dr. Tara Suther-
land, has joined Dr. Wayne Hills’s Main Street Dental (Wolfville).
O Methinks Snap Halifax is the only periodical w/ more typos than

Follow Frank on Twitter at www.twitter.com/Atlantic_Frank. Because you never know when
Frank may be watching.

T��T��T

Dave Carroll’s
United Breaks

Guitars vid.

Tara SutherlandChef Ray Bear

Frank.
O Some wide-eyed pinhead @ Just Us on SGR just said Mike Puffy
is a great journalist. (Tweeted Jan. 10)
O Chef Ray Bear spotted @ Reflections last nite. Wasn’t that 22
Minutes star Gavin Crawford @ Menz? [It was! — ed.]. (Tweeted
Jan. 10)
O Uh oh! Is that real fur Mrs. (David) Hendsbee is wearing? Better
yet, is that a bona fide N.S. tartan garment bag (David) is carrying?
Yikes! (Tweeted Dec. 25 @ Stanfield Airport)
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BY WAYE GERITALL
NOVA SCOTIA GAMING CORP. BUREAU-

CRATS ARE PLAYING MISSIONARIES IN BER-
MUDA, BUT RATHER THAN HAND OUT BI-
BLES TO THE NATIVES, OUR BENEVOLENT
EVANGELISTS ARE SPREADING THE HOLY
GOSPEL OF GAMBLING.

While NSGC spokesthingy Robyn
MacIsaac did not return my message, I un-
derstand a contingent from Marie Mullally’s
VLT-crusaders are Bermuda-bound at the in-
vitation of its Premier Ewart Brown.

I sincerely hope all the poor NSGC officials,
forced on the taxpayer-funded slot jockey jun-
ket, remember to pack their Bermuda shorts
and bring plenty of sunscreen, as the tropical
isle hits a balmy 20C in January, while we
freeze our buns off and curse our home heat-
ing bills.

I’m not sure who from NSGC is unlucky

TAKING A CHANCE IN THE TROPICS
enough to brave the Bermuda Triangle jinx,
who knows, perhaps Marie was called off to
solve the gambling woes in Yellowknife. I’m
sure they must have gambling woes Up North
that Marie could help solve. Say, in Green-
land? Why, I bet it’s just as gambling-friendly
in Greenland as it is in Bermuda. Betcha 10
to 1 you’ll never see Marie and her cohorts
descend on a Nordic country in mid-winter.
(Don’t you know gambling is bad for you? —
ed.)

It is my understanding that the fine folks in
Premier Brown’s office asked Marie & co. for
house rules on establishing a casino or two.
God knows if there’s anything we’re great at
in Nova Scotia, it’s crab cakes and casinos.

I confidently predict a rise in suicides among
the natives, once the poor devils are hooked
on gambling.

Does Frank Know?
a tlanticfrank @ eastlink.ca

STEPHEN HARPER MAY HAVE SHUT DOWN THE HOUSE, BUT ON JANUARY 12 MICHAEL
IGNATIEFF MANAGED TO INSULT DOZENS OF DALHOUSIE STUDENTS. (IT ’S A DRAW . —
ED.)

I understand up to 100 students who arrived to hear Iggy the lame duck Opposition leader
pontificate at Dal were turned away at the door.

Apparently there was no room at the inn, perhaps due to the number of seats reserved for
professorial bums.

Funny, I did not realize profs paid tuition to keep Dal’s doors open. I must have missed the
press release on that one.

Michael Ignatieff at Dal.

GETTING THE MESSAGE TO THE OLD FARTS

See! I’m not a
wine-sipping elitist!
This is called, um,

brewskie, right?

Ah, the magnitude of my many triumphs
never seem to amaze me. I guess to know,
know, know me is to love, love, love me.
And I do, and I do, and I do, and I do.

I guess I’m just too perfect. Beyond
compare. Complete. Flawless. Gawd, I
wish there was enough superlatives in the
English language to describe me and my
perfect hair. Perhaps there should be two
or three English languages. Four, even!
Oh, dear. Just call me Mr. Wonderful I
guess.

Anyway, enough about me.
What you need to know is that me and

my sniffer dog, Tractorpull, have just
returned from Port-au-Despair, where we
single-handedly rescued many people,
including 16,217 Roman Catholic arch-
bishops.

Unfortunately though, none of our (that
would be me and Tractorpull) heroic,
selfless acts of archbishop rescuing were
caught on tape, so me and Tractorpull left
and came back home.

But I know we did our best. Take my
word on that.

There’s no need to call me a hero. But if
you must, then you must. What can I say?
Nothing really, just to say to all the good
people back home that me and Tractorpull
are still doing our part, just like we did all
those years ago on that September morn-
ing.

Sincerely,Sincerely,Sincerely,Sincerely,Sincerely,
A. Frank SymingtonA. Frank SymingtonA. Frank SymingtonA. Frank SymingtonA. Frank Symington
Los Angeles waiterLos Angeles waiterLos Angeles waiterLos Angeles waiterLos Angeles waiter

(Also available for card tricks(Also available for card tricks(Also available for card tricks(Also available for card tricks(Also available for card tricks
at kids’ birthday partiesat kids’ birthday partiesat kids’ birthday partiesat kids’ birthday partiesat kids’ birthday parties

& bar mitzvahs)& bar mitzvahs)& bar mitzvahs)& bar mitzvahs)& bar mitzvahs)
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BY HY OCTANE
GORDON BALSER, THE JOHN HAMM-ERA CABINET MINISTER

WHO REPRESENTED DIGBY-ANNAPOLIS IN THE HOUSE OF AS-
SEMBLY FOR FIVE YEARS, CAN’T FIGURE OUT WHY MY ORGAN IS
INTERESTED IN THE FACT THAT HE’S WORKING AS A GAS JOCKEY
AT A LOCAL GARAGE.

I just had to call the mustachioed former politico when a tipster in-
formed me that Gord had been spotted serving customers at T&C
Motors on Highway #1 in Digby as of late. The 55-year-old, who
retired from his post at Digby Elementary last year, wasn’t happy to
hear from me. (Was he a fra id you’d ask him to check the oil? — ed.)

Although Gord confirmed that he’s been an employee of T&C propri-
etor Jim MacAlpine since he was a teenager, he declared it to be
“very curious” that I would call and bother him.

“I was the first kid they hired down there when I was 16 years old,”
he declared, leaving the impression that he will continue to consider
himself a T&C toiler until the end of his days.

Unfortunately, just when I thought Gord was settling in to tell me an

Gordon Balser

EX-MINNIE GORD GOES BACK TO HIS ROOTS
anecdote or two, he cut himself off.

“I don’t know why I’m even talking to you; I’m
just digging a hole for myself,” he sighed. So I
bade him good night.

The gentleman who answered the phone down
at T&C confirmed that Gord had been working
part time, but he hadn’t been around all week.
Guess his schedule’s sorta loosey-goosey.

Gord enjoys pensions for his years of “serv-
ice” as an MLA, along with another for his
teaching career, which spanned four decades.

He held ministerial portfolios including Economic Development,
Transportation & Public Works, Agriculture & Fisheries and Pub-
lic Service Commission before his 2003 defeat at the hands of Jun-
ior Theriault.

Gordon’s boss down at the gas station, incidentally, is the father of
ex-realtor Ron MacAlpine (Frank 503, 529) and Digby deputy war-
den Jimmy.

BY I.N. AYNE
FILLER IS A NECESSARY EVIL IN ANY NEWSROOM, FROM THE

NEW YORK TIMES TO FRANK MAGAZINE, AND ALL POINTS IN
BETWEEN.

Space, or airtime, has to be filled with content during the dog days of
summer, the Christmas holidays, or a 63-day prorogation of Parlia-
ment (see: Chronicle Herald Ottawa bureau chief Stephen Maher in
Haiti).

At its best, like any good journalism, filler can be entertaining and
thought-provoking. At its worst, it can be Metro Halifax reporter Paul
McLeod’s achingly asinine interview with Premier Darrell Dexter,
which readers of the free commuter daily were forced to endure on
December 22.

Granted, the headline Dexter Reflects On The Decade That Was
keeps expectations to a minimum. Amazingly, the piece fails to deliver
even on that scant promise.

At his best, interrogator Paul plays the set-up man for Dear Lead-
er’s already-voiced opinions on the economic meltdown, Copenha-
gen, and the province’s finances. At his worst, the former Daily News
contract reporter asks the preem about trends and topics that one
would hardly expect him to have an opinion on in the first place.

PM: Which was more annoying this decade: Reality TV or emo
music?

DD: Boy, do you have to choose? Because they’re both pre tty an-
noying.

Does Frank Know?
a tlanticfrank @ eastlink.ca

For the record, emo culture is characterized by bands like Jimmy
Eat World and My Chemical Romance, who wear tight jeans, dark
colours, and sing about depressing things. Ten bucks says
Dexterovitch, a fan of the Beatles and John Prine, didn’t have a
sweet clue what Paul was talking about. (Ne ither did I — ed.)

PM: Right now, the hottest thing going is Twilight. Any predictions
on the next big fad?

DD: I haven’t seen any of the Twilight movies, so I don’t know. This
is the vampire youth teen love stories, is tha t wha t they are? No, I
don’t rea lly know.”

That should’ve been the headline, really. Premier Fails To Guess
What The Kids Might Be Watching In The Next 10 Years.

Incidentally — in a move that highlights the immeasurable wisdom
of Metro’s central newsroom in Toronto or Amsterdam or wherever
the hell Metro Halifax is laid out — the interview appears directly above
a banner ad wishing “you and yours a happy holiday season,” cour-
tesy of the N.S. Progressive Conservative Caucus.

Does Frank Know?
a tlanticfrank @ eastlink.ca

AND THE

FRANKLAND

DUMBEST INTERVIEW

AWARD GOES TO...

I predict that you won’t
stop asking me stupid

questions anytime soon.
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BY CHE GUEVARA
FORMER HRM COUNCILLOR KRISTA

SNOW DENIES RUMOURS THAT REV-
OLUTIONARY FORCES INFILTRATED THE
LAKEVIEW-WINDSOR JUNCTION-FALL RIVER
RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION AND TOPPLED
LWF HEAD SANDRA CARR IN A BLOODLESS
COUP.

“No, for Chrissake. It would be pretty pa-
thetic if that’s all we had to do around here,”
the eminently quotable Krista tells me.

Investors Group consultant Krista firmly
denies the version I heard from one source,
who fingered her as the ringleader in “a coup,
a set-up, a lynching” of longtime LWF volun-
teer Sandra, who served the LWF faithful as
board secretary for three years prior to her
2008 presidency.

In a nutshell, Sandra entered the Decem-
ber 6 confab as LWF supremo, but left
stripped of her presidential role, due to a
change in bylaws the membership ratified.

Essentially the new bylaws render Sandra
geographically unfit to govern, although she
lived in LWF-marked territory for more than
50 years before moving two seconds away to
the non-LWF Fall River neighbourhood of St.
Andrews Village. According to two different
district newsletters, which I’m told belong to
separate camps, Sandra apparently believed
her LWF stature was secure and
grandfathered under the old rules.

But as Krista argues: “You can’t have spe-
cial rules. Bylaws have to apply to everyone.”

While her supporters are crying foul, and
charge that Sandra was deposed in a
machiavellian plot, Krista assures me “any-
one that could read could have seen that,” as
the new bylaws were distributed among the
50 attendees, well before the vote took place.

In the ensuing power vacuum, Canadian
Gold Seafood bigwig Cheryl Newcombe
captured the LWF throne, although before vic-
tory was hers, treasurer Cheryl announced
she was resigning from the executive. Of
course, that was before she was nominated
from the floor (by one Lindsey Hope, I be-
lieve) as LWF philosopher-king, er, prez. Be-
ing the dutiful citizen that she is, Cheryl  —
whom the Dexterovich Regime installed on
to the Trade Centre board and who sits on
the Stanfield Underwear Airport board —
assumed the presidential mantle.

Many Sandra supporters are upset over the
loss of their gal, saying she introduced new
LWF accountability standards, and are fear-

The Fall River coup (not exactly as illustrated).
ful that Cheryl, who also chairs the Windsor
Junction Community Centre board whose
programs the LWF oversees, won’t meet the
same gold standard.

Both newsletters quote councillor, former
Queen’s Cowboy, Barry Dalrymple saying
he consulted with HRM’s legal department to
ensure the LWF bylaw switcheroo was kosher.

TROUBLE IN STICKSVILLE
DON’T CRY FOR ME LAKEVIEW-WINDSOR JUNCTION-FALL RIVER...

To my mind, the funniest moment in the pow-
wow involved my good friend, one-term Tory
MLA, Gary “Jokerman” Hines. Ol’ Hinesy
couldn’t even drum up the support to be
elected a LWF member-at-large. Poor Hinesy.
Better luck next time!

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca
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BY BILLY CLUBB
JUSTICE MINISTER ROSS LANDRY SAYS

HE’S “SHOCKED” BY ALLEGATIONS BROUGHT
FORWARD BY NEW GLASGOW POLICE
CHIEF DELANEY CHISHOLM THAT THE
PICTOU CENTRE MLA IS ACTIVELY CAM-
PAIGNING TO BRING IN THE QUEEN’S COW-
BOYS TO REPLACE MUNICIPAL POLICE
FORCES ACROSS THE PROVINCE.

“On a daily basis Landry has been speaking
to elected officials seeking support to replace
municipal police in Pictou County and else-
where with the RCMP,” writes Delaney in an
e-mail, dated December 12, apparently meant
for members of the N.S. Association of Po-
lice Chiefs.

“I have had numerous calls on this personal
agenda from the business community,” he con-
tinues, adding, “All small police services will
be gone in 2012” if the Justice minister has
his way.

For his part, Ross says he doesn’t know what
to make of the accusations.

“I’m not understanding the purpose or the
value (of the comments),” he says, adding, “To
me it’s a bit strange that he speaks in those
terms.”

“At no time have I said, choose one or the
other... I support both models of policing.”

Ross says it’s his job as Justice minister to
discuss policing with municipal politicians and
others. If, for example, municipalities want to

Delaney Chisholm Ross Landry

ANOTHER COP CLASH FOR MINNIE ROSS

analyze their policing service, to make sure
their current system is both cost-efficient and
effective, it’s the Justice Department’s job
to assist them. But, he says, once all the in-
formation has been gathered and the alter-
natives have been analyzed, the municipality
makes the final decision.

“Municipal policing is the responsibility of
the municipality,” he says.

Reached at his home in Granton, Chief
Delaney tells me that he’s unsure of which
email I’m referring to, and remained unsure
even after I read him the first four paragraphs
over the telephone.

“I write a lot of emails,” he says.
I sent him a copy of the email in the hopes

that it would jog his memory, but he never
wrote back.

In any event, he’s not prepared to comment

on his opinions about Ross’s alleged hidden
agenda “under the circumstances,” explain-
ing that there are “lots of issues” with Ross at
the moment, including the upcoming N.S.
Police Review Board tribunal into the firing
of Stellarton Police Chief Amby Heighton.

The veteran police chief was dismissed in
the fall of 2008 under what we media types
like to call a “cloud of controversy,” as a re-
sult of complaints lodged by several Queen’s
Cowboys, including Ross, who was the top
Mountie in Pictou County before his retirement
in 2008 (Franks ad nauseam). The com-
plaints came on the heels of a letter Amby
submitted to then-Justice minnie Cecil Clarke,
which apparently contained scathing allega-
tions about a handful of local Mounties.

In an interesting twist to the ongoing saga,
Delaney is confirming that he’s under sub-
poena by the Town of Stellarton to testify at
the hearing, which will now apparently be held
in May.

While Delaney isn’t saying anything further,
I understand that his testimony may not be
flattering for the RCMP.

Ross, who will also be called upon to tes-
tify, says it would be “inappropriate” for him to
discuss the upcoming proceeding, although
he believes in staying respectful and “not be-
ing critical of each other... I’m not sure that’s
what was done in this case.”

Does Frank Know?
a tlanticfrank @ eastlink.ca

BY AMADA RINNS
FRANKLAND CONGRATS TO SILLY SERVANT TRACEY TAWEEL,

WHO I ONCE SUGGESTED WAS IN DANGER OF BEING SERIOUSLY
OVER-APPRECIATED BY TAXPAYERS, WHO WERE PAYING HER AN
OUTRAGEOUS $96,259-PER (FRANK 570). NOW, OF COURSE,
TRACEY IS IN LINE FOR A BIG FAT RAISE.

Charm-free Trace was the big winner in Darrell Dexter’s ho-hum,
“its a New Year, time for a new wardrobe” deputy minister shuffle,
after she was plucked from the dross of the managerial masses, and
elevated into the superstar ranks of a deputy ministership.

In what is surely an open audition for a new title, Tracey was ap-
pointed acting assistant deputy minnie of Communications Propa-
ganda Nova Scotia, temporarily replacing czarina Laura Lee Langley,
who now serves as acting DM for Tourism, Culture & Heritage.

Again, it’s a safe bet Dexter is easing the  $148,677-per Laura Lee
into her new role, much as he did with Kevin McNamara in Health a
few months back. Laura Lee’s media background would seem to make
her a good fit in the marketing-driven Tourism Dept., although her
former reign coincided with a bloating of the CNS rank and file, mak-
ing me a tad apprehensive what tricks Laura Lee may have up her
sleeve for selling Nova Scotia to the world.

The equally talented and fragrant KelliAnn Dean ($170,240-per)
also raises her sphere of influence, by leaving Tourism to head the
Public Service Commission. The fact she is continuing to work un-
der minister Frankie Corbett, who holds both portfolios, should be

Tracey Taweel
seen as a vote of confidence in KelliAnn from the Dexter government,
for assuming more responsibilities.

KelliAnn bumps the rather undistinguished $171,457-per Rosalind
Penfound into Education, to take over from retiring Tory-headmaster
Dennis Cochrane, a name I often heard grace the top of any Dexter
hit-list.

Another obvious target, Bob Fowler, also put himself out to pasture,
although dinosaur Bob was one of the last great deputy minnies to lead
the silly service. Bob’s replacement as clerk of the Executive Council,
Greg Keefe, now assumes that mantle. (Yawn — ed.) Last year draw-
ing $171,953, now the Gregster is in line for a Tracey Taweel-sized top-
up.

Does Frank Know?
a tlanticfrank @ eastlink.ca

GLAM GAL TRACEY CLIMBS ANOTHER RUNG

COLE’S NOTES
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BY MEG A. BUCKS
A VETERAN MEMBER OF THE LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT AT ST.

F.X. UNIVERSITY SAYS MANY SEASONED FACULTY ARE “HORRIFIED”
AT THE POSSIBILITY OF GOING ON STRIKE IN THE CURRENT
ECONOMIC CLIMATE.

On January 15, a government conciliator was presiding over the
second day of talks between the university and the union representing
its academic staff, in an attempt to hammer out an agreement to avoid
that very real possibility.

The St. F.X. Association of University Teachers, which represents
faculty, librarians, lab instructors and clinical nursing associates, voted
82 per cent in favour of a work stoppage on December 10 after it
rejected an offer that would have handed full-time faculty raises of
three per cent per year until 2013. At this point, the earliest a strike
can occur is the first week of February.

MO’ MONEY NEWS

Jenny SullivanTo be sure, during a time when many in ru-
ral Nova Scotia are struggling to keep a roof
over their heads and food on the table, it might
be awkward to see a group of corduroy-jack-
eted academics marching around in the cold
and complaining that their $100,000/year sala-
ries just won’t cut it.

If it comes to that, my source promises to
be toting a sign reading Faculty Are A**holes
in French.

The five-year-old association’s first collec-
tive agreement, which expired last June, saw
faculty salaries range from a lowly $47,896
for a newly minted lecturer, up to $126,307
for a full professor at the top of the pay scale.
The latest offer would see the top end of the
scale rise to $135,000.

“I feel like I’m extremely well paid for what I
do,” says my source, considering the relaxed
atmosphere that is prevalent on campus.

“There’s no accounting for absences, no-
body’s ever questioned, sabbaticals are pretty
much automatic.”

Also, my source adds, “(Faculty) could be
held up for much higher performance stand-
ards.”

According to a Facebook site run by asso-
ciation vice-president and assistant psychology
professor Dr. Jennifer Sullivan, the main is-
sues are a “lack of movement towards (salary)
parity” with Acadia, Mount St. Vincent, UPEI
and Mt. Allison, along with “demands for con-
cessions” from the administration including
ones which would make obtaining promotions
more difficult and threaten job security.

While I would have been quite interested in
discussing these matters with Jenny, she re-
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ferred me via email to association president
David Lynes, because she isn’t the group’s
“official spokesperson.”

Why then, I asked, was she presiding over
a question-and-answer session with all

THE GROVES
OF ACADEME

comers online?
“He doesn’t subscribe to Facebook,” came

her answer.
Er, so only a boardie with a Frank Maga-

zine subscription can field my enquiries?
Guess I’m shit outta luck.

Associate sociology professor Dave failed
to return my phone message before Frankland
Press Time.

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

Sorry, I’m just
the Facebook
spokesthingy.

www.facebook.com     keywords: Atlantic Canada Frank
Join our Facebook Group
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THE MYSTERY OF

THE MISSING MISSUS
BY A. FRANK GRUNT

IMAGINE MY SHEER DELIRIUM EACH TIME
I OPEN THE NEWSPAPER, TURN ON THE TEL-
EVISION, OR CHECK THE INTERNET AND SEE
PRIME MINISTER STEPHEN HARPER, 50,
EVER SO JOYFULLY SHAKING, ER, UM, I
MEAN HOLDING HANDS WITH HIS STUNNING,
CHARMING, VIVACIOUS, AND ABSOLUTELY
PERSONALITY-FILLED WIFE LAUREEN
HARPER, 46.

They make such a wonderful looking cou-
ple. Truly. Madly. Deeply.

Hopefully, this year they will have an even
more prosperous year than 2009, when, for a
spell, I understand Laureen Harper did not re-
side full-time at the PM’s official residence at
24 Sussex Drive.

It is the story that dare not speak its name:
the brief 2009 estrangement of our policy
wonk, personality dead zone prime minister
from his stunning, charming, vivacious, and
absolutely personality filled wife.

Observers first noticed something was up
when there were changes being made to the
regular routine, like who was dropping the
Harper children off for school last spring.

If you want the story, follow the children. It
ain’t rocket science.

I’m told by Ottawa sources that Laureen
Harper, a dynamic and successful graphic
designer, as outgoing as her husband is in-
troverted, spent much of the summer up at
Harrington Lake.

Another source sez she moved into a suite
at the Ottawa Westin, and spent some time
at 700 Sussex, a swanky Ottawa condo which
used to house the one and only, political mar-
vel Belinda Stronach. Formerly of Stronach
& MacKay Inc.

But answers to the confusion are not (sur-
prise , surprise) forthcoming from Prime Min-
ister Stephen Harper’s Office.

In the hope of clearing up the confusion, I
emailed the PMO, in the English language,
as best I know it, 10 very specific, detailed
questions. My email took 40 friggin’ lines, and
I personalized it for gawdsake. They sent me
back a cheap, measly three-line form letter.
And nobody even signed the goddamn thing! CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

I mean, like what’s up with that?
It’s l ike you buy the girl a fookin’

Lamborghini for Xmas, like, and, she gives
you back a fookin’ pair of pit-socks, and a $2
scratch ticket in the Xmas card she bought at
the Dollar Store, and she doesn’t even bother
to sign the tawdry thing!

You know, sometimes, I just don’t feel fully
appreciated. (I know how you fee l — ed.)

Oh, but the PMO did say, “Our office a lways

we lcomes hearing from correspondents and
be ing made aware of the ir views.”

And they said that in both official languages.
Oh, really? If it was all so welcoming than

why couldn’t you answer some simple, straight
forward questions?

And, to think, we pay these knuckleheads
small fortunes for their so-called “public serv-
ice”!

Prime Minister Stephen Harper & wife Laureen.
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BY AL I. MOANY
IN HER FLORIDA-FILED DIVORCE

PETITION, LISA ARMOYAN CALLS HER
MARRIAGE TO ARMCO CAPITAL CZAR
VREGE ARMOYAN “IRRETRIEVABLY
BROKEN,” AND WANTS THE NOVA SCOTIA
COURT TO CEDE JURISDICTION TO HER
SUNSHINE STATE LEGAL ACTIONS.

The couple’s January 26 court date on
Lower Water Street in Halifax, over allega-
tions made by Vrege that Lisa swiped from his
laptop confidential Armco info, which he alleges
she threatened to disclose to biz competitors,
is rescheduled for an undetermined date in
February. (Va lentine ’s Day, perhaps? — ed.)

Repercussions from the divorce are being
felt in the GAF, Greater Armoyan Family,
affecting the daily operations of their gazillion
dollar biz empire. In a shocking development
on January 13, Vrege’s big brother, Bay
Street wheeler-dealer George Armoyan,
stepped down from overseeing Clarke Inc.,
the family’s investment arm, “to attend to per-
sonal family matters,” which he candidly ac-
knowledges in media interviews are related
to Vrege’s divorce (see story at right).

Since Lisa served Vrege his walking papers
on October 22 at their $12,000-monthly
rented abode in Boca Raton, Fl., high-pow-
ered legal teams from both parties are busier
than Santa’s elves on Christmas Eve (Frank
575, 576). Besides the Lisa-initiated Florida
divorce, and the Armco attempts to secure
court protection for the contents of Vrege’s
laptop, a third action (filed by Lisa in N.S.
Supreme Court) disputes the ownership of
the couple’s $2.81-million  assessed
Marlborough Woods abode, the former mat-
rimonial abode now solely in Vrege’s name.

Navigating through this legal quagmire is a

NEXT SALVOS FIRED IN
MILLIONAIRE DIVORCE DRAMA

The (Lisa & Vrege)
Armoyan
Marlborough
Woods house.

Vrege Armoyan
job for the pros, but for now the high-stakes
divorce is in its preliminary stages, where
opening arguments are put to paper, and we
can see the couple begin to show their hands.

In her recently filed affidavit in N.S. Supreme
Court, penned by McGinty McCleave coun-
sel and former Marlborough Woods neighbour
Mary Jane McGinty, Lisa advances her ar-
guments as to why she believes Florida court
is the proper jurisdiction.

Not the least of which is her contention that
a divorce held near her home in Boca Raton
“would give (Vrege) an opportunity to recon-
nect with his (two) daughters and, hopefully,

demonstrate to them that he is not gone from
their lives permanently.”

According to Lisa, in December Vrege al-
legedly left Boca Raton “without warning ...
without even telling our daughters that he was
leaving.”

Claiming it would be emotionally “detrimen-
tal” to leave her daughters behind in Boca
Raton, where they attend school, while she
fulfils her Halifax courtroom obligations, Lisa
alleges, “Their father left Florida without even
a goodbye to either of them.”

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

CITING “FAMILY ISSUES,” GEORGE
ARMOYAN STEPPED AWAY FROM HIS
CLARKE INC. BOARDROOM, TELLING MEDIA
HE “HAD TOO MUCH ON HIS PLATE.”

Acknowledging his brother Vrege
Armoyan’s messy divorce, George also said
he wanted to take care of their ailing elderly
parents, who have apparently reacted badly
to Vrege’s marital meltdown.

Turns out, the Armoyan family’s plate may
be even more full, as revelations are unfold-
ing that Vrege perhaps lost several million
dollars in a major Florida-based Ponzi
scheme (see story on next page).

George Armoyan

BECAUSE
FAMILY

MATTERS
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MILLIONAIRE DIVORCE,
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

When she set the divorce in motion, Lisa
alleges, Vrege “immediately began to make
efforts to extricate himself from our life in Boca
Raton, including contacting our landlord to
advise her we would not be renewing our
lease. I never agreed to this, and it was my
belief that we (or at least the children and I)
would remain in that home until we found one
we wanted to buy.”

The couple have two daughters, aged 13
and 11, and a son, 14, who attends a private
school in Upper Canada.

Lisa and her daughters now reside in a
$8,000 rented abode in Boca Raton, which
they moved into two days before Christmas,
court papers indicate.

In December, Vrege went out and bought a
four-bedroom, $1.6-million yacht, registered
in the Marshall Islands, which he now moors
in Miami, says Lisa.

She cites the yacht as another reason why
litigation should proceed in Florida over Nova
Scotia, suggesting that Vrege “and his guests”
(who she does not name) could always use
his floating “luxurious accommodations” as a
crashpad, if necessary. But if legal proceed-
ings in Halifax drag on, Lisa claims she would
be forced to live out of a hotel, as Vrege and
George’s ailing parents now occupy the former
matrimonial home in Marlborough Woods.

Court papers say Lisa, Vrege, and the kids
left their South End pile in June 2007 for
Toronto, where the young lovebirds met and
married 16 years ago. After a year in T.O.,
where they survived a rough patch Vrege de-
tailed in an earlier affidavit, the family relo-
cated to Boca Raton, living with Vrege’s
mother in her condo as they house hunted.

Lisa allegedly has transferred her daughters’s
medical files to Florida, and discontinued the
family’s MSI coverage in Nova Scotia and On-
tario, and, to further prove her permanent resi-
dence status in the Sunshine State, alleges the
Armoyans cancelled their Royal N.S. Yacht
Squadron membership and told the Halifax
Grammar School not to reserve any desks in
that fine institution for their kids.

Last year, Saint Mary’s U. grad Lisa at-
tended Florida Atlantic University, a
Dalhousie-sized uni which awarded its first
honourary degree in 1964 to President
Lyndon Johnson.

Even with George’s departure — expected
to last a couple of months, at least — Clarke
Inc. remains in good hands, under the able
watch of prez and ceo Rob Normandeau, the
firm’s longtime legal counsel who specialises
in the corporate mergers and takeovers that
have made George & Co. their fortune.

Besides George (who Rob replaces on the
board), Clarke directors include: Hugh Smith,
veep of Municipal Group, the holding firm that
includes Carl (Harry) Potter’s Dexter Con-
struction empire; fishtocrat turned TV cable
baron John Risley, of Clearwater fame;
former Tory deputy premier, Rollie Thornhill;
and Rex Anthony, the St. John’s-based prez
of Anthony Capital Corporation, a former

FAMILY MATTERS, FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

ACCORDING TO A FLORIDA PRESS RE-
PORT, ARMCO CAPITAL EXEC VREGE
ARMOYAN INVESTED $3.62 MILLION US
IN A PONZI SCHEME BELIEVED TO HAVE
COST INVESTORS $1.2 BILLION.

This bombshell was revealed in a January 4
South Florida Business Journal article, one
week before George Armoyan announced his
leave of absence from Bay Street for “family
issues” related to his brother Vrege’s increas-
ingly bitter divorce from Lisa Armoyan.

The South Florida biz journal cites U.S.
Bankruptcy Court filings, listing Vrege among
the top 30 investors of disgraced Fort
Lauderdale lawyer Scott Rothstein, dubbed
“Miami’s Madoff,” after the fugitive surren-
dered himself to federal authorities on Decem-
ber 1 on five felony counts.

According to various U.S. media outlets,
Rothstein had fled to Casablanca on a char-
ter jet after wiring $16 million to Morocco
from his firm’s corporate accounts.

Facing a maximum penalty of 100 years
behind bars, Rothstein, 47, originally pleaded
not guilty to federal wire fraud and racketeer-
ing charges.

Now the Wall Street Journal, and other
media, are reporting Rothstein intends to
change his plea to guilty in his next court ap-
pearance, and speculation is rife that his sen-

VREGE &
 ‘MIAMI’S MADOFF’

tence could be lowered to 30 years.
Rothstein was allegedly selling investors bo-

gus settlements that he claimed his law firm
negotiated in confidential civil cases, all the
while his lavish lifestyle allowed him to hob-
nob with such Republican heavyweights as
John McCain, Rudy Giuliani and Arnold
Schwarzenegger.

Rothstein’s multi-million dollar stable of
properties and luxury cars, plus the millions
in charitable donations, prompted New York
Times scribe Bob Norman in October 2008
to pose the question: “Who is this guy? Is he
for real, or is he building a house of cards?”

Among Rothstein’s alleged victims are sev-
eral Floridian movers and shakers, including
billionaire Miami Dolphins owner Stephen
Ross.

I was unable to contact Vrege, who over-
sees Armco’s U.S. division, buying foreclosed
upon Florida condos in partnership with Jim
Spatz’s biz, Southwest Properties.

It is not known if Vrege ever saw a return
on the reported investment, nor if he is
among the group of allegedly defrauded in-
vestors who are suing Rothstein. Attorney
Bill Schrer is overseeing the civil litigation
against Rothstein. Bill was George Bush’s
top legal point man during the 2000 Florida
recount that made the “hanging chad” so in-
famous.

boardie at the bustling PR-empire Bristol
Group.

When you add up all the wealth of the Clarke
directors, I’d sure you’d get a new Billion-
aire’s Boys Club!

Directors earned between $28,000-$39,000-
per in 2008, except George, who as Clarke’s
Executive Chairman drew a jaw-dropping
$539,854.

Mike Andlauer resigned from the Clarke
board the same day as George, to avoid po-
tential conflict after his Andlauer Transpor-
tation Services Ltd. Partnership sold part
of its retail division to Montreal-based
Transforce Inc., whose board of directors
include former Quebec premier and necrotiz-
ing fascitis survivor Lucien Bouchard.

1-888-335-5505
www.atlanticfrank.ca

Frank News Tips Hotline
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Man, we’d be better off living in Beijing and
taking our chances standing up in front of a
tank, dontcha think?

Anyway. It’s a moot point now. Jughead &
Betty are quite noticably back holding hands.

Like former Nova Scotia premier/gym
teacher Rodney MacDonald magically re-
emerging with wife Lori-Ann at the East
Coast Music Awards a few years ago,
Stephen Harper’s “performance” at the Na-
tional Arts Centre last October was seen as
the signal that things are all right. The
homefires burn brightly.

In case you’ve forgotten that surprise per-
formance — and it was worthy — it was the
one where the normally repressed Mr. Harper
turned into the fun-loving talented Mr. Harper
as he played and sang at the NAC grand pi-
ano “I’ll Get By With A Little Help From My
Friends.” He was widely applauded, and
greeted with uncommon praise. Rightly so.

But it wasn’t fun-loving enough to have Mr.
Harper stick around after his solid perform-
ance at the annual black tie charity gala. He
left the building minutes after he left the stage.

Wife Laureen is the honourary gala chair,
and she is widely seen as orchestrating her
husband’s surprise appearance at the annual
gala.

It’s the same gala the PM publicly criticized
in 2008 by saying rich black-tie galas don’t sit
well with the common folk. Maybe so, in some
quarters. But the NAC gala does help raise
money for the arts, which he and his Reform-
ers have slashed.

AND he said this just a week before the 2008
gala, knowing full well Laureen was the
honourary gala chair, then, as she is now.

The criticism was widely seen as a shot
across his wife’s bow, and in the end she de-
clined to attend herself.

But back to 2009.
Is it truly unusual for any couple to take a

little space? I think not.
But this Stephen-Laureen business some-

how seemed a bit off.
Everyone was talking about it, yet nobody

seemed to want to raise the issue publicly.
Both the federal Liberal Caucus and the

NDP Caucus knew about the couple’s time
apart. But they were warned not to bring it up
on the floor of the House of Commons.

This, of course, was back in the day when
we had a House of Commons and such un-
necessary things as Question Period and the
like. Thank gawd those small irritants are now
behind us.

Harper may as well burn the fookin’ place
down. It’s of no value to us anymore.

Anyway, suddenly the opposition parties,
even the whiny bastard Blockheads, who
we foolish Canadians pay to break up this
country, are all playing nice, and singing from
the same song sheet, not willing to bring up
any potential wrinkles in the Harper mar-
riage?

MISSING MISSUS, FROM PAGE 8

Like, overnight the nasty, mean-spirited,
American-style form of politics that has been
practised and shamefully tolerated in this
country the last 20 years has turned to sweet-
ness and light?

When did that happen? And why didn’t I get
that memo? Give me a break. There’s some-
thing just not right about this one.

Yes, and over at D’Arcy McGee’s Pub on
Sparks Street tongues were wagging, and still
are.

Just as they were wagging amongst mem-
bers of so-called National Press Corps.

All fine, objective, men and women, to be
sure, not necessarily friends of the way
Stephen Harper and his gang of Conserva-
tives, er, um, Reform Party thugs handle their
media relations. Which is to have no relations
at all.

Courageous men and women, proud gradu-
ates of schools of journalism throughout the
land, but nary a Mike Wallace or a Helen
Thomas among them.

Goddammit, do I have to go dig up Gordon
Sinclair, or Jack Webster, or Barbara Frum?

Just what the hell is going on here? Why
the silence on this one?

Do the Reform Party thugs have the shit so
goddamn scared out of reporters in this coun-
try they can’t ask a simple, non-stick, innocu-
ous question like, “Excuse, me, Mr. Person-
ality Dead Zone Prime Minister, where the hell
is your stunning, charming, vivacious, person-
ality-filled wife living these days?”

C’mon folks, we’re just askin’ a simple ques-
tion.

Is there some kind of law in this country
about asking the Canadian prime minister
where his wife might be living at any given
point in time?

And when did that law come into effect?

Before or after Pierre & Maggie Trudeau?
Or is it a new emergency decree just en-

acted, say, last April, by some one-eyed
stormtrooping Conservative Reform Party
servile sycophant sorcerer whose only job is
to strangle the free flow of information in this
country and shelter Prime Minister Harper
from answering a simple question.

And where the hell is CBC-TV’s Julie Van
Dusen on this one? That one normally has a
pulse. Where the hell is Julie? Who stole
Julie? What happened to Julie?

And, what’s wrong with the editors and as-
signment editors across this country? Are they
stuck in some godforsaken culture of defeat?
What ever happened to smoke-fire, action-
reaction?

Are they scared of this gang of Conserva-
tive, er, um, Reform thugs, too? Well, guess
what folks, yer not goin’ beat these Conserva-
tive, er, um, Reform bastard bullies by runnin’
away from them.

I don’t know what’s going to become of this
country.

I only know that if you don’t stand up to the
Steve Harpers and the Peter MacKays of the
world, they’ll just continue to walk right straight
over you.

Look what Peter MacKay was allowed to do
to civil servant Richard Colvin.

But allowing Stephen Harper and Peter
MacKay to tie the mittens for our national
press corp would be an equal disgrace.

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

LAUREEN HARPER

FUN-FACTS
O Is credited with bankrolling the Re-
form Party in its early, lean years.
O Her parents are Albertan ranchers
(her father was also an electrican) whose
nearly three-decade marriage ended in
divorce in the early 1990s.
O Her previous marriage at 22, to a New
Zealand guy she met in Africa, was over
before she was 26. At 30, she married
her extreme right-wing political soulmate,
Stephen Harper, whose former fiancee
had introduced them.
O In Conservative party circles, she is
nicknamed “Secret Weapon.”
O She frequents Ottawa society, often
with confirmed bachelor, cabinet minis-
ter John Baird.
O Is a biker chick.

www.facebook.com
keywords: Atlantic

Canada Frank

Join our
Facebook Group
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BY A. FRANK GRUNT
STUPID, SILLY ME, IN MY HASTE TO GET

HOME TO GLACE BAY FOR THE CHRIST-
MAS HOLIDAYS, I MADE A VERY SLOPPY AND
STUPID ERROR.

Adding some context to the June Hibbs
murder, March 1976 (Frank 576), in Glace
Bay, and the fact that the body of June Hibbs
has never been found, I brought up the

BY TY THENOT
FROM THE FRANKLAND CONJUGAL RE-

LATIONS FILES, COMES WORD THAT THE
CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE IS NOT YET
PREPARED TO GO ALL THE WAY WITH THE
PORT OF SYDNEY.

It seems the much-touted sisterport agree-
ment between ugly duckling Sydport and the
more macho-sounding Philadelphia Re-
gional Port Authority (PRPA), is not yet con-
summated.

That means those breathless January 8
reports from the chattering folks at CBC, the
Chronically Horrid and the Cape Breton
Post, were a tad premature.

Sheesh, after news of the Sydney press con-
ference with blushing bride Sydney Marine
Group honcho Jim Wooder and Jim Paylor,
a burly rep from Philly’s ILA longshoremen’s
association, where the couple announced they
were, um, going steady, I began hearing wed-
ding bells and was about to rush off to the
Canadian Tire gift registry and buy the Jims

TOE-DIPPING

IN SYDNEY

HARBOUR

BRINGS

COLD FEET?

Sydney, feeling jilted by Philly (not exactly as illustrated).

REPORTS OF SONNY’S DEATH

GREATLY EXAGGERATED!

CAPE BRETON
CALLING...

a brand new toaster, when the PRPA suddenly
raised its objections.

In a January 11 press release from PRPA
chair John Estey, the two Jims were lightly
chastised for suggesting that the Philly’s port
authority was included in a signed memoran-
dum of understanding with the local ILA, the
Ports of Delaware River Marine Trade As-
sociation and Sydport.

“The PRPA must conduct our legal due dili-
gence,” declares John, adding, “This matter
is subject to approval by our board of direc-
tors.”

In fairness to Laurentian Energy ceo Jim,
Sydney has a RPRA letter of intent, and Jim
concedes that the info they gave the press,
while correct, was “perhaps unhappily
worded.”

Acknowledging that he’s “a little frazzled”
by the whirlwind courtship, Jim points out that

Estey does re-affirm the PRPA’s support in
Sydport in his January 11 release. He’s just
not as itchin’ to cross the threshold as Jim is.

Frankly, I’m not convinced this union is ever
going to work out. After all, Philly and New
York make much more sense than Philly and
Sydney. And Sydney’s rail lines are getting a
bit long in the tooth for a serious Significant
Other, don’t you think?

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

MacDonald family, formerly of 88 Highland
Street, Glace Bay.

The family were raised at 88 Highland. The
house was eventually bought by John Hibbs,
the Glace Bay police officer husband of June
Hibbs, and suddenly thereafter it burnt to the
ground.

Mistakenly I wrote that the entire immedi-
ate family had passed on since 1976. Bad,
bad phraseology on my part. Inexcusable,
really.

Sonny, or Archie MacDonald Jr., is alive
and well. I knew that then. I certainly know it
better now. Sometimes words don’t come out
as you want them too. Put it down to haste,
inattentiveness, incompetence.

Sonny MacDonald is the oldest of the five
boys of the late “Red” Archie and Stella
MacDonald. My reports of Sonny’s death
were greatly exaggerated.
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When I wrote what I wrote, I was thinking more of the younger
MacDonald boys, the ones I hung around with for a spell as a young-
ster. Sonny had long left the nest at that point.

Over time, besides his construction worker father Archie, who died of
a heart attack while working in Wreck Cove, and his ma, Sonny lost
his four brothers: Roy (Buddy), John, Angus and Ernie.

Angus and Ernie were more my vintage.
Angus (Frank 285) died on October 25, 1998, from cancer. He was

a class act, had a wonderful voice, and was a past president of the
celebrated singing group Men of the Deeps. He left behind a loving
wife and three small children. He was 43 years old.

Brother Ernie didn’t even get a chance to raise a family. He died as
the result of a house fire on Minto Street, Glace Bay, August 2, 1980.
He was 21 years old.

SONNY, FROM PREVIOUS PAGE When Ernie, or “Clam” as we nicknamed him, wasn’t humming Babe,
or Lorelei, or Come Sail Away by his favourite rock band Styx, he
could scrap with the best Glace Bay had to offer, and usually came out
on the winning side.

When he wasn’t doing that, he was in love with the talented and
fragrant, and slightly younger, Pasty Caines, of nearby Smith Street,
who long ago moved with the rest of her family to Grand Cache, Al-
berta, and who, on October 29, lost her baby brother, John Caines,
at age 44.

So, folks, live life like there’s no tomorrow, ’cause sometimes there
just ain’t no tomorrow. And if ya ever find yourself doin’ any kind of
writin’ for a certain bi-weekly family magazine, try to do it with greater
clarity than some people I know.

Thanks.
Does Frank Know? atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

IN CASE YOU WERE WONDERING, HALIFAX
POLICE SPOKESTHINGY CONST. BRIAN
PALMETER INFORMS ME THAT THE MARY-
JANE POSSESSION CHARGE LAID LAST WEEK
AGAINST 29-YEAR-OLD COP CONST. JEFF
BUCHANAN RESULTED FROM THE SEARCH
OF THE GLACE BAY HIGH ALUM’S
PERSONAL VEHICLE, NOT A COP CAR.

Jeff, who I’m told grew up in Sydney’s tof-
fee-nosed Tanglewood subdivision, was ar-
rested in December on charges of extortion
and breaching the public trust, and is currently
on paid suspension.

The Nadia Drive, Dartmouth address listed
on Jeff’s court papers is owned by James
Taylor’s Bluewater Road, Bedford-based
Cygnet Properties. The assessment is a
paltry $20,000. (WTF? — ed.)

PAULA
GALLANT

Murdered: December 27, 2005

January 16,
2010...

WITHOUT AN
ARREST

DAYS
4 8 11

AS OF

I HEAR JAY WELLS SALON STYLIST
SHAWN ROBAR MAY BE LOOKING TO BUY
ONE OF DAVID GRAHAM’S SWISH THEATRE
LOFT CONDOS ON GOTTINGEN STREET.

David, husband of ex-Live at 5 superstar
Nancy Regan, broke ground on the complex
last month.

Shawn, whose dad Gary Robar was one of
four Lunenburg County motorcyclists killed
in a tragic motor-vehicle accident in 2007,
currently holds the deed to one of those trendy
Spice condos I profiled in Frank 567. Shawn’s
Jay Wells co-worker Jason Gilbert, who I
espied baring his toned arms at Reflections
before Christmas, also calls the chic
Cornwallis Street complex home.

Jay, the hottie hairstylist with the trademark
bee-stung lips, lives around the corner on
Brunswick Street.

HOUSE HUNT

REPORT

Jeff Buchanan with Jill Guthro.

COP’S CAR, NOT HIS

COP-CAR, IN WEED CASE
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BY ANNE I. MATE
A TIP OF THE FRANKLAND BERET TO LI-

BRARIAN OF CONGRESS, JAMES
BILLINGTON, FOR IMMORTALIZING LATE
ANIMATOR HELEN HILL’S WORK.

A decade ago, Helen briefly lived in Halifax
with her GP husband, Dalhousie med school
alumnus Paul Gailiunas, before the pair re-
turned to their old New Orleans stomping
grounds to settle down and raise a family.

A victim of post-Katrina lawlessness,
Helen’s life ended on Jan. 4, 2007, at about
5:30 in the morning, when an intruder shot
and killed the South Carolina filmmaker in
her living room (Frank 499).

Despite the local outcry and a groundswell
of international media coverage, from Ameri-
ca’s Most Wanted to a Fifth Estate docu-
mentary, her murder remains unsolved.

Shot three times in the attack, Paul has
since remarried and resides with his and
Helen’s son, Francis Pop, in Pasadena, a
short commute from the CalArts campus
where Helen created Scratch & Crow, her
1995 short film that LOC chief cultural care-

Helen Hill

HELEN HILL WILL LIVE ON

WITH OTHER FILM ICONS
taker James has selected as a national treas-
ure to preserve for future generations.

Scratch & Crow, which Helen wrote, “reveals
the secret life cycle of chickens, from their
hatching by mother cats to their noisy ascent
into Heaven,” is described by the Library of
Congress as “filled with vivid colour and a
light sense of humour ... a poetic and spiritual
homage to animals and the human soul.”

Using deceptively simple techniques and
beautiful, hand-drawn images of chickens,
eggs, watermelons and teapots, as well as a
black cat and a fat tombstone thrown in for
good measure, Helen crafted a complex tale
in her four-and-a-half minute film. Her ani-
mated beaks, wings and halos are the stuff of
visual poetry.

A prolific filmmaker and staunch community
activist, Helen once wrote, “It is a good idea
behind a film, and not fancy technology or a
big budget, that makes a great film.”

Each year 25 works are added to the LOC’s
National Film Registry, a prodigious collection
that now holds 525 films.

Other new LOC film registry entries include
Michael Jackson ’s Thriller video; Al

Pacino’s Dog Day Afternoon madcap heist;
the delightful Doris Day-Rock Hudson com-
edy Pillow Talk; Jezebel, the three-hankie
tearjerker set during a yellow fever outbreak
in Nawlins, starring Bette Davis and Henry
Fonda; and the original Muppet Movie — you
remember, when Kermit strums his banjos
and croons the Rainbow Connection.

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

FOOD
FOR

THOUGHT

LEAN CUSINE AT

TWELVEFORTYONE
BY KIT CHEN

AT PRESSTIME, I WAS UNABLE TO DETERMINE WHAT THE FU-
TURE HOLDS FOR TWELVEFORTYONE — THE UPSCALE BARRINGTON
STREET EATERY FORMERLY KNOWN AS BEAR RESTAURANT —
WHICH HAS REMAINED IN DARKNESS, CURTAINS DRAWN, SINCE
BEFORE CHRISTMAS.

Although the financially troubled resto’s voicemail greeting says it
closed for remodelling on December 19, a peek through the window
reveals no evidence of renovations. With candleholders, cutlery and
tablecloths in place, the posh interior still looks ready to receive cus-
tomers.

As I’ve previously mentioned in these pages, $700,000 worth of lien claims were filed against
the restaurant, its landlord, Maxwell Properties, and the Lawen-owned W building just a few
months after the business opened in the fall of 2008 (Frank 555). The following September,
Halifamous chef Ray Bear, formerly of Gio, abandoned the eatery, and would days later claim
that restaurant owner/California native David Tabah had threatened his life. David, who along
with his wife Amanda resides part-time in Musquodoboit, renamed the restaurant and in-
stalled Newfie prodigy Andrew Hull, who ran the open kitchen up until the closing.

Does Frank Know? atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca
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BY SEYMOUR CONZE
IT WOULD SEEM THAT YOU CAN’T KEEP A

GOOD SCAM ARTIST DOWN.
Peggy Draper has been returned to a half-

way house after she was caught scheming
with international fraudsters, activities that
bear more than a passing resemblance to the
crimes that landed her in jail to begin with.

As I reported previously, the 60-year-old
former Halifax Regional School Board rep-
resentative served six months of a two-year
federal sentence handed down last February
for defrauding friends, associates and busi-
nesses out of more than $470,000. After three
months in a halfway house, she began full
parole on October 29 (Frank 566). But in a
decision dated December 31, the National
Parole Board opted to return her to a half-
way house for three additional months be-
cause, given the circumstances, she is
deemed a high risk to re-offend.

“It is obvious that you have become involved
in activities that are strikingly similar to the
circumstances which led to your current of-
fences,” writes the two-member panel.

“You have been communicating with inter-
national contacts that appear to be operating
a fraudulent scheme related to land invest-

Peggy Draper

NAUGHTY PEGGY CAUGHT

SCHMOOZING WITH SCAMMERS
ments... (and) in spite of several interventions
from your case management team, you have
persisted with your involvement in this scam.”

Not helping her cause is the fact that she
lied about her activities when she was ap-
proached about them.

“Of particular concern is your deceitfulness
and dishonesty. This is concerning as you
were dishonest and deceitful with investors
during your index offences. It is obvious that
you are back into your offence cycle,” says
the decision.

Just a few short months ago, you’ll recall
that a much more forgiving parole board disa-
greed with a recommendation from Correc-
tions Canada that Peggy spend extra time in
a halfway house. At the time, the board
deemed her offences to have been “highly
situational and not reflective of (her) previous
prominent role in the community.” So much
for that.

While Peggy will be back on the streets full-
time by April, the NPB has saddled her with
two more conditions which will apply for the
remainder of her sentence, which expires on
February 19, 2011. The former real estate
agent will be prohibited from communicating
with anyone in regards to the sale of real es-
tate or for any investment purposes.

“Given your current offences, it is obvious
that you cannot differentiate between legiti-
mate investments and fraudulent scams. As
a result, you recruit investors through lies and
deception which results in the loss of signifi-
cant monies for these victims.”

She must also provide full financial disclo-
sure as requested, given her “propensity to
be deceitful and dishonest” with her parole
officer.

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

THY WILL BE DONE...
I SEE WHERE ELLEN PAGE’S SPINNAKER

DRIVE-DWELLING DAD, DENNIS PAGE, HAS
BEEN NAMED AS AN EXECUTOR OF HIS LATE
LOCKEPORT MUM KATHLEEN PAGE’S ESTATE.

Sharing those duties with graphic designer
Dennis are his two brothers, Burt
“Eurowerks” Page and Laurie Page, a re-
tired Shelburne County schoolteacher.

According to probate documents, the estate
has been valued at just $67,100, represent-
ing the Page family home on Lockeport’s
Brighton Road, a short drive from the Gov-
ernment Wharf where the town’s now-famous
grease pole can be found each Canada Day.

Ellen’s 92-year-old grandma, an identical
twin, died August 24 (Frank 567).

T�T�T

IN MID-DECEMBER THE N.S. COURT OF
APPEAL UPHELD AN EARLIER RULING FROM
SUPREME COURT GAVELBANGER ART PICKUP,
AND AWARDED THE LATE EZRA MORRELL’S
$250,000 LIFE INSURANCE POLICY TO HIS EX
WIFE, INGRID OSTROM.Ellen Page

Ezra’s mother, Kingross Quilts artist Anne
Morrell, argued that her former daughter-in-
law had forfeited her rights to the policy in the
separation agreement that legalized Ingrid and
Ezra’s 2006 divorce (Frank 567).

But Justices Jamie Saunders, Linda
Oland, and Joel Fichaud disagreed with Ann
and her Stewart McKelvey lawyer Tim
Matthews, and ruled Ingrid’s claim was still
valid, as Ezra had not changed an earlier will.

But Anne argued Ezra was in the process
of rewriting the will that named Ingrid his chief
beneficiary and her mother, Elaine Ostrom,
as estate executor, before his Jan. 21, 2008
death in a two-vehicle accident near
Falkenham’s Farm in Lunenburg County.

In what some might see as a cruel twist, the
judges ordered Anne to pay $2,000 in costs
to her late son’s estate and allowed Elaine,
wife of retired NSCAD ceramicist Walter
Ostrom, to charge her legal fees to the es-
tate.

A restorer of historic homes and a gifted
potter, Ezra was 31.
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ALL GOING WELL, I HEAR A PROPER
GRAVE MARKER SHOULD ONCE AGAIN
ADORN THE CAMP HILL CEMETERY PLOT
OF FAMED N.S. PREMIER BOB STANFIELD
THIS SPRING.

Word has it the new memorial, which I be-
lieve is supposed to commemorate all three
of Stanfield’s wives, will be installed sometime
in May or June.

Stanfield died in 2003.
A previous tombstone, installed following the

tragic motor-vehicle death of Stanfield’s first
wife, Nora Joyce Frazee, in 1954, was re-
moved by Stanfield’s third ball and chain,
Anne, a Toronto-bred divorcee and teacher,
in the fall of 2006, in preparation for the ar-
rival of an 1,800-pound black-granite mon-
strosity Anne said would serve as a tribute to
all three of Bob’s missuses, including his sec-
ond bride Mary Margaret Hall, who suc-
cumbed to cancer in 1977.

Needless to say, Anne’s unilateral decision
didn’t sit well with Joyce’s four kids — Sarah,
Max, Judy and Mimi — who’d already locked
horns with stepmother Anne over the contents
of their father’s will, which they argued gave
them short-shrift in favour of Anne.

Robert Stanfield
and the old

gravestone...

CHATTER
BY

BUBBLES
FRANKLANDER

DID YOU KNOW THAT DR. ERIC
RAPAPORT, AN ASSOCIATE PROF AT
DALHOUSIE’S SCHOOL OF PLANNING, IS A
BROTHER TO MICHAEL RAPAPORT, THE
BEANSTALK THESPIAN THAT ONCE PLAYED
PHOEBE’S COP BOYFRIEND GARY ON
“FRIENDS”? WELL, HE IS.

In fact, I hear that six-foot-four Michael,
whose acting credits include roles on David
E. Kelly’s now-defunct “Boston Public,” the
Wentworth Miller vehicle “Prison Break,”
NBC’s “My Name is Earl,” and the dysfunc-
tional-family comedy “The War at Home,”
where he played patriarch David Gold, has
paid at least one visit to former UBC peda-
gogue Eric and his lovely PhD wiferoo Dr. Cilla
Alstrom at their Murray Hill Drive abode in
Dartmouth.

THE RESURRECTION OF ROBERT

STANFIELD’S GRAVESTONE

More legal wrangling followed the removal
of their mother’s headstone — Mimi called
Anne’s actions “deeply offensive and hurtful”
and argued that its proposed over-the-top re-
placement flew in the face of Bob’s “humble
demeanour” and “true wishes.”

Eventually Bob’s kids decided not to con-
tinue the fight.

Whether the new gravestone’s design has
since changed, I cannot say, though I’ll be in-
terested to see the so-called tribute when it
arrives.

Eric Rapaport

Cilla Alstrom
Michael Rapaport

LET’S PLAY SIX

DEGREES OF

SEPARATION...
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SAY WHAT YOU WILL ABOUT SPRYFIELD’S ALDEN
BROWN: THE MAN’S CUM COME A LONG WAY SINCE
LEAVING THESE HUMBLE SHORES FOR SUNNY
CALIFORNIA BACK IN 1982.

In fact, it’s hard to believe that this once-awkward
J.L. Ilsley teen, now 52, is adored by legions of “Pe-
ter North” fans the world over who remain in awe of
his lengthy, er, um, adult film career.

Which is why I was amazed when, over the Christ-
mas holidays, I happened to stumble upon a vintage
piece of pre-Internet Alden Brown memorabilia while
thumbing through some aged periodicals at a used-
book store.

As many die-hard porn collectors and Google ad-
dicts alike well know, sandwiched in between Alden’s
years as a wide-eyed Haligonian and those mark-
ing his reign as the world’s one-eyed Prince of
Peckerdom, the present-day Newport Coast, Calif.
resident was known in dirty-movie circles as gay-
for-pay “actor” Matt Ramsey.

It’s a part of his past some say Alden would prefer
to say schlong so long to.

Of course, said past is pretty hard to ignore when
you find yourself cheek to, er, um, cheek with “Matt’s”
bare buns splashed across the cover of the Decem-
ber 1990 issue of N.Y. based Friction, a self-de-
scribed “‘hand’ book for men who dare!” containing
several solo shots of Alden’s claim to fame. And it
ain’t his face!

For a mere $2.50, I couldn’t resist snatching it up.
But just so we’re clear, you should know Alden’s

all the about the women now, and has been for some
time.

In fact, according to his Facebook page, he’s cur-
rently “in a relationship” with a v. lovely gal named
Kimberly Wimmer. I believe she’s in the IT biz.

Peter, of course, is the president and CEO of Irvine-
based North Pole Enterprises which, in case you
were wondering, has absolutely nothing to do with
melting ice caps or polar bears.

A BIG BLAST

FROM THE PAST

CITY THUGS WERE ALL ATWITTER LAST WEEK WHEN TRAILER
PARK BOYS STAR JONATHAN “J-ROC” TORRENS, 37, MADE AN
UNEXPECTED CAMEO AT THE SPRING GARDEN ROAD
COURTHOUSE.

Turns out the former Street Cents host and Jonovision star was in
da house to make good on a $164.50 celling-while-driving ticket, given
to him January 7 near Woodland Avenue and Victoria Road in
Dartmouth.

Court documents indicate the Lower Onslow-addressee was be-
hind the wheel of a 2009 Mini Cooper owned by MacLeod’s Farm
Machinery (Carson MacLeod, pres.) when the cops pulled him over.

At last check, Jonathan’s latest offering, TV with TV’s Jonathan
Torrens, was stinking up the airwaves of CanWest Global cable sta-
tion, TVtropolis.

Alden and Kim in Mexico.

Alden and Kim.

‘J-ROC’ TALK TALK

The 1990 Matt
Ramsey cover.
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BY MAL PHEEZANSE
THE TROUT POINT LODGE ECO-TOUR-

ISM/CULINARY HOTSPOT IN YARMOUTH
COUNTY FORMS PART OF THE BACKDROP
OF A BIG EASY POLITICAL SCANDAL THAT
SAW THE RESIGNATION OF LONGTIME
JEFFERSON PARISH PREZ AARON
BROUSSARD.

On January 8, Aaron shelved his 35-year
political career after U.S. federal officials be-
gan investigating several allegations of cor-
ruption within his administration, which over-
sees Louisiana’s Jefferson Parish, the state’s
most populous county that takes in much of
suburban New Orleans.

Two days before the Democrat stepped
aside, citing “ongoing controversial issues
(that have) rendered me severely limited in
my normal duties,” the Times-Picayune re-
ported on allegations Aaron had rented his
upscale getaway on Trout Point Road to “a
handful of business people holding public con-
tracts with Jefferson Parish government.”

Louisiana watchdog agency, the Metropoli-
tan Crime Commission (MCC), asked fed-
eral officials “to determine if (Aaron) had en-
riched himself by inviting or encouraging any
of these potential parish vendors to go up
there and utilize his property or invest in his
property,” an MCC official told WWLTV’s Eye-
witness News.

FAR AWAY SCANDAL TOUCHES

N.S. WILDERNESS GETAWAY

BY IVANA VELVEETA
MORE LEGAL DOCUMENTS ARE FILED

IN THE ONGOING ROW BETWEEN THE AT-
LANTIC CANADA OPPORTUNITIES
AGENCY AND TROUT POINT LODGE
PRINCIPALS CHARLES LEARY, VAUGHN
PERRET AND DANIEL ABEL THAN THERE
ARE VARIETIES OF CHEESE IN FRANCE.

Although ACOA fired the first salvo in
June 2002, suing the trio and their Yar-
mouth County cheesemaking biz La
Ferme D’Acadie for $104,211 in alleged
arrears from a 1998 loan, the litigants do
not seem finished yet. By the looks of it,
we may discover that the moon is made
of green cheese before this tiff ever ends.

Last fall, N.S. Court of Appeal’s Jus-
tice Jill Hamilton ruled that the Yankee
bizmen could sue ACOA over its acknowl-
edgement it destroyed “virtually all” the
documents related to the disputed loan.

Apparently, the federal money-chucking
agency deems its policy of shredding old
documents “routine.” If I was minister
Peter MacKay, I’d be on the horn mighty
quick to ACOA big cheese Monique
Collette, and I’d be giving her an earful.

Ironically, an earlier, related Supreme
Court action had the New Orleans-based
biz associates pleading that their docu-
mentary evidence was “90%” destroyed
by Hurricane Katrina. They also alleged
relevant documents were lost when a safe
was stolen in a 2006 Trout Point Lodge
break-in.

Since the legal spat began, three ACOA
employees who played “pivotal roles” in
the loan process have died, and others
are no longer working for the feds.

Excuse me while I go back to my bag of
cheesies now.

Aaron’s $360,000 resort getaway is in the
Tobeatic wilderness, an area first settled by
New Orleans movers and shakers c. 1998,
when a trio of cheese-lovin’ Yanks purchased
the former Prout estate and opened the luxury
Trout Point Lodge to cater to the wealthy
jambalaya-munchin’ set (Frank 438, 458).

In the fallout from the resignation, Trout
Point Lodge principals are not exactly rallying
around their fellow traveller, Aaron. Under-
standably, they seem hotter than a Cajun
spice to distance their biz from the political
stinkfest, telling local media that Aaron is not
a silent investor in their award-winning resort.

The perceived association likely stems from
the fact Aaron acquired a neighbouring cot-
tage in August 2002 from Louisiana’s late
thoroughbred racing matriarch Marie Krantz,
whose property was purchased from the Trout
Point Lodge biz two years earlier.

At the time of the deed transfer, six months
before her death at 67, Marie also advanced
Aaron a $469,625 US loan, at no interest,
payable over 10 years, property records indi-
cate.

The beleaguered Jefferson Parish pol also
owns or co-owns three additional lots, in spit-
ting distance, which are mortgaged by a cou-
ple different U.S. banks for nearly $300,000 US.

FYI, exactly four days before Aaron fell on
his own sword, his cao Tim Whitmer resigned
amid allegations that Whitmer, via his private
firm, profited from Jefferson Parish public

Trout Point Lodge.

SAY CHEESE!

works projects. Gotta love Louisiana politics,
baby!

Serious Frankcologists will recall that a
week before Katrina blew into town, federal
investigators subpoenaed Aaron in a probe
into Jefferson Parish courthouse corruption
(Frank 463).

Trout Point Lodge, which was recently short-
listed in a worldwide National Geographic
contest for its eco-friendly practices, is owned
by New York State lawyer Vaughn Perret,
and NOLA rezzies, gourmand extraordinaire
Charles Leary, and attorney Daniel Abel. The
trio are now battling ACOA in the Nova Scotia
Court of Appeal over their Yarmouth County
cheese farm (See story above).

Does Frank Know?
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca
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SPORTS
OF SORTS

BY PEN ALTEEBOX
IT APPEARS FORMER AMHERST MAYOR JERRY HALLEE WANTS

TO WRESTLE CONTROL OF THE AMHERST RAMBLERS AWAY FROM
HIS ONE-TIME MAYORAL RIVAL GEORGE BAKER.

Ex-pol Jerry threw down the gauntlet at a January 5 chinwag in the
local Lions Club, when he vowed he intended to attempt to dethrone
Ramblers prez George at the Junior A
hockey club’s next AGM.

“I hope he does,” George tells me, full of
piss and vinegar. “I’ve been here eight
years. When I took over, we were $150,000
in debt. Now we’re not. Where were they
when there was a debt?”

Locals advise me George and Jerry have
no love lost, and apparently George has
never forgot that time Jer kicked his butt at
the ballot box. Nope, George just can’t get
over that mayoral massacre.

While I was unable to reach Jer, Georgie
wouldn’t talk about his old nemesis, except
to lump Jerry in with the “yapping and chirp-
ing” coming from his opponents.

“Their negativity is causing more trouble,”
he harps, and crows, “I’m a leader. I’m a
town councillor. I’m not going anywhere.

“Look, it’s my fourth term as councillor. I’ve
always finished first or second, so I must be
doing something right.”

Locals tell me that George, a man who appears to boast a healthy
ego, deserves universal praise for steering the Ramblers safely out of
debt, although some in the bordertown are concerned with flagging
attendance — Ramblers games now draw closer to 400 than the peak
1,100 a few years back — and wonder if maybe it isn’t time for change.

One critic even compares the Central Avenue dweller to Richard
Hatfield.

“George has overstayed his welcome,” he explains, casting him in a
losers club that includes the once-immovable Ernie Fage and Bill
Casey.

Told the Amherst Daily Snooze described the Baker presidency as
a possible “power vacuum” waiting to happen, George scoffs and re-

George Baker

GLOVES COME OFF IN RAMBLERS RUMBLE
plies that his opponents are
more like a “shop vac with the
engine half-working.”

I fear George’s cockiness
may be blinding him from the
facts on the ground. A recent
Amherst Daily Snooze poll
asked, “If a vote were held today, who would you choose to be presi-
dent of the Amherst junior A Ramblers hockey club?” With the three
options “George Baker, Jerry Hallee, and Anybody Else,” poor George
scored nine percentage points higher than Anybody Else, but lan-
guished 16% below Jerry’s 47% approval rating.

Perhaps one reason some folks aren’t feeling the Good George
Vibes as much anymore, is a perception that George runs the Ram-
blers as his own personal fiefdom.

“He’s got his son, his daughter and his son-in-law on the execu-
tive!” a source exclaims, naming Danny Baker, Carrie Gilroy and
Peter Gilroy, who indeed sit on the board.

But another local says admirably, “He’s pretty well set-up with his
people. He’s hand-picked them. I would dare say they’ve got a hard
job getting George out.”

For his part, George points out the executive are all volunteer posi-
tions, and no one is making money off the Ramblers. He thinks the
team’s bottom-dwelling in the standings is responsible for the lackluster
crowds, who are used to backing winners.

“The fan base is excellent,” George assures me, and he is confident
they’ll return to the arena come playoff time.

The only self-critical moment in our 10-plus minute talk is when
George admits the team lacks a corporate sponsor, and would be in
better shape with a big company onboard.

“We’ve got to keep the organization here in Amherst. That’s my main
goal,” he insists.

I’m told Amherst is geographically divided into pro-Jerry and pro-
George camps. If you’re driving in from the Trans-Canada, down
Church Street to Victoria Street, on the left-hand side are George
supporters (let’s call them the Jets), while the right-hand side are
Jerry’s supporters (let’s call those the Sharks). It’s pretty much one
side of the hill against the other: Jerry’s got all the important people in
their big homes, and George has the working class stiffs on his side.

May the best man win.
Does Frank Know? atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

ROB ELLS CONTINUES TO HOLD DOWN A JOB
AT BRIDGEWATER HONDA.

Ells is facing 27 criminal fraud charges related to
financial crimes he allegedly committed in the
months leading up to the demise of his Lower
Sackville used car dealership last year (Frank 555-
557).

Just before Christmas, Bridgewater Honda owner
Eric Higgins told me that the 41-year-old former
Fall River man was no longer in his employ, and
sounded shocked when I detailed the charges, laid
by the Halifax RCMP Commercial Crime Unit on
November 24 (Frank 575).

Guess the shock has worn off a bit.

Rob Ells
Of course, everyone is innocent until proven guilty,

and maybe Eric decided the guy needed a break.
I’m not sure of Rob’s job description, but one tipster
said he was in the management ranks. For all I know
he’s the poor schlub who has to circle the lot every
day and scrape the ice and snow off the inventory.

“I’m not here all the time,” Rob told me when I
caught up with him at work. Needless to say, he
wasn’t interested in discussing his pending criminal
case.

“I don’t think that’s any of your business,” he ad-
vised me.

Appearing in Dartmouth Provincial Court for ar-
raignment on January 4, Rob’s Pink Larkin legal
beagle Andrew Nielsen requested an adjournment
to a later date. Judge Frank Hoskins set aside the
matter until February 15.

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
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BY A. FRANK GRUNT
SWASHBUCKLING IS THE WORD THAT

COMES TO MIND, THE KIND OF WORD THAT
IN THIS INSTANCE READILY THRUSTS ITSELF
TO THE FORE OF THE MIND, AND JUST
STICKS THERE.

No so much in the romantic sense, but no-
tably in the fearless adventurer, risk-taking
sense.

And A. Garnet Brown, 79, was an adven-
turer both in the business world and in politi-
cal circles.

Garnie, or “Brownie” as he was referred to
by friends and associates, died at his Field-
ing Avenue residence on January 7. He had
not been well for a number of years, and in
the last five years rarely ventured outside his
Halifax home.

But declining health did nothing to diminish
the legacy of food broker politician Alexan-
der Garnet Brown, who held various cabinet
posts and represented the Halifax Eastern
Shore riding in the N.S. Legislature from
1969 to 1978. It is the same riding which is
today held by some obscure Darrell Dexter
N-Dipper backbencher by the name of Sid
Prest.

But forget about Sid Prest, whoever the hell
he is. I’m not here to write about the present -
I’m here to write about the past!

Garnie is now committed to the past. And
“commitment” is something you hear much
about when you talk to the people who knew
Garnie Brown. Chummed with Garnie Brown.
Worked side by side with Garnie Brown. Stood
side by side with Garnie Brown. Walked by
his side, and sometimes,  yes, overly re-
freshed, even fell down by Garnie’s side.

The backdrop for the adventure that was
Garnie Brown’s public life is, of course, that
heady, best and brightest, free spending,
shirttail dangling era of Premier Gerald A.
Regan, around whose cabinet table sat one
Mr. A. Garnet Brown.

Yep. Sure were some pretty bright fellows
around the cabinet table in those days: Peter
M. Nicholson, Allen E. Sullivan, Ralph F.
Fiske, D. Scott MacNutt, J. William Gillis,
and on staff, lurking in the background, the
equally wonderful minds of Peter Green,
David Mann, Fred Drummie, and the late
Harry Flemming.

Compare that with contemporary likes of:
Stirling Belliveau, John MacDonell, Percy
Paris, Ross Landry , and Maureen
MacDonald, and it kind of makes a fellow want

REMEMBERING A. GA. GA. GA. GA. GARNETARNETARNETARNETARNET B B B B BROWNROWNROWNROWNROWN
THE LION OF THE EASTERN SHORE, 1930-2009

A. Garnet “Garnie” Brown

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

to suddenly leave work early one Monday af-
ternoon, just go home and push that .303 up
tight to the roof of your mouth. Doesn’t it?

But forget about suicide by boring unin-
spired government. Stop having a boring tuna.
Stop having a boring life. Stop having a bor-
ing death. After all, I’m not here to write about
death. Not even Garnie’s death. I here to write
about how A. Garnet Brown lived.

“He lived large,” said longtime friend Pat
Connolly.

‘A Very Remarkable Guy’
The legendary sportscaster knew “Brownie”

for nearly 60 years.
“He was a very remarkable guy. He was

never interested in the trappings of a cabinet
office. He inspired people, always had good
people around him, got things done,” Connolly
said.

He points to A. Garnet’s appointment as
minister of Sport & Recreation, the first ever
of its kind in the country, not only the proto-
type for the rest of the nation, but setting a
world-class standard in terms of promoting
culture and developing recreational facilities.

“Brownie’s the man responsible for making
the Nova Scotia Sports Hall of Fame what
it is today,” added Connolly.

“He had a vision of things.”

The pair first met in 1952 when Sydney,
Cape Breton born Pat arrived in Halifax to
take over as sports director of CJCH radio
when Danny Gallivan moved on to become
the voice of the Montreal Canadians.

It was New Waterford native, baseball
coach Eddie Gillis, back in the ‘50s who
made the introductions.

“Eddie was the Kentville recreational direc-
tor at the time, and Brownie had, I think, had
just returned from the States, where he was
playing in the Brooklyn Dodgers farm sys-
tem,” Connolly recalled.

But good luck trying to bump legendary, fu-
ture Hall of Famer Brooklyn Dodgers catcher
Roy Campanella out of his starting position.

Garnie Brown might have been a pretty dam
good baseball player, but that didn’t make him
a stupid man. No, siree.

Besides, he had a food brokerage firm to
start with his father, Garnet Sr. He’d play a
little in the ol’ H&D League because he loved
the sport and had met many fine people
through baseball, but there would be no ma-
jor league career.

“He loved people, loved being around peo-
ple,” added Connolly, “He was a trailblazer
who related to people from all walks of life.
Brownie wasn’t your average politician, not by
the standards of the day, and certainly not by
today’s standards.”

Today both Pat Connolly and A. Garnet
Brown are proud and well-deserving members
of the Nova Scotia Sports Hall of Fame.

“Sports, I think, made Brownie relate to peo-
ple as well as he did.”

Connolly recalled being in the Montreal
Forum, alongside the new sports & rec min-
ister and homegrown talent CBC sports an-
nouncer Steve Armitage on the night of Sep-
tember 2, 1972.

It was the opening game of the famous, and
original, Canada-Russia hockey series. The
so-called Summit Series.

When Phil Esposito scored 30 seconds into
the game, and Paul Henderson scored just
six minutes later to put the Canadians up 2-
zip, Garnie and Connolly, et al, were all smiles.
But the final score, 7-3, in favour of the
U.S.S.R. soon sent the stunned Team Canada
believers to the best place for a post-game
post mortem - the nearest bar.

“Oh, yeah, we had to drown our sorrows,”
concluded Connolly.

Pat Connolly and Garnie Brown were gre-
garious fellows. Together they could be twice
as gregarious.
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Former provincial NDP leader Jeremy
Akerman was elected to the Legislature in
1970 to represent the fine people of Glace
Bay, about 18 months after Garnie. He re-
called a bon vivant of tremendous generosity.

One day with the Opposition putting some
heat on the Gerald A. Liberals, Akerman, via
a House of Assembly page girl, received a
hastily scribbled note. It was from the Hon.
Mr. Brown, and it asked, “Do you like salmon?”

The Hon. Mr. Akerman, a man not
unacquainted with culinary delight, sent a note
back to the honourable member for Halifax-
Eastern Shore: “Yes, come to think of it, I do
enjoy the odd salmon.”

To which food broker/cabinet minister
Garnie Brown replied with a second hand-
delivered ministerial note: “How many would
you like?”

Then the page crossed the floor once again
with the reply from the Glace Bay, the Cape
Breton-East member: “How many salmon do
you have?”

To which the Hon. A Garnet Brown sent his
third note to the Hon. Mr. Akerman, suggest-
ing they rise immediately, and retreat to the
Province House foyer to discuss this impor-
tant matter further.

“I couldn’t believe it,” Akerman told me.
“Garnie met me in the lobby, took me out to
the parking lot, opened up the trunk of his Lin-
coln, whatever it was, and there in the truck
of his car were about 50 salmon, and each of
them had to be about four or five feet long. I
took one and it took me about a week and a
half to eat it.”

Was cunning Garnie trying to throw
Akerman off his opposition game? Or was he
just bored?

“I don’t know if politics, particularly when he
was part of the government, moved fast
enough for Garnie,” Akerman suggests.

Then there was the time, Akerman remi-
nisced, just prior to former PC premier G.I.
Smith’s resignation from the House (after his
1970 defeat by Gerald A.) that neither Garnie
nor G.I. were moving very fast.

There had been a reception at Government
House with Lt.-Gov. Victor deB. Oland, at
which refreshment was served. Then it was
back to work for an evening sitting of the
House.

Garnie and G.I. returned somewhat un-
steady on their feet, and clinging perilously to
the edges of their desks, the two honourable
members decided to debate each other on an
important matter of state. No doubt.

Faces were flushed, words fell awkwardly
from the tongue, and at some point during this
intense, if not amusing deliberation, Garnie
lost his final measure of inhibition and called
the former premier “an old squirrel.”

G.I. must have questioned Garnie’s patriot-
ism, because the Hon. Mr. Brown was a great
patriot.

BROWN, FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Brown speaks in the Legislature as the
province’s first minister of Recreation.

The Great Flag Debate
Another of Garnie’s many friends over the

years was former Chronicle Herald reporter
Ron MacDonald, who, for a time was a neigh-
bour of Garnie’s, and a neighbour, also, of
Garnie’s great backyard flagpole on which
Granie proudly flew the Maple Leaf.

With Garnie gone from his abode one day,
Ronald J. had the perfect opportunity to do
the devil’s work. With extension ladder in tow,
Ronald J. quietly crept into Garnie’s backyard,
lowered the Maple Leaf, and in it’s place, he
nailed to Garnie’s great flagpole the bright-
est, bluest fleur de lis, the “national” flag of
Quebec, you ever did want to see.

“Garnie never ever said anything to me
about that,” MacDonald told me from his home
in North Sydney. “But he knew it was me.”

No harm, no foul.
“Anyway,” recollected MacDonald, “Garnie

later had Harry (Flemming) speak at a tribute
to Joe Casey, and Garnie tried to give Harry
$100. Harry never took money from Garnie,
but this time he did and he went out and
bought Garnie a new Canadian flag.”

MacDonald called his friend a “real fine fel-
low,” and noted that when it came to opposi-
tion members and A. Garnet Brown, there
were no party lines.

“You couldn’t dislike Garnie, no matter what
your politics. He listened to people, got along
well with people. He’d give you anything,”
MacDonald said.

“I remember one time, oh, late in the
evening, let’s say, and Garnie, being Garnie,
tried to give Harry (Flemming) a case of
Skippy peanut butter. Harry told Garnie he

couldn’t take it because his kids didn’t like
Skippy peanut butter. Garnie couldn’t under-
stand anybody not liking Skippy peanut but-
ter. I think he got a bit pissed off that Harry
wouldn’t accept his Skippy peanut butter.

“Most of all,” concluded MacDonald, “Garnie
believed in whatever he was doing. That’s
what made him such a terrific salesman and
special human being. He had that common
touch.”

Not coincidentally, it was that common touch
which made A. Garnet Brown a natural ally
for a federal Liberal cabinet minister who dur-
ing the ‘70s served first as Pierre Trudeau’s
minister of Indian Affairs and later as minis-
ter of Industry, Trade and Commerce. His
name was Jean Chretien.

While some might argue that the 20th Prime
Minister of Canada went on to lose his “com-
mon touch,” Jean Chretien remained in good
standing in Garnie’s books.

As prime minister Jean Chretien, when he
was in the area and his scheduled allowed,
would drop by to see Garnie. And Garnie had
all of PM Chretien’s phone numbers. So much
so, that when Garnie would find himself up
late at night, or in the very early pre-dawn
hours often doing some heavy deliberation,
he would phone 24 Sussex, sometimes at five
in the morning, and Chretien’s wife Aline
would answer at 4 a.m. her time, with a
groggy, but welcoming, “Hello, Garnet....”

A Very Busy Mind
& A Pricey Pair Of Brogues
Yep. That’s the thing about A. Garnet Brown,

I’m told his mind was so busy that he often
kept very odd hours.

He could be working at his Kempt Road,
Halifax offices of A.G. Brown & Sons Ltd. at
3 a.m., make it to an early morning cabinet
meeting, put in a shift at his cabinet office,
then make it home by late afternoon to enjoy
some of his favourite television, er, um, the
late afternoon soaps, as in The Edge of Night,
and Another World. The man was a great
soap opera fan.

As for that sense of adventure? Who else
do you know, dressed only in his swimming
trunks, would take a cab from Halifax to
Queensland Beach, about a 40 minute drive
from metro?

Garnie, the millionaire food broker, did this
one fine Labour Day Weekend all by him-
self. He liked to be amongst his friends. When
he arrived at Queensland Beach he spotted
only some women and children. He told the
cab driver, likely an Armdale Taxi driver, to
wait. Then, as some refreshment had obvi-
ously been involved, Garnie delicately made
his way out of the cab. He hugged the women,
said hello to the children, then asked: “Where
the hell are the boys?”
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One wife, or girlfriend, or what have you, told Garnie “the boys” were
in Chester at the Fo’c’sle Tavern.

So Garnie hops back in the cab and directs the cab to 42 Queen St.,
Chester, home of the historic Fo’c’sle.

He walks in, spots “the boys,” waves the cab driver off with a gener-
ous tip, and takes his seat around the big table. Then the waiter takes
one look at Garnie and sez: “Sorry, sir, can’t serve you.” Garnie looked
up and sez: “It’s the bare feet, isn’t it?”

The waiter sez: “Yup.”
Garnie gets up, walks  in his bare feet, of course, down Queen Street

BROWN, FROM PREVIOUS PAGE until he finds himself a shoe store. He re-enters the tavern, takes his
seat, and re-orders his beer, and flashes his brand new pair of expen-
sive brogues for all to see.

Bartender sez: “Sorry, sir, can’t serve you. It’s a dress code thing.
You’re not wearing a shirt.”

Barrel-chested Garnie looks, down. “You’re exactly right,” he sez.
Garnie gets up, walks in his shiny, brand new brogues down Queen
Street once again, only to return 20 minutes later in his bathing suit
and new brogues, and wearing the prettiest, hand-knit, heaviest wool
sweater likely ever to be found in South Eastern Lunenburg County.

Does Frank Know? atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

FORMER PREMIER GERALD A. REGAN,
WHO TURNS 82 ON FEBRUARY 13, DELIV-
ERED GARNIE’S EULOGY TO AN OVERFLOW
CROWD AT ST. AGNES CHURCH ON
MUMFORD ROAD.

Gerald A. was qualified for the task, having
shared a 64 year friendship with Garnie. And
nobody, politically speaking, had any more for
which to thank Garnie than Gerald A.

In 1963, it was the robust businessman food
broker who managed Gerald A.’s successful
election to the House of Commons as MP
for Halifax.

In 1969, it was Garnie’s byelection win in
the Eastern Shore bellwether riding over Tory
Murray Prest by 952 votes, which signalled
the end of Tory rule. It set the stage for the
Regan Liberals to win the general election the
following October in 1970.

Ironically, Garnie, in 1969, then the Presi-
dent of the N.S. Liberal Party, wasn’t the
party’s first choice. They wanted the big lum-
bering fellow with the booming voice who
owned the Porter’s Lake IGA, a fellow named
Charlie V. Keating.

Big Charlie, of course, courtesy of his Lib-
eral friends, went on to make millions and
millions of dollars in the metro cable TV mar-
ket. In doing so, he became, for a time at least,
a sore spot for Garnie Brown, who was also a
founding member of Hailifax Cablevision
Ltd. and Dartmouth Cable TV. Garnie felt he
had been squeezed out of the biz by big
Charlie. I am told, second-hand but by a rou-
tinely reliable source, that some time close to
or shortly after big Charlie’s cancer death in
November 2005, that the two families ironed
out a financial arrangement.

No matter. None of this had any effect on
the friendship between Gerald A. and Garnie.

Garnie, in fact, was godfather to Gerald’s
youngest daughter, the accomplished film and
television actress Laura Regan.

Only two weeks ago the former premier
brought Laura along to pay a visit at the home
of her ailing godfather.

In his eulogy, Gerald A., speaking from notes
only, told of those who would routinely drop
by to hold court in Garnie’s living room, while
infirm but still sharp as a tack Garnie sat back
in his colossal and comfortable chair.

Those faithful luminaries over the years in-

cluded: “Puddy” Reardon, Dugger McNeil,
David Sobey, David Zareski, Dennis
Connolly, Walter Fitzgerald, Gerry Doucet,
Jimmy Georgantas and Bruce Reardon.

The former premier spoke eloquently of
Garnie’s achievements, his character, his gen-
erosity, and his love of family, and the East-
ern Shore.

Betty and Garnie Brown were married for
56 years. She was from the Eastern Shore,
which became her husband’s adopted home
and political base.

But it was a tough road getting there.
Young Garnie, in those courting days back

in the early ’50s, didn’t have a car. He wanted
one, maybe two. But most of all he wanted
young Sheet Harbour beauty Betty Lowe in
his life. He just had to have her in his life.

After too many sleepless nights he rang Betty
father’s, Earl Lowe, a man he had never met,

and told his future father-in-law to pick him up
at the ol’ Dartmouth ferry terminal because he
couldn’t live without his daughter.

Earl showed up. That was salesman A. Gar-
net Brown.

Betty and Garnie were married on August
22, 1953. Unfortunately, Garnie was still sans
automobile. So he asked Earl if he could bor-
row his car to take Betty on their honeymoon
to P.E.I.

His new father-in-law explained that that
wouldn’t be a problem. But when Betty and
Garnie brought their bags to the car, his new
in-laws thought they would come along for the
ride, you know, to share the driving.

When the foursome finally made it to their
destination, father-in-law and son-in-law
brought the bags in from the automobile, then
immediately left the honeymoon suite in
search of the local bootlegger.

The eulogy brought life to Garnie Brown’s
agile way of thinking, his ability, his energy,
and his boundless optimism.

Never too big on formal schooling, Gerald
A. recounted the time the St. Pat’s High stu-
dent and prized athlete was in dire need of a
blank report card so he could, er, um, cus-
tomize his grades. Garnie found one, and
Garnet Sr. and mother Margaret were ever
so pleased. At least until the real report card
landed in their mailbox.

Oh, dear.
From there it was on to rival Queen Eliza-

beth High, where Garnie was told, “No sports:
stick to the three ‘R’s.” Well, that dictum went
out the window pretty darn quick. Garnie was
just too good a basketball and football player.

The former premier didn’t have to do much
research for his eulogy. Since his late teens,
the former Windsor sportscaster had known
of and appreciated A. Garnet Brown.

While, they may have taken different roads
to the corridors of power, there was no side
to A. Garnet’s personality that Gerald A. did
not see or appreciate. Most times.

Probably not the time Garnie “went on
strike,” as Regan put it to me.

“I forget exactly what the issue was at the
time. There was something Garnie wanted for
the Eastern Shore, and he couldn’t get cabinet
to along with it. So, he refused to come to work.
He boycotted us for 10 days,” Regan recalled.

GERALD R. PRAISES A FRIEND & COLLEAGUE

Gerald Regan in 1977.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Such was Minister Brown’s commitment to his adopted political
home.

“Don’t forget,” cautions Regan, “Garnie was a parachute candidate.
We didn’t know how (his candidacy) was going to work out. His tie to
the Eastern Shore was Betty. But he took to the Eastern Shore and
the people took to him. He used to call it the ‘forgotten land,’ and he
did a lot for the area. He was minister of Highways, don’t forget. We
paved a lot of roads.”

Over all, Regan remembers Garnie as a team player who brought
some balance to the more serious and subdued members of the Ex-
ecutive Council.

He told me of the time senior cabinet ministers Peter Nicholson

GERALD, FROM PREVIOUS PAGE and Leonard Pace were in Paris (the one in France, not the one in
Ontario) preparing for some v. sensitive talks the next day with the
Michelin Tire folk.

Also prepared for the hard bargaining session was Len Pace’s freshly
dry-cleaned and set to go three-piece banker’s suit.

“Anyway,” Regan recalls, “In comes Garnie, I think he may have
been over there on some cultural business. And Garnie decides he’s
going to take a shower or a bath. The next thing you know he comes
out of the bathroom and he’s holding Len Pace’s suit up in one hand,
dripping wet, just saturated...”

Yes, and you can just picture Garnie Brown standing there in door-
way of this elegant Paris hotel room holding up this saturated suit,
asking a little sheepishly, “Ummm, anybody own this?”

Does Frank Know? atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

FORMER CHRONICLE HERALD REPORTER
AND FRANK MAGAZINE CO-FOUNDER,
DULCIE CONRAD KNEW GARNIE BROWN
FOR DONKEY’S YEARS.

After leaving the Herald she spent five years
as the Director of Research & Promotion
at the newly created Department of Recrea-
tion.

She is a charter member of the unique gov-
ernment department which was conceived by
its first minister A. Garnie Brown in Septem-
ber, 1972, and proclaimed by the Nova Scotia
Legislature in July, 1973. As noted previ-
ously, it was the first of its kind in the country
which also at the time embraced culture, her-
itage and environment.

Dulcie was visiting family in Ottawa when
she got the news of Garnie’s death.

Back in Halifax she told me she will remem-
ber Garnie as:

“A decent human being who loved his fam-
ily, loved his work, treated his employees with
respect, treated everybody with respect. And
a man who would stare you right in the eye
and ask the right questions.

“That’s one of the things about Garnie, he
was clever. He knew that you couldn’t kill a
good idea, no matter where the idea came
from.”

She went on to tell me the Skippy peanut
butter story.

She told me Garnie had clipped this seem-
ingly inconsequential business brief out of the
newspaper.

“Yeah, I think it was Skippy peanut butter,”
she said. “Then the next thing that happens
is that Garnie is on a plane to the U.S. Mid-
west or somewhere, and comes back with the
Atlantic Canada rights to market Skippy pea-
nut butter.”

Hell! No wonder Garnie was mad when
Harry Flemming refused to take home to his
kids the case of Skippy peanut butter the phil- CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

anthropic food broker had offered him!
Unflinching generosity is a singular theme

when you talk to people who knew Garnie
Brown.

Sleepless Nites in Vegas
“If his company had a good year,” Dulcie

added, “At the end of the fiscal year, he’d fly
the staff down, mostly men, to Las Vegas and
give them $1,000 each. There were only two
rules: you couldn’t go to bed, and you had to
have fun. After two or three days and nights,
Garnie would usually give in and let the men
fly their wives down to Las Vegas at his ex-
pense.”

Garnie’s acts of random kindness are legion.
He was virtually a one man Salvation Army.

One Holiday Christmas Season this lady
came to Garnie’s house selling Holiday Christ-
mas wreaths. Garnie asked her how many
Christmas wreaths she had. The lady said she
had 22 Christmas wreaths. Garnie brought
them all and gave them all away. Of course,
the next year the same woman was back ped-
dling her wares on the front doorstep of
Garnie’s Fielding Avenue home.

Meantime, down near the Armdale Rotary,
once the dispatch station for the long running
cab company, Armdale Taxi (imagine that?)
some taxi drivers were known to harbour ill
will if they thought one driver was getting an
overly sufficient share of Garnie’s taxi busi-
ness. Gerald A. recalls at least one fist fight
breaking out.

And, of course, the neighbourhood children.
How can you forget the neighbourhood chil-
dren?

Garnie didn’t.
Like he was feeding the birds, Garnie would

throw candy out his front door to the kids in
the neighbourhood. Like famished starlings
and sparrows, they’d gather to recover the
candy. As they did Garnie would reappear at
the front door, and make his one request —
the children would all have to regroup in the

backyard as a choral group, gather ‘round the
flagpole and sing O Canada.

Pretty neat initiative, I’d say. Unfortunately,
try doing that today in this Nervous-Nelly-
Nanny-State in which we are forced to live,
and you’re likely to find yourself behind bars
for child exploitation. Good ol’ fashioned Ca-
nadian patriotism be dammed.

At work, Garnie Brown was equally innova-
tive. When he saw that the Boy Scouts in
Nova Scotia were in financial distress, he ini-
tiated a program where the organization would
receive $2 a head for every new Boy Scout
recruited.

He later, after finding himself seated at a
dinner next to the Commissioner of the Girl
Guides of Canada, offered the same deal to
the female folk.

GARNIE BROWN:
A MAN OF GREAT IDEAS

Dulcie Conrad
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BY LIB R. TEEN
IF YOU’RE TOO OLD FOR THE 4-H CLUB BUT STILL DREAM OF

ONE DAY BECOMING A MASTER OF BARNYARD ARTS LIKE HOG-TY-
ING, BRANDING AND CATTLE-PRODDING, THERE’S A GROUP OF FOLKS
YOU NEED TO MEET.

The Society of Bastet Alternative Lifestyle Community is inter-
ested in all of the above and, as an added bonus, there’s no manure
within a mile of the place.

The non-profit society, named for an ancient Egyptian cat goddess,
is dedicated to the local BDSM (bondage, dominance, sadism and
masochism), kink and fetish community. Society president Shelly
Stone, a N.S. Public Service Commission admin support clerk by
day, says that while many of their 46-strong membership — each of
whom pay annual dues of $30 — are, like herself, longtime adherents
to the kink scene, the Society aims to introduce newbies to the “life-
style.” For a fee of $20, non-members are welcome to come check out
a weekly “play party.” There’s no pressure to perform, says Shelly. In
fact, “we don’t encourage people to play on their first visit.”

WHERE EVERYBODY

KNOWS

YOUR ... KINK!

SOMETIMES YOU WANNA GO...

Shelly “Angel” Stone

327 Windmill Rd, pre-kinkster invasion.

Jeff Warnica,
mild-mannered
computer
programmer by
day...

And, just for the record, “playing” doesn’t involve sex. It’s strictly forbidden
in the official clubhouse rules. In fact, even nudity is forbidden by HRM by-
laws, says Shelly, noting that women must cover from the areola down to their
“under boob” (keep your fancy ana tomica l terminology — ed.), and both men
and women have to wear at least a thong down below.

Also forbidden, according to club rules, are firearms. Any dangerous weap-
ons, like knives or cattle prods, “must be declared to the Dungeon Monitor.”
Safety first, explains Shelly:

“You can’t just walk in there, take out your knife and start carving someone
up. It has to be monitored,” she says. (Isn’t tha t a lways the way? — ed.)

Shelly also tells me that Bastet will be running the dungeon at the second
annual Everything To Do With Sex Show at the Cunard Centre, from Janu-
ary 29-31.

“I’m the dungeon co-host,” she boasts.
Weekly events and meetings are held at the Society’s clubhouse at 327 Wind-

mill Road, sandwiched handily between Deteck Security Systems and
Cabletec Limited, in the space formerly occupied by N-Dipper MLA Trevor
Zinck. Building owner Peter Ha, of Ha’s Driving School fame, tells me Bastet
was described to him as “some kind of personal club” when they first approached
him. Even though he learned a few more sordid details after perusing their website,
he says as long as they keep it legal and their $1,000 a month rent is paid on
time, it’s all good. They’ve been model tenants so far, he says.

...latex
suit-
wearing
baddie
Ranger
by night.

“No trouble from them. No bother at all,” he tells me.
Besides prez Shelly, also on Bastet’s six-member board are  Elmsdale resident Kale Deal a.k.a.

Kale (vice-president); former fireman and current Absolute Safety, Inc. consultant Jim McCubbin,
a.k.a Rockcityfire (treasurer); and Blaine E. Miller of Barr Settlement, a.k.a DomB (secretary).
Site manager Chuck “Chuck” Miller of Dartmouth and Bedford native Jeff “Ranger” Warnica,
the communications director, round out the group, elected at the Society’s first Annual General
Meeting in November. Detailed meeting minutes are online at www.societyofbastet.com.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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KNOWN AS ANGELICALY DEPRAVED
AMONG HER PALS IN “THE LIFESTYLE,”
THERE ARE PHOTOS OF PROVINCIAL SILLY
SERVANT SHELLY STONE ONLINE THAT
WOULD MAKE HORROR MAESTRO ROB
ZOMBIE BLUSH.

See Shelly lying naked on a frozen lake. See
Shelly sitting naked in a life-sized Ziploc bag
being deprived of oxygen. See Shelly get
burned, shackled, stuck with needles and
flogged.

There’s also one that shows the Timberlea
gal strutting up to the counter at a Tim Horton’s
wearing nothing but a pair of high-heels.

“That was in Bayer’s Lake,” she says, gig-
gling, adding, “That was my birthday present.”

As an exhibitionist — not to mention a sub-
missive, or “slave” — Shelly was apparently
overjoyed to receive an order to strip off in
public from her hubby, Charles William
Stone, a.k.a Skullbill.

Shelly says they were on their way home
from a “play party” last year when they stopped
at the Chain Lake Drive Timmy’s at about one
in the morning. Skullbill went to the counter
and ordered her a tea, while Shelly herself
made her way into the ladies’ room and Angel shares her Tim’s adventure on her Fetlife.com profile.

A VERY DIFFERENT DOUBLE DOUBLE

stripped down. Then she walked up to the counter and retrieved her
beverage, while Skullbill documented the moment for posterity. The

kid behind the counter didn’t say a word.
“I kind of felt bad for him,” Shelly says.

While Shelly & Co. are perhaps the most organized
group of kinksters ever to grace the area, they certainly
ain’t the first. Way back in 2001, I told you about some-
thing called the BDSM Society of Greater Halifax,
which held its meetings on Joffre Street in Dartmouth
(Frank 357). Shelly also says she was involved with a
loose collection of bondage enthusiasts last year, but
their meeting place, a private apartment, was “shut down”
for reasons that she didn’t want to get into.

You’ll also recall that in 2005 segments for the Show-
case series Kink were shot in our fair city, although one
of the program’s producers confided to me that it was
initially quite difficult to track down enough perverts to
fill their quota (Frank 467).

As for the current Society, Shelly says its long-term
goal is to secure a bigger, better clubhouse.

“A Victorian house in the South End,” she enthuses,

KINK, FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Jim “Rockcityfire”
McCubbin, 47, of
Waverley,  the pan-
sexual dom who
serves as treasurer of
the Society of Bastet.

A “munch” is kinkster terminology
for when a group of people in the
“lifestyle” meet up in public to
share a meal. Scotia Square food
court toiler Brittany Smith, a.k.a
Sagira, is shown here during a
munch at Khoury’s Restaurant in
Shuben-acadie last year. The place
is now called Jack’s Ship Diner, and
Brittany has since been taken down.

adding, “Wouldn’t that be awesome?” (It
would! — ed.).

While that may sound like a pipe dream,
consider that there are currently more than
1,600 kink enthusiasts from Nova Scotia
registered on website FetLife.com — sort
of like Facebook for the dog collar crowd
— with more than 1,000 of them living in
Halifax.

Does Frank Know?
a tlanticfrank @ eastlink.ca
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Back in Garnie’s day when elected (and
defeated) MLAs showed enough restraint
and grace not to so publicly and brazenly loot
the provincial treasury, before the disgrace-
ful days of easy MLA access to easy, ob-
scene, platinum-plated MLA pension
schemes and severance schemes, Garnie
Brown was benefactor to more than one bro-
ken down N.S. MLA.

Garnie was a risk-taker. Most successful
businessmen and businesswomen (that was
for Dulcie, don’t ever expect me to write it ever
again!) are risk-takers. Garnie liked to play
the stock market and he liked to gamble in
the casino sense.

And, it’s no secret that Garnie Brown liked
his drink. So did John A. Macdonald,
Winston Churchill and Ernest
Hemmingway. Unfortunately, no member of
that trio was as high functioning as Garnie
Brown. Garnie Brown was no buffoon.

“As far as I know,” said Dulcie, “Garnie went
to Mass most mornings and never woman-
ized. Whenever that nonsense was about to
erupt, Garnie just quietly disappeared.”

Likely, the closest Garnie Brown ever came
to womanizing was stripping celebrated Hali-

GARNIE’S GREAT IDEAS, FROM PAGE 23 fax madame Ada MacCullum of her Royal
Doulton collection in a poker game.

He was also not indisposed to taking a drink-
ing buddy with him on an all-expenses-paid
trip to somewhere they could drink, gamble
and have fun. Europe, say? Maybe London?

Somewhere outside Vegas or Atlantic City.
Somewhere where Garnie could wear, rather
proudly, his nicely fitted tuxedo. He’d have to
wear his tuxedo to London. If not, he wouldn’t
get into the high-rolling London casino. It
would be the bathing suit at the Fo’c’sle Tav-
ern all over again, wouldn’t it?

Anyway, one year Garnie decided to take
reporter Doug “Harko” Harkness, a televi-
sion political commentator at the time, along
with him.

Folklore has it that the pair had a smashing
time in London, and after Garnie went out and
rented Harko his very own nicely fitted tuxedo.

The story goes that the pair were having so
much fun that Hugh Conrod, Garnie’s deputy
at the Rec Dept. had to fly over to London to
see what the hell was going on.

The story, as told, ended happily. The only
casualty, it’s said, was  to be the suggestion
that Harko’s nicely fitted Tuxedo, from Moss
Bro., London, was never returned to the
store, and Garnie was left on the hook for it.Doug “Harko” Harkness

ROBERT (BOB) BROWN IS GARNIE’S
OLDEST SON. HE SPEAKS IN A QUIET, DE-
LIBERATE TONE. THE TONE OF A GENTLE-
MAN AND A MAN WELL RAISED. HE AND
BROTHER JAMES HAVE LONG BEEN IN-
VOLVED IN THE FAMILY’S HIGHLY SUCCESS-
FUL BROKERAGE BUSINESS.

He described his father as: “larger than life”;
“a good family man”; “the family patriarch, the
rock of the family”; and “a best friend.”

He recalled how his father loved to watch
the stock market news on television. How he
would delight in bull market times, and in bear
market times, he’d eventually just shut the
damn television off. Like when the right base-
ball or the right hockey team wasn’t winning.
That would be enough of that.

Of all his father’s accomplishments Bob
points out a few that he, himself, is most proud
of:
O Securing the Bluenose II from Bruce
Oland, who we lost last August.
O That grand statue of Winston Churchill
outside the Spring Garden Road library,
which would not have happened without a big
push from Garnie Brown.
O The formation of the Atlantic Lottery Com-
mission, at a time when money was going off-
shore to the Irish Sweepstakes tickets and the

like. Back in the day before the explosion of
VLTs, and when the money actually went back
into amateur sport and recreation.
O Helping to fund the building of community
hockey rinks like the one in Port Hood, where
Hockey Hall of Famer Al MacInnis got his
start, and plenty of ice time because his fa-
ther was the rink manager. Think that one over,
folks.
O The creation of cultural federations and ini-
tiatives like the Black Cultural Centre.
O The Little Red School House program
where, with school amalgamation, smaller
rural to-be-abandoned schools were turned
into badly needed community centres.

That’s just a short list.
Garnie Brown was working up to the day he

died.
He suffered from bad aching knees which

he never had replaced, congestive heart fail-
ure and a mouth or tongue cancer, which also
claimed his pal Harry Flemming two years
ago.

On Thursday night, January 7, after hold-
ing court in his big chair, at around 8 p.m., A.
Garnet Brown said he was tired, said he was
going to have a sleep. He made it over to the
chairlift which would transport him to his bed-
room, he sat down, and quietly slipped the
surly bonds of Earth. The Winnie statue

THE MAN, AND THE DAD
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O Given that a brief relating to his guilty plea
on a 2008 speeding ticket can still be found
on the NovaNewsNow.com website, I’m sur-
prised I have yet to read in any of Transcon-
tinental’s Valley rags about Kentville finan-
cial planner Charles Lenn Herritt’s pending
kiddie porn charges.

The 41-year-old president of Wave Cycle
Mutual Funds, a company he founded in
2007, Foxhill Avenue resident Lenn entered
not guilty pleas on charges he accessed and
possessed child porn last June and July.

The former Investors Group sales rep is
due back in court March 2.

O Court records have identified the 27-year-
old woman arrested and charged last month
with operating a bawdy house on Clayton
Park’s Red Fern Terrace as Goldeen St.
Anne Duncan, who I believe hails from the
Caribbean.

Goldeen (d.o.b. Oct. 1, 1982) is scheduled
to enter a plea on that charge in Halifax Pro-
vincial Court January 28.

Back in 2007, the Bank of Montreal filed
suit against Goldeen, who was then living in
a Flamingo Drive apartment. According to the
suit, in November 2006, she deposited a
cheque for $350,000 in U.S. funds at the BMO
branch on Mumford Road.

She claimed it was “an inheritance,” the suit
says.

The bank released a portion of the funds,
some of which were used to purchase a 2002
Jetta, only to learn later the cheque was coun-
terfeit.

The lawsuit says Goldeen signed over the
car to reduce her debt to the bank, but BMO
still wanted $41,884.

Goldeen failed to defend that suit and a de-
fault order was granted by the court, entitling
the bank to $42,525, inclusive of costs.

The 7 Red Fern abode cited in Goldeen’s
criminal case is owned by South End Hali-
fax residents Michael and Zinnia Yu, who
own a $510,500-assessed home on Regina
Terrace. The couple also hold the deeds to
134 Red Fern (assess: $278,100), 1 Swal-
low Street, Halifax (assess: $356,900) and
187 Stanfield Street, Dartmouth (assess:
$255,700).

Michael Yu is the founder and a partner of
Easy Move Canada, an immigration consult-
ing biz.

O Paula Jayne Robinson, who once earned
$18/hr working as a database tech for the
Halifax Regional Municipality, is scheduled
to appear in Halifax Provincial Court on Jan.
26 to answer to one count of fraud over $5,000
and 39 — yes 39 — counts of uttering forged
documents, ie. cheques.

Court documents say the alleged crimes oc-
curred between October 2008 and July 2009,
and identify Swipe Inc., for whom 43-year-
old Paula worked, as the victim of the fraud.

Paula, also known as Paula Jayne
Chalifoux, filed for bankruptcy in 2005, claim-
ing an inability to “pay debts on current in-
come” and blaming “break up of relationship
and illness” for her financial difficulties.

O Wondering about the identities of those
alleged victims in the recently publicized crimi-
nal case of former Truro financial adviser,
Timothy Wade MacDonald, 39? We have
’em and here they are: Andre Kelbrat, Doug
& Francias Videto, Linda & Ricky Lynds,
Darlene & James Isenor, Guy Roy, Alison
Videto & Greg Parker, Holly Harrington, and
Margo & Brian Rogers.

Tim is scheduled to appear in court on Janu-
ary 27 in relation a series of theft and fraud
charges. The Fuzz allege that several hun-
dred thousand dollars is at question.

O Some thought she deserved jail time. I felt
she deserved to be pistol-whipped in the park-
ing lot in front of the Dartmouth Courthouse
where she was once employed. But alas, dis-
graced ex-Justice  fraudster Natalie
MacDonald-Pelrine, 40, got off with 12
months house arrest and 18 months proba-
tion for ripping off the Court Services Divi-
sion of about $7,500 between 2004 and 2005
(Frank 572). Oh yeah, she also got commu-
nity service and no restitution!

What a joke! That’s twice the Antigonish
County native/Mount Uniacke denizen has
taken the N.S. taxpayer for a ride: first, by tak-

ing the money, and then by wasting countless
dollars on an unnecessarily drawn-out Su-
preme Court trial.

I got an eyeful of the Mary Kay rep the day
of her sentencing. She looked forlorn, but her
skin was positively glowing.

O On January 8, the N.S. Supreme Court
issued a default order against former DFO
bigwig Peter Partington and his wife Sarah
in relation to that Royal Bank lawsuit I men-
tioned in Frank 572.

The bank sued the Lockeport-area deni-
zens last fall claiming they’d defaulted on a
loan. They failed to file a defence in the mat-
ter and are now on the hook for a grand total
of $29,981.

O Five-second Conservative candidate
Rosamond Luke’s name was back on the
Provincial Court docket recently in relation
to a speeding ticket she was issued near
Dartmouth’s Victoria Road and Highfield
Park Drive last June.

As I understand it, the Camry-driving
AWEDA queen was a courthouse no-show
and has been ordered to pay $279.50 for do-
ing 90 in a 60 zone.

O True to their word, Kearney Lake-area
dumptruck driver Paul Behner and his
wiferoo, Chronically Horrid scribbler Marilla
Stephenson, are appealing Judge Glen
McDougall’s decision giving the Bank of
Montreal the okay to foreclose on their
Beechwood Terrace home.

Truro lawyer John Rafferty, Q.C. is repre-
senting the Behner-Stephensons.

O Judge Barbara “Shhhhhh” Beach has
handed Cambridge Street, Halifax-dweller
Matthew Roland Flinn, 20, 12 months pro-
bation and 50 hours of community service for
a December 2008 assault on Hans Paul
Rhindress (Frank 572).

Matt, whose South End address matches
a $529,900 abode owned by Gorsebrook
Junior High teacher Julie Pinsonnault-
Flinn, has been ordered to stay away from
Rhindress and Jonathan Higginbotham, and
attend for substance-abuse assessment and
counselling as directed by his probation of-
ficer.

CHILD PORN CASE SILENCE

LEGAL BRIEFS

Natalie MacDonald-Pelrine
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FIND OUT WITH A FRANK PEEK AT SOME

1) EXTRA ORDER OF NOVA
SCOTIA MEDALS FOR
AIRPORT SECURITY
PERSONNEL
2) FATHER’S BIBLE
HOLLOWED OUT TO STORE
DELICIOUS HICKORY STICKS
3) AMUSING “LIEUTENANT
GOOBER-NUT-TORIAL”
PEANUT FIGURINE
4) ANGEL THE CAT DRIVING
HER LIKE IN “RATATOUILLE”
5) NOVELTY “KEEP ON
PERFORMIN’ WHATEVER
THE HELL THE LIEUTENANT-
GOVERNER’S ACTUAL JOB
IS” BELT BUCKLE

1) GOLDEN KEY
GRANTING EXCLUSIVE
ENTRY TO FABLED
PREMIER’S CRAPPER
2) LAUNCH CODES FOR
RITA MACNEIL’S BREASTS
3) HIDDEN RADIO TO
RECEIVE 24-HR
COMMANDS FROM
OVERLORD CASTRO
4) CARD FROM CREEPY
FORTUNE-TELLER
MACHINE HE WISHED ON
AT FAIRGROUND ...AND
THEN WOKE UP NEXT
MORNING AS PREMIER
OF NOVA SCOTIA

DARRELL
DEXTER

MAYANN
FRANCIS

TRURO
MAYOR
BILL

MILLS

1) MEDICALERT BRACELET
WITH PHONE NUMBER FOR
DARTMOUTH ALL-CITY BOYS’
CHOIR
2) DEADLY EXPLODING
UNDERP - SORRY, DORA THE
EXPLORER UNDERPANTS
3) “PEDORETTE” PATCH
4) FLASH DRIVE FROM
LAPTOP COMPUTER,
CUNNINGLY SWAPPED FOR
ONE CONTAINING INNOCENT
PHOTOS OF PUPPIES... OR
WAIT, HANG ON A SEC- IS
THIS THE ONE WITH THE
PUPPIES, AND-... OH CRAP
OH CRAP OH CRAP!!!!

1) HUGE TATTOO OF
NAKED LADY TO FRIGHTEN
AWAY GAYS AT SWIMMING
POOL
2) RAZOR BLADES TO
PREVENT HOMOSEXUALLY
AGGRESSIVE SHOULDER-
RUBS
3) RAINBOW GARLIC TO
WARD OFF GAY VAMPIRES
4) SPECIAL ANTI-GAY
PROTECTIVE UNDER-
SHORTS
5) FEELINGS JOURNAL DR
HARRISON SUGGESTED HE
START KEEPING

INDIVIDUAL
WHO FOR

LEGAL
REASONS

MUST REMAIN
UNIDENTIFIED

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4 5
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LASTLY, THANKS TO THIS
NEW TECHNOLOGY
PRIME MINISTER HARPER
IS CLEARLY REVEALED TO
BE CONCEALING A HUGE,
DARK, HORRIFYING-...

OHHHHH DARN -
APPARENTLY THE
SCANNER’S HAVING TO
BE SHUT DOWN TO BE
RECALIBRATED. FOR TWO
MONTHS. TSK.

OH WELL.

HUH, THAT’S WEIRD - IT
PUT MORE CLOTHES ON
HIM.I GUESS EVEN THE
SCANNING MACHINE
DOESN’T WANT TO SEE
HIM NAKED.

THE SCANNER
REVEALS THAT PERCY
IS ACTUALLY A
FUTURISTIC CYBORG
SENT BACK IN TIME TO
TRY TO PREVENT THE
TERRIBLE MOUSTACHE
WARS OF 2050.
ALSO, HE’S GOT SOME
NAIL CLIPPERS.

1) NOTEPAD OF IDEAS TO
MAKE LIVE AT 5 EVEN LIVIER
AND FIVIER
2) MANUSCRIPT FOR
SHOCKINGLY STEAMY THIRD
BEHIND-THE-SCENES BOOK,
“WHO’S YOUR XMAS DADDY”
3) STITCHES FROM
MYSTERIOUS, FRENCH-
ACCENTED KNIFE ATTACK
4) STITCHES FROM WHERE
ATTACKER GOT CONFUSED
AND ASKED TO START AGAIN
5) SPECIAL TRUSS TO
SUPPORT HIS LOCAL
PROGRAMMING

NEWSFELLA
STEVE

MURPHY

STEPHEN
HARPER

WAVERLEY-
FALL RIVER

MLA
PERCY
PARIS

HALIFAX-
BORN
ADULT
FILM

LEGEND
PETER
NORTH
1) IMPRESSIVELY LARGE
STACK OF CONTRABAND
RUBIK’S CUBES

THE WAY MS ZANN’S
CLOTHING APPEARS
INVISIBLE, ALLOWING
THE OBSERVER TO
INSPECT HER ENTIRE
BODY, ALERTS SECURITY
PERSONNEL TO THE
FACT THAT THIS ISN’T AN
AIRPORT SCANNER AND
THEY’RE ACTUALLY JUST
WATCHING ONE OF THEM
MOVIES WHERE SHE
GETS HER TOP OFF.
“BABYFACE” FROM THE
LOOK OF IT.

TRURO-
BIBLE HILL

MLA
LENORE

ZANN

1

2

3

45

1

CHRONICLE-
HERALD

COLUMNIST
BOGDAN
KIPLING
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LETTERS PO BOX 295, HALIFAX, NS B3J 2N7
E-MAIL: atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca
PHONE ANYTIME : (902) 420-1668

Dear Frank:
I continue to be

troubled by homopho-
bic Truro mayor Bill
Mills’s unwavering
stance on gays
(Frank 575). Even
more so when you
consider that the man
looks like one of The
Village People.

Y.M.C. Eh,
Shubenacadie Bill Mills & friends (not exactly as illustrated).

Dear Frank:
Where was anti-

sealer Bridget Curran
on your most-appalling
list (Frank 575)? Re-
member how threat-
ened and intimidated her group was when Metro Transit driver
Dann Little hopped off the bus and proceeded to club a toy
seal on Spring Garden Road? You’ll no doubt recall Mr. Little
was suspended, then fired, just before hanging himself in the
basement of the family home.

Flip Erz,
Halifax

Bridget Curran & friend.

APPALLING

OMISSION

WE’RE HERE,
WE’RE QUEER...

Dear Frank:
I find it amusing how you still rely on Conservative politi-

cians from the ousted Rodney Regime for most of your laughs
about Nova Scotia MLAs. There’s lots of comedic value in
reminiscing about Rodney, Judy “Princess” Streatch, Ernie
Fage’s impaired judgment and Barry Barnet’s ATVs for kids,
and the rest.

I can’t blame you, given that the main angles of NDP com-
edy revolve around Percy Paris’s magnificent mustache and
lame Communism jokes about Darrell Dexter! Give the NDP
a break — they have a lot of mess to clean up after the former
regime’s decadent era of excess!

Happy new year!
Roy L. Tee,

HRM Some things just never get old.

SOME POLS ARE MORE EQUAL FUNNY THAN OTHERS

Dear Frank:
You’d get more subscrip-

tions if you put a silly card in
the paper occasionally. I hate
to cut up the archive here on
the mountain.

You could use a new
Acadia correspondent. We’re
mostly retired.

And more T&A is always
welcome.

Here we go: One year, 26
issues. $44.95.

Thank you and Merry
Xmas, politically incorrect as
it is.

Seymour Phlesh,
Kings County

Gratuitous butt shot.

ON CARDS

& CRACKS

Dear Frank:
I don’t know about you, but the

brazen actions of Alehouse per-
sonnel in relation to that NSCAD
photo experiment  (The Frank
100, Frank 575) didn’t surprise
me in the least.

What do you expect from a bar
that equates a 72-ounce
cheeseburger with a disaster
that killed 2,000 people and lev-
elled much of the city in which it
does business?

What next? A payphone
named after Vince Coleman?

T. Rashy,
Halifax

TASTELESS

& CHEESY Dear Frank:
Given the amount of

space you’ve devoted to
the acting “talents” of
former Liberal hack Brad
Armitage (Frank 567), I
was surprised you failed to mention him in your story
concerning those dreadful Grim Reaper/Liquor Corp
ads. Brad co-stars opposite Gulliver Grim in the se-
ries’ “acting” commercial.

R. Mearchard,
Haliwood

View the NSLC ads at youtube.com/
loyalsubscriber2

Brad Armitage

Dear Frank:
Who wrote that

“Just Not So Story”
about Jesus Christ
and Sidney Crosby in
the new Frank (Frank
576)?

I may not go to
church, but even I’m
not that much of a hea-
then.

Billy Bob
McWilliams’s

Mother,
Via telephone

GOOD GAWD!

Dear Frank:
I didn’t see ATV’s Steve

Murphy in your end-of-year
issue in December (Frank
575). Did you know Stevie

GETTING IN
ON THE ACT

gets approximately 60 days
off during the year? Wow!
What a job!

E.Z. Duzzit,
Ellershouse

NICE WORK

IF YOU

CAN GET IT
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LETTERS PO BOX 295, HALIFAX, NS B3J 2N7
WEB: www.atlanticfrank.ca

FAX ANYTIME: (902) 423-0281

Dear Frank:
It may seem a little late, to you, for some-

one to be commenting on your Torch Bearer
Who’s Who list in Frank 573, but I’ve been
busy. I wouldn’t be bothering now, except that
I’m a big fan of irony, and these short illumi-
nated nods to history were, and are, rather
ironic — to me, at least.

In the interest of sloth (my most-favourite
deadly sin), I’ll limit myself to historical iro-
nies, as well.

Great Olympic moments, I’ve found, don’t
normally happen without at least one athlete
being involved. Yet athletes have been poorly
represented as torch luggers, so far — a situ-
ation made all the more obvious, when one
reads an alphabetical list of luggers like the
one you guys printed.

Worse, still, in my opinion, is the fact that
our Canadian athletes, the ones who have
created great Olympic moments, seem to be
going largely ignored, even as they might be
running past us on their turn of the relay.

Now I’ll concede that not many great, Ol-
ympic moments can be attributed to Cana-
dian athletes. But doesn’t that mean we are
obligated to glorify the few we have, with that
attribute, on this seemingly interminable pa-
triotic journey?

I say, “Yeah.”
Perhaps organizers and the media, are all

too busy preparing for, and running their own
legs to book off some time to honour any ac-
tual Olympic heroes.

See, I’m told enough to remember the 1976
Summer Olympics, one of our better outings.
Greg Joy, remember him?

Well, every day, I rub shoulders with an-
other silver medalist from those games, who
toils away in virtual anonymity (as he did on
his leg of the torch run), at the “grass roots”
level, as a coach, teacher, strategist, and
general nice guy, trying to produce athletes
who might someday manage the success he
had, in the sport he did: swimming.

LETTER OF THE WEEK

A REAL OLYMPIC HERO

Gary MacDonald

I refer to “Coach” Gary MacDonald, who
has turned the Dalplex pool into a very differ-
ent place since he showed up.

This guy’s the real deal, and he’s got class
up the yin yang. The morning after his evening
leg, Gary brought in the running gear he wore,
and his torch, for us regular shlubs to see and
touch, instead of putting it all up for sale on E-
bay. (Last time I checked, torches were going
for $1,725 even.) Plus he answered every
question, and left no stone unturned, when it
came to explaining the protocols and proce-
dures of his run. If you ask me, “Coach” pro-
duced a great Canadian Olympic moment and
a half there, at Dal, the day after his symbolic
jog, without swimming a single stroke in the
pool.

He even classily brought in his silver medal,
which he had classily worn the night before.
How many Canadian athletes would do that,
even if they could?

I saw the big, shiny bastard with my own
eyes and touched it, too. It’s magnificent. Truly.
And get this: “Coach” went for a leak, while I
was fondling his “pride and joy.” Only a class
act has the balls to go urinate, and leave some
jerk (with a highly irregular background) alone
to cover one of his most-prized possessions
with skin cells and fingerprints, or hit the road
with it.

We’re a rough crowd up here at the ‘Plex.
In terms of irony, I’d say Gary is a walking

representation of the Olympic ideal: nobody
knows who he is. Never has it been clearer to
me that we are celebrating what might be,
while hastily forgetting what has already been.

It sucks, man, and talk about passive ag-
gressive.

Ironic, too, is the fact that the torch is spend-
ing a lot of time getting a “lift” from one media
centre to the next. I’m no historian, but I’m fairly
sure that the ancient Greeks never drove their
touch anywhere. Not even to the store for
smokes. They ran it everywhere, I understand,
which must’ve been a logistical nightmare

when the ’68 Games
were held in Mexico. I
heard that the secret to
running fire across wa-
ter was scratched into
marble slates, stored in
Pompeii, which was
lost, forever, after the
Olympic head office got
buried, along with eve-
rything else, under all that lava. As a result,
I’m told, using aircraft was seen to be the sec-
ond-best option - at least until if and when the
slates are dug up.

Still, as long as the Greeks were on dry land,
history dictated that they run the flame. When
it’s all said and done, I’ll be a tad embarrassed,
as a Canadian, if the torch saw more of our
country from the back seat of a crowded SUV
than it did in the hands of a corporate power
broker, locally famous celebrity-type, or the
occasional athlete.

Finally, and I’m just guessing here, I think
the Greeks would’ve thought that holding Ol-
ympics in the wintertime was a lame idea,
especially after they read a list of events, with
brief explanations attached:
O “Competitors speed skate round and
round, in a big circle? Why? What’s a skate?”
O “One guy lies on top of another guy, and
they slide down a hill together? For what rea-
son (other than the obvious)?”
O “You put on skis, toss the poles and jump
off a man-made ramp? How come? And tell
me again: why did they build a ramp in the
middle of nowhere in the first place?”

At least the summer games’ events, for the
most part, have their own historical founda-
tions. That’s also why I’m almost positive that
the ancient Greeks would have laughed their
asses off, when they saw rhythmic gymnas-
tics.

I’m just saying.
Kirby Judge,

Halifax

WATCH OUT FOR

THE LOCUSTS!

Dear Frank:
On January 12 a blaze erupted in the row

of historic buildings, on that lovely block on
South Street.  Also that morning, a plow driver
knocked into a fire hydrant, flooding sections

of Prince and Barrington. The water promptly
froze over. Hmmm. Flood, ice, and fire, at the
same time. Like, OMG! Is the end near?

A.P. Ocolips,
Halifax
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YES FRANK! I’M ENCLOSING A CHEQUE FOR $44.95
(INCLUDES FST) FOR A ONE-YEAR, 26-ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION.

WE DO NOT SELL OUR SUBSCRIPTION LIST!
ATLANTIC CANADA FRANK, BOX 1481, SHELBURNE, N.S., BOT 1W0

SEND THIS PAGE AND YOUR CHEQUE TO:

NAME (PLEASE PRINT):

ADDRESS: POSTAL CODE:

PHONE: VISA/M’CARD/AMER.EX: EXPIRY:

PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT
NO. 40050490

New Renewal

2010006

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Call or fax toll free

1-800-259-1066
frank.mag@ns.sympatico.ca

NEWSROOM:
Call toll free

1-888-335-5505
atlanticfrank@eastlink.ca

YOU CAN NOW ORDER OR RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION ON-LINE
USING OUR SECURE WEBSITE: WWW.ATLANTICFRANK.CA

BEDTIME READING SPECIAL!
Take Frank to bed all year long.
It’s just $1.73 an issue if you
order before Jan. 31, 2010.

One year.
26 issues.

Just $44.95.
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